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CHAPTER ONE 
 
 
I was a little disconcerted by what was happening! 
 
Here I was on one day thinking of throwing in the towel. 
 
The next, the world was all rosy. 
 
My life was good and I was to become a father again...fast approaching fifty. 
 
Wasn't that exciting? 
 
I mentioned it to the Police Shrink, letting her know that it was a worry to me. 
 
One minute, my life is full and worthwhile, then I am effected by the completion of a Case 
and its innocent victims and sadistic assailants, and I seem to plunged into a depressed 
fugue state. I was sure that the phenomenon had never occurred before in my life. 
 
"Joseph? You've had an up and down life. From childhood, where you picked up the unsaid 
vibes that your maternal Guardian, your Grandmother, flung out on the character of your 
birth mother and your drunk gypsy of a grandfather, your possible molestation at the hands 
of a Teaching Brother before you were a teenager which I might add, you have not dealt 
with even now...through to your wife's murder and your feeling of inadequacy in bringing 
up your son..." 
 
She moved the writing pad that she had perched on her knee. Placing it on the desk behind 
her. 
 
"Your feelings of guilt each and every time that you worked overtime or on an extended 
shift, concerned that your work was eating into the valuable time with your son...completely 
natural, I might add. Those subconscious minor worries are concerns that all working 
parents share...but with you and your penchant to worry about the most trivial matters, they 
developed into something else entirely..." 
 
"Manic Depression..." 
 
"No. I don't think so. Everything experienced throughout your life has an effect on your 
mental state. I have no reason to believe that you are a manic depressant. In fact, the 
complete opposite...what I do think is that the insecurities, the concerns that dwelt within 
you after your wife was killed in how you were to bring up a ten-year-old boy alone, has 
resurfaced. Fermented by you soon to become a father at such an age with all its 
challenges...mixing with your basic insecurities of your own childhood. You are a good 
man, Joe...and your continued close relationship with your son...and his choice of partner, 
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show that you are an acceptable person to again become a parent...and you must realise that 
Estelle will be there to help shoulder the burden this time...I'm going to prescribe a light 
Anti-depressant for you. You suffer more from an Anxiety Complex which can be treated. 
Managed. Handled. I want you to take the drug as directed each day for a period of four 
weeks. Come and see me then. Say at the end of the month. The last Friday of the month. 
Ten thirty. OK? Keep a close account of your mood swings and what they involve within 
that four weeks...and what may trigger those moments of melancholia especially. We may 
have to juggle with the dosage...Joe? I say it again, you're a good man. A good cop. Don't 
kill your future with these insecure thoughts. I think you have a tendency to cut off your 
nose to spite your face...you need to keep a handle on that emotion. Okay?" 
 
 
 
CHAPTER TWO 
 
 
"Detective Lind? We've found her body...well, we think it is her body. It has been burnt 
beyond recognition..." 
 
"Whereabouts, exactly?" 
 
"Out on the Picton Road. Behind the new sub-division from where our missing woman was 
from. We'll have to wait for DNA sampling tests to be run for confirmation. Maybe in a 
fortnight we'll have some indication." 
 
"A homicide..." 
 
"Yes, Detective. I cannot see her carting a Jerry Can full of petrol a couple of hundred 
metres into the bush along a rough fire trail and then setting herself alight...and somehow 
making those same jerry cans disappear...self-conflagration appears not to be included in 
her psyche." 
 
There was a certain amount of disdain in the Station Sergeant's voice in answering my 
question. 
 
"An accelerant was used? There is evidence of it, then?" 
 
"Yes, Detective. Trace elements of petrol found around the burnt remains." 
 
"Has the body been removed?" 
 
"Yes, Detective....as we speak. Do you want it left in-situ until you get here?" 
 
"No... what? It'll take us at least an hour to get out there?" 
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"Forty-five minutes tops, Detective." 
"No. It's fine. I'll see you soon." 
 
 
 
CHAPTER THREE 
 
 
"We are pretty sure that the remains are one Missus Mary Bethley Terrence. Sixty-nine 
years of age. Was cared for by her forty-eight-year-old daughter and her husband. Gwen and 
Kevin Waters. They reported her missing two days ago. You know all this, Detective..." 
 
I nodded my head. 
 
"Yes. We do, but go through it again." 
 
The Senior Constable shrugged his shoulders. Looked down at his iPad. 
 
"Um...I'll download you a copy as soon as we are finished talking...um...Retired at the age 
of sixty-one as a Primary School Teacher at Illawarra Primary School at Oak Flats, south of 
Wollongong. Called it quits earlier than the retirement age due to the on-set of Dementia. 
Pensioned out though her Dementia does not appear to have worsened. Is on a Disability 
Pension and part Superannuation. All her professional career was spent in the Wollongong 
area at various Primary Schools. Married at the age of nineteen to a Harold James Fields. A 
Pommy immigrant who worked in the Steel Mills at Port Kembla. He was killed in a 
workplace accident in nineteen eighty-four. Re-married three years later to Daniel Fields. 
The younger brother of Harold. Three kids. All girls to the first marriage. Daniel Fields 
came to the marriage with a son, Cameron. Of the three girls, Gwen is the eldest and has 
looked after the Deceased for the past three years. The middle daughter Susan, lives in 
Adelaide, also a teacher and the youngest daughter Diane, lives in Windsor not that far 
away..." 
 
The Senior Constable looked up at me to make sure I was paying attention. He had already 
gone through this spiel over the phone. He was a little peeved to have to repeat himself. 
 
It would be far easier for him, as far as he was concerned, to just upload all the information 
straight to my e-mail address and thus it would be there on my iPad. 
 
He would be instructed to do this in any case, as soon as he had finished! 
 
"Arrh... Cameron apparently went off the rails for a bit after his mother and father divorced. 
Couldn't fit into the new arrangement. Moved out of the home when he was around 
seventeen. Lived on the streets. The usual grind. Drugs and petty crime. Did time...fifteen 
months...in the late 1980's. Again, in the mid 1990's. Nothing since then. His whereabouts 
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unknown at this stage...could even be deceased. There has been no contact between the 
family and the man who would now be in his early forties." 
"Why would you say that, Senior Constable?" 
 
He shrugged his shoulders. 
 
Shelley gave me a glance saying, 'don't get the guy off-side as is your want.' 
 
"You know, Sir. A street-kid. Drugs. Jail time. A never-ending spiral. It's usually the end 
result." 
 
"Senior Constable, if it is pure conjecture, it has no place at a homicide crime scene report. 
We endeavour to deal only in facts. Truths that we are sure of...understand?" 
 
Shelley looked down at the ground. 
 
Smiled to herself. 
 
Both Detectives knew that theories and way out guesses were the order of the day in just 
about every homicide case that they attended. It appeared that it was the sacrosanct realm of 
only Murder Detectives, the way that I was explaining it! 
 
He looked up at us feeling dutifully chastised. 
 
Satisfied that we were not having a go at him and we were recording his hard fought for 
Data, he continued. 
 
"Um...the facts...Mary goes by her maiden name of Terrence now since the death of her 
second husband, Daniel Fields who died some time ago...um...the Victim always went for a 
daily walk through the Park that is at the centre of the sub-division and down along the 
walking trail and bike track towards the river. A fair way but she loved to walk. She suffers 
from the onset of dementia but was not considered to be that effected by the disease as 
yet..." 
 
He was dribbling. going over facts as though they may be important. 
 
I let out a sigh of frustration. 
 
He must have heard as his face reddened. 
 
"Um...That has been confirmed by her Doctor. She was seen by a group of school kids down 
near the Town lake...which is really a water retention dam for the entire development so that 
storm water is released slowly into the river and not in one large gush...to minimise the 
chance of flooding downstream..." 
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I nodded my head slowly, on the verge to yell at him to keep to the matter at hand! 
 
He must have read the expression on my face as he quickly completed his verbal report! 
 
"Um...that was the last known sighting of her. It is not known whether she actually made it 
to the end of her walk and was returning or whether she was taken as she headed in the 
direction of the river..." 
 
I nodded my head. 
 
Looked over at Shelley as she had stood stock still during the commentary, filming the 
event with her iPad. 
 
The bush that we were located in, was surprisingly dense. 
 
One of the last remnants of untouched bushland around these parts. Another ten years and 
the present development will have expanded to crawl over this area. Not a trace left of it! 
 
I looked around, saddened by the thought. 
 
"About how far would the return walk be?" Shelley asked the Senior Constable. 
 
"From the doorstep of her daughter's home to the river and back. About one point seven 
kilometres..." 
 
"A fair walk for one so old..." 
 
"She did it every day..." 
 
"Her daughter ever accompany her...or anyone else?" 
 
"Her daughter? Yes. At least twice a week. Mostly on the week-ends. The next-door 
neighbour, Mabel Turner usually every day. She considered herself the Vic's very best 
friend...and it seems that as they did the walk, they would usually meet up with other 
Walkers...all retired people...and then they would walk in a big bunch. A happy time by all, 
so it seems." 
 
"Why hadn't the friend accompanied her on the walk two days ago?" 
 
"Doctor's appointment apparently. That has been confirmed." 
 
"And the congregation of likeminded Walkers?" 
 
"It is just one of those things. Sometimes they meet up, sometimes they don't. It is a kind 
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of...um...ad hoc arrangement.... but they would usually link up with some or all at the 
Coffee House." 
"No mention from either woman of anyone lurking? Following? During the weeks before? 
Or by the bunch?" 
 
"No. Not that either the daughter or the next-door neighbour noticed...or the other walkers. I 
reckon that they'd be too busy yapping between themselves to notice anything out of the 
ordinary....it seemed to be quite a social event." 
 
His throw-away lines and opinions were starting to grate on me. 
 
"Mmm...now that makes it difficult...any forensic trace around the area of crime scene?" 
 
"They're still examining the area..." 
 
"Who called it in? Discovered the body?" 
 
"A local man. Lives in the same block as the Waters. Down the street a bit on the opposite 
side. On nodding terms if you know what I mean. Walking his dog. Does the track walk 
through the brush here at least twice a week. There was no sign of the body on the day that 
the Vic went missing according to him...but he did the walk this afternoon to discover the 
body...he thought it was some animal or something...his dog growled and wanted to sniff the 
remains...he said that there was quite a strong smell of petrol when he first noticed the 
remains..." 
 
"Anything else?" 
 
"No, Detective. That's about it. Autopsy tomorrow afternoon, so's I've been told...hard to tell 
on what, actually...it's all yours now, Detectives. Good luck." 
 
"Good work, Senior Constable. You've provided us with a lot to think about. Thanks for 
that." 
 
He wasn't too sure whether I was being sarcastic or just stating a fact. 
 
I felt that he took my comment the wrong way. 
 
"I couldn't have asked for anything better, my man. Good job." I repeated to calm his 
anxieties. 
 
That seemed to have hit the right spot as he walked away with a new-found confidence. Or 
so I thought! 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
 
 
For some reason in this new Estate, the Developer and the local Council scrimped on 
investing in a more modern and more powerful camera surveillance system that covered all 
the public areas, including the large open space area around the 'Lake' and the only structure 
on its shore. A genuine replica of a Japanese Tea House! Incongruous and completely out of 
character to the design of the 'lake' foreshore and modern Australian suburbia! 
 
None-the-less, it was a huge hit with the locals and the Retirement section of the 
Community, being regularly bursting at the seams with early morning walkers, wannabes 
and coffee sippers. The MAMIL crowd also visited twice a week after their early morning 
ride around the perimeter of the Estate which had been designed with a superb network of 
interconnecting Bike and Walking pathways. 
 
With the help of the local Uniform boys, we spent almost a week canvassing the entire sub-
division for little result. 
 
The local Shopping precinct that overlooked the central 'Lake' from one side provided our 
only clue. 
 
From a minimum amount of surveillance cameras that were positioned at selected spots. 
 
Not good, but I'm not about to run in the Contractor and Architect who made the initial 
decision on the position of the cameras. 
 
A fuzzy and indistinct figure hopping out of a light-coloured Toyota Hatchback in the car 
parking area of the shops. The large bitumen area positioned on the far side of the shopping 
complex away from the 'Lake, ' although its surface water with oil and muck residue drained 
initially into this man-made lake. 
 
The tall figure that we ascertained was a middle-aged Caucasian male, walked through the 
Plaza Shopping area to sit on a park bench overlooking the 'Town Lake'. He rose as the 
elderly Mary Bethley Terrence walked past on her way down the cycle track towards the 
river. 
 
I was surprised at her sprightly gait for one of that age. 
 
In frustration, we released the figure and the ten second burst of video to the local Press and 
all Sydney TV Stations. 
 
For nil results! 
 
"His vehicle hasn't shown up on any of the Red-light or Traffic Surveillance Camera 
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positions around the area...not one!" 
"Maybe he came and went outside your Search time criteria..." 
 
"Or he's a local." I muttered. 
 
Surprised that the thought had taken this long to come to me. Hours of bending towards a 
video screen watching streams of cars come and go that was pissing me off! 
 
"Mmm...a visitor? Perhaps a member of an extended family. Perhaps a favourite nephew 
staying for a couple of days at his favourite Aunty and Uncle's as a break from his trip...the 
older members of his family who live in the Estate not really caring what type of car their 
younger nephew drove..." 
 
"Which would indicate a crime of opportunity. No... I don't think so. This shows pre-
meditation. Thought. Planning. A couple of days or even weeks of following the Deceased. 
Learning her habits. Her daily walk and who accompanied her. There's anger in the manner 
that he disposed of the body. A need to obliterate the Vic from the face of this earth...you 
say that the afternoon of her disappearance in the AM, her body was not in this location. It 
was the following day that it was discovered. He held her for twenty-four hours...the mind 
cringes as to the reason why." 
 
"Looking at the remains, he sure did a good job...thank Christ that I didn't actually see the 
remains. The Crime Scene photographs are bad enough to give me night-mares for a while." 
 
"A good try, huh?" 
 
"He still could have been a short-term visitor to some-one's place on the Estate. He finally 
tracks down his quarry surprised that she lives in close proximity to Aunty Gertrude...or 
who-ever! Kept her body in the boot of his vehicle, perhaps..." 
 
"Nah. No. Not on...Shells? Shut up, will you? We're boxing at shadows." 
 
We were silent for some time, mulling over the fact of the case. 
 
"He’s not our man…" I suddenly blurted out. "If he is, then he has access to a 4WD. There 
is no way that a little Hatchback could negotiate that bush track." 
 
"Perhaps slowly…" Shelley muttered. 
 
I shook my head. I just couldn’t see it. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
 
 
All hell seemed to break loose! 
 
Six months ago, we were the 'Darlings' of the Media who couldn't seem to get enough of the 
hero and his good-looking side-kick. 
 
Something that riled Shelley no end. 
 
The attractive 'book-end' to the real modern-day Sherlock Holmes. She with no brains, she 
would often say, when the reality was that she was the power, the intellect of the 
partnership! 
 
Which had always got a reply from me! 
 
Now? 
 
I was over it! 
 
We were classified as the Monsters from the Deep who practically handed the shotgun to 
the poor, devastated Mishka Barnes. Her story and that of her hapless father kept alive long 
after the sound of a shotgun blast reverberated around the country. 
 
The whole sorry case seemed to find that half hidden nerve of sympathy in the wider 
community and a 'crowd fund' to represent Mishka's heirs in Court fighting for what 
decency proclaimed as rightfully theirs, was established...and growing by the minute!!! 
 
We were placed on suspension with full pay while an internal investigation was conducted 
on our role...or not...of Mishka Barnes's suicide. The Integrity Hearing Panel seemed to waft 
about on the charges that had us confined to our homes. They didn't seem to know what 
charges were relevant. They just wanted us to disappear for a while until the flames of 
support and passion extinguished for the hapless Barnes family. 
 
According to the Shock Jocks and others, it was us who had caused Mishka 'Missie' Barnes 
to put the shotgun to her mouth and blow her brains away in a mist of grey, blood and gore. 
 
Thus, the Case of the burnt remains of Mary Bethley Terrence were lost in the heat of public 
opinion and disgust at the Court system in general that seemed bent on giving the lottery 
winnings to persons who really didn't want any part of the windfall. 
 
The Coroner's Enquiry into the hapless Barnes suicide was being followed by just about 
every person in the State, so it seemed. Even further afield than that! 
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I had just finished washing the 4WD, intending to hook up the Van and disappear into the 
Barrington Tops for a couple of days. 
 
Tellie was intending to take a flex day on the Friday and the following Monday to 
accompany me. 
 
My mobile began to play Pavarotti’s version of Puccini's Dorma Nessus. 
 
I did not answer immediately, as I wanted to be thrilled by that last magnificent note that 
made the hairs on the back of my neck stand on end and tears to well in my eyes. 
 
I picked up the mobile and answered. My throat constricted. 
 
"Ya took a bloody long time to answer ya bloody phone. You in the toot or something? It's 
Clara. Yer half-sister. Yer Mum's in hospital. A week to live at the most." 
 
That was it. 
 
She hung up. 
 
Not wanting to converse in any way. 
 
That was obvious! 
 
I had been told some time before, that my biological mother had died. Several years ago, in 
fact. That was the word. It seems that that side of the family was not that comfortable in 
having a brother, even a half-brother, being a cop. And a well-known, successful one at that. 
 
To be kind, the entire family was the most dysfunctional lot that I had ever come across and 
their bogan ways and palpable hatred of any authoritarian figure was most obvious. On the 
very few occasions that I had attempted to get to know my 'other' family, it was a case of all 
of them sitting in glum silence ganging up on me as they sat opposite, with scowling looks 
and grunts for answers when they thought they needed to supply a reply at all to my 
enquiries. It was obvious that every word I muttered was sheer fabrications or stretches of 
the truth! 
 
It was very uncomfortable so these types of re-unions puttered to non-existent events. 
 
Only one half-sister had broken the cycle and mercifully fled with her boyfriend to parts 
north of Brisbane. She had contacted me several times and it was she who supplied the bulk 
of the history of my biological mother's life. 
 
A sorry life at that! 
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It would seem that my mother had inherited all the negative genes amply shown by her 
good-for-nothing father, my grandfather, as my guardian grandmother would sometimes 
hint at when I was a child under her care. Thinking all the time that the elderly woman was 
my mother. Finally learning the truth after she had died. That was, that she was my maternal 
grandmother and her daughter, my mother, had fled when I was but a baby. For places 
unknown. Never to be heard from again until a chance meeting led her to my Hospital Ward 
door. 
 
My mother something akin to her father's character. A no-body. A loser with a capital 'L'. 
 
His name, James Little McCullough known as Jessie James. 
 
That should give some inkling into the man's character. 
 
A Roustabout, Jackaroo and sometimes Shearer...when he was sober! As can be seen by the 
choice of occupation, he was rarely at home. When he was, he filled my mother as a small 
child, with romantic stories of the Bush and its beauty...and then raped and abused my 
grandmother and the kids soon after as a conclusive statement! 
 
To think that my mother's entry into the World was due to her mother being raped could not 
have sat well with her soul, especially when her mother, my Grandmother, bitterly 
complained of the fact every time that my mother, in growing up and coming to grief, was 
constantly reminded of the fact. 
 
My mother was always going to stray and be attracted to the type of man whom lived com-
fortably straddling the accepted legal norms of the community. He, a whip-o-will who 
landed at the family home only for the comforts of a familiar female. It would appear that 
the seven kids were all the result of rape which may go halfway in explaining their outlook 
on life. My biological mother was forced from house to house. Living a pitiful life on Social 
Benefits and hand-outs from caring neighbours. She had trained as a Teacher but never 
attained her right to teach. Thrown out of Teachers College for continuous insubordination 
and foul language. Something that a Kindergarten Teacher in-training should never utter! 
This also left a negative chip on her shoulder. 
 
Another load to compliment the load already there. 
 
She slid further and further down the socio-economic scale, brooding more and more on her 
sorry state of affairs. Alcohol did not help in the matter. The kids all committed minor 
larceny offences which grew in severity as the tenacity and 'front' matured. 
 
The sister who kept in regular contact with me from that side of the family? 
 
She, Cheryl Anne Procter, became pregnant at fifteen. She and her young lover, eventually 
her husband, lit out to places north of the border. 
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It's truly amazing how families seem to experience the cycle of earlier generations! 
 
The wheel will always turn but it is always flatter on the side that takes most of the weight! 
 
Making the same mistakes...except that Cheryl Anne did not dwell on the negatives, but 
looked at life and embraced it with both arms. 
 
She and her husband were now successful business people running a very lucrative 
Cleaning Business on the Sunshine Coast with three kids in tow. A lovable, happy, 
gregarious woman whom I had met on several occasions now. More like her maternal 
Grandmother and my guardian angel then anything from her mother's side of the family, so I 
would assess. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER SIX 
 
 
'What bloody Hospital?' I asked myself. 
 
The last known address of my mother was some Housing Commission suburb out around 
Campbelltown so I guess the Campbelltown Hospital. 
 
Then I thought that perhaps I should ring Cheryl Anne, my half-sister living up on the 
Sunshine Coast at Coolum. 
 
She would know. 
 
"Joseph? That you? You calling about Mum? In Hospital?" 
 
"Yeah." 
 
"Can you give me half an hour? No. Make it an hour, will you? I'm in a meeting. I'll ring 
you back, okay?" 
 
"Yep. Speak to you then. Cheers." 
 
I was a little miffed. 
 
I had been told earlier that morning that our one week 'lay-off' punishment had been 
extended to two weeks. No explanation. No sane reason given. Usually in circumstances 
like this, I continued to do work. Hooking into my Work Computer to catch up on cases. 
Reports and e-mail traffic. After all, I was still on full pay. Somehow, a bar had been placed 
on my intrusion onto my work's computer and all files. 
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Both Shelley and I were being blocked out. This was the first time this had happened. Not 
even fellow colleagues had experienced a similar thing when placed on this ridiculous 
punishment regime themselves. 
 
A conversation earlier that morning with our Boss had not been helpful. He was unsure of 
this action and why it would have been implemented. 
 
He also had never heard of it before. 
 
"Perhaps the Integrity boys wanted to freeze your work volume so that they can come across 
it." Clive Butler offered. 
 
Most unhelpful as all it did was to fill me with dread and anxiety. 
 
We were at this stage, knee deep in it. 
 
We were still emotionally mired in the Lottery Winning Case as the Barnes Suicide and 
shooting homicides was being called. More on that emotional level as the case was out of 
our hands. We still would be required to complete a full Investigative Report for both the 
Coroner and the DPP's Office, however. 
 
The Father Kilpatrick Bashing Homicide was all tied up except for the final DPP conference 
and peripheral witness statements. 
 
The ugly Westcott 'Westy' Homicide known as the 'Body over the Bough' Case was 
awaiting the final Forensic and DNA Trace Report before we could present it to the DPP's 
Office and the Jason Stanowitz Stabbing Homicide was as good as over awaiting a trial 
date. 
 
Still, we had Reports to write, to file. 
 
Meetings to attend. 
 
Papers to collate on all the cases so that they could be progressed through into the Court 
System and people to re-interview to finalise each of those Cases. 
 
Our time looked as though it was going to be spent in Court appearances into the 
foreseeable future with Preliminary Hearings and Pre-trial meetings and then the arduous 
Trial Time. 
 
That didn't seem to matter to the twits of the Integrity Unit who were answerable only to 
themselves. Their reason for the extension unknown. All that appeared to happen was 
another red stain on my Personnel File which was being weighed down by either swing of 
the pendulum. Hero to Villain and back again. 
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It would be quite the reading for some future scholar in Police Behaviour, I mulled to 
myself. 
 
I couldn't help but laugh at that thought! 
 
 
 
CHAPTER SEVEN 
 
 
Tellie understood my wish to cancel our trip for a four-day week-end up in the Barrington’s. 
 
I picked up my half-sister from Sydney Airport early in the day and headed towards 
Wollongong. 
 
"Wollongong...what's she doing down in Wollongong?" 
 
"She moved down to Jim's place about four months ago. Shell Harbour. Lives in a back 
garage that's been turned into a Grannie Flat. She wasn't that well then...they admitted her at 
the beginning of the week. It's right through her system. Attacking all the vital organs. A 
secondary which if she had of seen about it early, they may have been able to do something 
about..." 
 
"A death wish?" 
 
"Yeah. Possibly. Probably. I haven't informed the siblings of our visit. I don't even know 
whether they'll be there or not. Frankly, I hope not." 
 
I nodded my head. 
 
"How's Tellie? Not long to go?" 
 
"Five weeks..." 
 
"A winter baby...though you wouldn't know it's the middle of winter at the moment, now 
would you. What with an Autumn that was hotter than the Summer just gone...and now this 
thirty degree heat in the middle of Winter, it's all topsy-turvy. Tellie getting excited? Had 
enough?" 
 
"Nah, she's cool about it...fussing around like a mother hen...the Nursery is ready. The 
house renovations all completed and under budget though we blew the budget on the 
Nursery furniture let me tell you...the price!!?? Put Baby in front of any furniture piece and 
you can double the price of the piece!" 
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"Tell me about it. I've been through it three times...you thinking of going again?" 
 
I laughed at the thought. The first wasn't even here yet, and she's talking about another! 
 
Women!! 
 
"I'll keep you away from Tellie just in case you give her any ideas...frankly, I think she 
could handle it...me? I don't know." 
 
"C'mon, Joe. Stop being so hard on yourself. You wait and see, you'll be one excellent 
father judging by the way Bill has growed up." 
 
There it was again. Because Bill had grown up relatively free from any emotional baggage 
on the loss of his mother so early in life, it was all my doing! I had never agreed with that 
assessment or sentiment. As far as I was concerned, my mother/grandmother had done all 
the heavy lifting after we had the Grannie Flat built and she moved in. I had very little input 
as far as I was concerned. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER EIGHT 
 
 
"Well...this is one for the books. Checking up on me this time to see if I am really bloody 
dying, huh?" 
 
She gave a chuckle that ended in a painful coughing fit. 
 
"Hello, mother...a little hard hearted to ask how are you, I guess...not the right question to 
ask under the circumstances...and... I heard that you didn't have long to go so I thought that I 
should try one more time..." 
 
"Coulda saved yerself an airfare just by ringing and asking at the desk...I'da appreciated it a 
lot more than seeing ya standing here." 
 
Her long-lost daughter was dismissed with a flip of the hand as the woman turned to me. 
 
She looked frail. 
 
A funny colour. 
 
Her eyes cloudy and runny. 
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"Yer looking good, Joseph. Yer like the lime-light in yer job, huh? Yer name in the Papers. 
On the News. Quite the bloody hero, huh...must be from yer father's side as we got no 
heroes on this side." 
 
A cackle. 
 
A wheezing fit again. 
She was still the acerbic, hard woman whom I had met only a couple of years ago. 
Completely ignorant of any heartache that she may be causing...it was some-one else, 
according to her way of thinking. That's how it would always be! Not for the first time I 
wondered how she would be if she had married my biological father. Would she still be the 
same old acerbic, sour old woman? Divorced more than likely. The mental question a total 
waste of time as she had met up with a bloke who was the epitome of her father, my 
grandfather. Down to the bashing and the rape and the flights of escape for months on end. 
 
Life is funny, isn't it? 
 
"Not really. No. " I answered deadpan. "I would rather do without it...no-one else bothered 
to come and see you, so it seems." 
 
"Now Joseph. No need for that...life just dealt me a bad hand...is how I'll put it." 
 
"A pair of twos has been known to win the game if you play it right..." 
 
"Hah. Too late to learn I guess...and I've never had a poker face...rather philosophical, aren't 
we? So, who was the mug who told youse about me? Not gunna tell? Just as well as I'd re-
write me Will to leave them out of it, if'n I knowed...what would you like to hear, Joseph? 
Me life spent wondering what ever became of you, perhaps?" 
 
"No... I doubt that you gave me a second thought..." 
 
"That'd be true 'nuff, though I am pleased that you've made a go of it...you inherit your 
father's genes and not the losers on my side...I ever tell you about me Dad? Your Grand-
father?" 
 
"Had a fistful of negative stories by the time I was ten on what a bastard the man was..." 
 
"I betcha did. Yeah, well...there's always two sides to any story...but I ain't got enough time 
to fill you in. Talk to Cheryl Anne there. She knows the history of her family...though she 
seems to be ashamed of it. Couldn't wait to get away from her mother and siblings. The 
further the better, I've always said." 
 
She gave her daughter a sideways glance that should have drilled her to the wall. 
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Cheryl Anne gave her mother a tight smile in return. 
 
This caustic, sarcastic conversation continued for the required uncomfortable half hour Hos-
pital visit. The tone, one of fuck the world. We're the only ones who are right and all you 
plebs are bloody twits. 
 
I tentatively, embarrassingly kissed the woman on the cheek, whispering to her as I did that 
I was grateful that she had given birth to me. My half-sister hardly gave her a backward 
glance as we left the Ward. 
 
My last glance at the woman whom I did not know as my mother, was rather tragic. 
 
And sad. 
 
I liked to have thought that I saw a tear in her eye, though I wasn't sure. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER NINE 
 
 
We heard them well before we saw them as we sat sipping a coffee in the Hospital Café. 
 
Their strident voices, frequent expletives and threats to cause an errant child harm if they 
didn't stop what they were doing, echoing through the large Reception and Entry area of the 
Hospital. 
 
Both Cheryl Anne and I turned our backs hoping beyond hope that we were not noticed by 
the rowdy throng of relatives. 
 
A terrible thing to admit, I know. 
 
"Will you come down for the funeral?" I asked. 
 
She shook her slowly. 
 
"I don't think so. Let them have their head as I doubt there'll be a kind word said over her 
body...that would be too embarrassing for me and I may be forced to say something in the 
old girl's defence...which again, maybe too embarrassing for me!" 
 
She wiped away a tear that had escaped and fallen down her cheek. 
 
"Listen to me wanting to defend her honour...though I doubt she had much of that...well...in 
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her own special bogan way I think she may have had, I guess...but no... though I'd like to 
come down for the birth...or the Christening of your bubs. You got a name yet?" 
 
"Yes...we know that it's a girl, so the odds are shortening on Aleesha..." 
 
"Aleesha Lind...now that sounds classy. Sophisticated. I like it." 
 
"I was mentoring a Probation Detective not that long ago whose name was Kaleesha 
Petrova. I always liked the name and it was Tellie who suggested Aleesha...yeah. It sounds 
good...melodic almost." 
 
"What happened to her?" 
 
"Who?" 
 
"The young Probation Detective..." 
 
I looked off into the near distance picturing her face. Her smile and the way that her 
ponytail bobbed about as she walked. The funny laugh...that hint of rebellion against the 
male hordes. 
 
"Mmm...." I gave a sad smile. "She permitted herself to get too close to a murder suspect 
who ended up blowing her brains out with a shotgun...a gruesome sight, let me tell you...one 
I hope that you never have to view...it was one too many bloody bodies for her...you may 
have heard of the case as it created national news time. The guy who won seventeen million 
in Lotto a week after he had died..." 
 
My half-sister shook her head. 
 
"Wouldn't that just shit you...she was his daughter or something, wasn't she? She had a 
DNA test that proved that she wasn't the biological daughter of the guy therefore she wasn't 
entitled to any of the money..." 
 
"That's not exactly right, but you can bet on the News hounds to bugger up the facts...it 
looks as though the Court will hand down a decision on who is entitled to the money 
sometime next month, I think it has been nominated as...I personally hope that decency will 
be upheld and the descendants of that woman, her son and daughter and their families, get 
the bulk of the winning proceeds...after the legal fees are deducted, that is. After all, she had 
spent her entire life believing she was the daughter of Charlie Barnes and spent the last five 
years looking after him...and the DNA examination did not conclude that she wasn't the 
biological daughter of Charlie Barnes, only that she was not related to Lee Barnes who had 
prefaced his claim before the Court by saying that he was the sole blood relative of Charlie 
Barnes...which isn't entirely true on several counts...which should have negated his claim for 
any of the money in any case, in my opinion...it could be alleged that Lee Barnes was of 
 the same mother but a different father to Charlie's as could be inferred by the DNA 
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comparison tests." 
 
"The milkman..." She shot back with a smile on her face. 
 
"It apparently is more common than originally thought, what with the DNA science we have 
now to check on the familial line. Suburbia was a rich bed of forbidden sex...." 
 
"Society...it sure has that dishonest underbelly...isn't that what it is called?" 
 
"Yeah, something like that. We managed to obtain DNA from a couple of tissue samples 
that the old bloke had taken of two or three inoperable brain tumours some months 
previously. A DNA comparison teat conclusively proved that she was indeed the biological 
daughter of the deceased old bloke, Charlie Barnes. So it should end up well. Um…your 
return home? To-morrow? Stay at our place to-night. I'll drive you to the Airport tomorrow 
afternoon." 
 
"You sure?" 
 
"Yeah, you can swap war stories with Tellie on how easy child-birth is." 
 
"Easy, brother. Easy!" 
 
 
 
CHAPTER TEN 
 
 
"You two...hold your exercises in abeyance and both come into my Office, will youse?" 
 
"Boss? This has started to get a little too much. We haven't even signed on yet...and this is 
about the sixth time that we've been pulled onto a Case well before our official knock-on 
time." 
 
"You step inside this building and you are on duty...in fact, as you know, you are always on 
duty...now...we are getting a bit of flak from the DPP about certain cases not being 
forwarded to them at an appropriate time prior to Prelim. Hearings and Trial Strategy 
meetings. You've what, Joe? Five weeks max before you take off on Paternity Leave? The 
two of you are confined to the Office. No more Cases will be assigned to you. You are to 
bring up to date every one of your cases whether they are going to Court or not...nothing 
else. You have what? Six? Seven Cases to progress? Your paperwork is to be finalised 
before you commence your dirty nappy holiday...Shells? I'm pushing you up to an acting 
Grade Three with a view of making that permanent by the time that this sleep starved crud 
comes back to work. You will be mentoring a young Probational Detective wannabe by the 
name of..." He had to look in his Diary. "Um...Bashart El Nasri. Good reports from the 
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Academy. Fluent in five languages. Top marks all the way through. OK. I think that is 
all...get on top of your Cases, okay?" 
 
"When I return, Boss? Will I still be partnering Shells here?" 
 
There was silence for some time. 
 
"Um...I don't know as yet. There has been a spike in the number of Academy Graduates 
wanting to try out in the Murder Squad. The next group should be coming out around the 
time that you are due back. I may want you to mentor a young one by yourself, Joe. That's 
the way that I am leaning. We have something like half a dozen old guard guys from 
Abbey's era retiring in the next year or two. I want capable Officers in house ready to take 
over those positions when their ship leaves...let's wait and see, huh? Shelley has already 
earned her Grade Three stripes so she is capable and of sufficient skills, to mentor on her 
own...so are you." 
 
Neither Shells nor I were thrilled by that revelation with the news making us curtail that 
morning exercise regime. 
 
"That'd be a bugger, Shells..." 
 
"Yeah...but you gotta admit, it was always on the cards. You, me and Daniels were 
considered the better mentors in the Day Shift Squad and to give us, as a team, one pimple, 
pockmarked face was really a slack use of resources..." 
 
"There you go again, all logic and no-nonsense." 
 
 
 
CHAPTER ELEVEN 
 
 
The twelve-week Paternity Leave buzzed past in a kaleidoscope of images, smells, emotions 
and sleepless nights. 
 
The wonderment and awe of such a perfect little bundle remained with me long after that 
time. 
 
I missed the birth! 
 
I am ashamed to have to admit it and only mention it to show how human I am! 
 
On hearing the second cry of pain from Tellie, I sunk to the floor unconscious! 
The brave Murder Squad Detective who constantly saw the worse of the human condition 
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and its aftermath, would never live down the event. 
 
I was dragged into a far corner of the Birthing Room and placed into a semi-coma position. 
Smelling salts were applied when it was my turn to bathe little Aleesha for the first time. 
 
I was shaking. Tears welled in my eyes. I was terrified that I may drop her or cause her to 
drown. I could hold her in one hand, wondering all the time how something this perfect 
could be so tiny and fragile. 
 
It all went well even with all these negative thoughts buzzing around in my head. I soon 
learnt to bathe, change nappies and nurse the little one. I became her favourite place to 
sleep, wrapped into my arms as I too, snoozed in the reclining chair. 
 
Everyone tried to rile me wondering where that insecure, unsure, nervous chap went to 
when I displayed my excellent fathering abilities.' 
 
I just hoped that I would be able to continue as my little girl grew. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER TWELVE 
 
 
The Naming Ceremony was held in the back yard some two months later. 
 
Just before I was due to return to work. 
 
My Paternity Leave exhausted, the same as I was! 
 
We had a Caterer come in to feed the sixty odd adults. Twenty or so kids spent the cool 
afternoon squealing, screaming, laughing and yelling in a packed pool. To my way of 
thinking it was a little too cold and too early in Spring for such carry-ons. 
 
Spring had started early, is all I'll say. 
 
The kids seemed not to care! 
 
Our Caravan was relocated temporarily to the driveway of the next-door neighbours with 
the Caterers setting up their 'soup kitchen' under the vacant Carport area. 
 
The aroma of Chinese cooking wafted across the neighbourhood. 
 
There is nothing better...a rose by any other name is still a rose! 
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And a beautiful one at that. 
 
Malisa and Bill, Tellie and I mingled with all our friends. Introducing half-brothers and 
sisters, fathers and step-mums to our respective work mates and friends. 
 
Abbey and Banjo had been almost permanently camped in the wilds of the Kimberley up 
near the Mitchell Falls. They loved the region that much that they were prepared to spend a 
'Wet' stranded for four months or longer if it was an exceptional 'Wet'. A dangerous but 
intrepid thing to plan on. 
 
Upon learning of the impending birth via sat-phone, they upped digs and headed through 
some of the most remote regions in the centre of the country to be here for the Naming 
Ceremony. I was more than thrilled to have them present. They would eventually park the 
Mobile Home under the Carport and stay for almost four months before setting off back 
towards the Flinders Ranges in South Australia, stating that the area, along with the south-
west region of WA, The Kimberley and the Pilbara was the second-best places in Australia! 
 
Mid-afternoon with the kids' enthusiasm significantly waning as the chilly water was begin-
ning to seep to their bones, a figure sidled into the backyard through the ajar back gate. I 
knew him immediately, rushing over to him to amiably tongue-lash him for not letting me 
know that he was back in the country. 
 
"Knackers, you old bastard. When did you land here? What do you mean by not telling me 
in advance? Just your fucking style, you AO. Just your style..." 
 
I grasped the man to my body in a man hug of major proportions. 
 
He'd aged. 
 
Grey the predominate colour of his now Number Two hairstyle and trimmed beard. Lines 
around his face, across his brow that weren't there only a couple of years ago. A slight stoop 
where once stood a man of military mien. 
 
"It's good to see you, you old bastard. What do I owe the pleasure of your company?" 
 
"Your daughter, you slow old sod...you're still as slow as ever...good to see you too." 
 
Tellie had never taken to the man, but showed pleasure on my account. 
 
By the 4 O'clock feed time, people who had travelled from interstate or the Port Macquarie 
area, such as my father and step-mother who now resided in a Grannie Flat attached to the 
enormous house of my half-sister on a property inland of Port, were thinking that it was 
time to leave. They and two of my sisters from that side of the family, said their farewells 
and headed off. Promises were made for a family re-union this coming Christmas when my 
step-sister's place, the Vet and her new partner were willing to turn their several hectares 
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backyard into a mini-camping area. This would include my step-sister Cheryl Anne and her 
partner, Phil Proctor and their three kids. They had hit it off immediately with the majority 
of my extended family on my father's side, sharing a similar sense of humour that we all 
shared with my father. 
 
Bless his cotton socks. 
 
After cleaning up the mess, we sat up on the deck enjoying the last rays of the early Spring 
sun planning to put the left-over Chinese to good use as the evening meal. 
 
"So, Knackers...what brings you home?" I asked. "Intending on staying long?" I added sar-
castically. 
 
I had noticed that several furtive, whispered discussions had occurred between my old mate 
and Malisa, my pseudo daughter-in-law. 
 
He glanced at those still remaining, sitting around the outdoor table setting. Shook his head. 
 
"Once upon a time, I would not even consider discussing the work that I do...so you can 
appreciate the confidential nature of what I am about to impart. I would hope that what you 
hear you will respect for both myself and my position, in keeping it between yourselves. 
Here. Not let it go any further...most of you I see, are Law Enforcement in any case...or ex 
Force." 
 
He again glanced around at us for some sign of confirmation. We all nodded our heads. 
 
"I wanted to continue with my career with the AFP but...um...situations have changed. 
People have moved on. Retired. Died. It would appear that my Medical Release was a 
glowing Report of my mental and emotional health and well-being and there were still some 
who thought that I could offer a great deal to the company..." 
 
"Stop the bullshit, Knackers...I know you better than you think...you pestered some-one to 
get back in, right?" 
 
"Okay. Yeah...and it just so happened that a Task Force was being set up to...um...to strip 
all...any criminal enterprise within Australia...and even those who have fled overseas, of all 
of their property, finances, investments and personal belongings that they may have accrued 
during their period of criminal activities...and more besides...I am the Nominal Head of that 
Task Force...and Malisa here, is the head of the Electronic and Digital Investigation Team, 
known as EDIT in Public Service-speak. Very apt, don't you think? This will be the major 
conduit through which we'll analyse and lasso all properties purchased from the proceeds of 
crime. Malisa will be my right-hand person. A big feather in her cap and due recognition of 
her talents and diligence..." 
 
This was the first time that we had heard of Malisa's role within the AFP. She had always 
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been very tight-lipped about her day to day responsibilities. 
 
Back slaps, kisses and congratulations all round. 
 
She reddened with embarrassment. 
 
"One of our first targets will be your friends, the Obédè Brothers, Joe. Remember them? 
They escaped your dragnet, didn't they?" 
 
"There's an open warrant out for their arrest. An Interpol Watch. I understand that they may 
be in some coastal Lebanese Port living the life of Riley in salubrious fashion..." 
"Yeah, that's right. They along with some very high-profile Bikie Leaders are enjoying life 
back in the country of their fathers’ origin while a steady stream of money continues to flow 
into their overseas bank accounts from enterprises, investments and rental property here in 
Australia. They are living like kings on the proceeds. Just not on! If we can't have them 
extradited back to Australia to answer charges against them, or we can't...um...spirit them 
out of the country for fear of upsetting the home Government, then we bloody well intend to 
make them bloody paupers...it may take some time and a little hard work, but we will break 
them and their enterprises up in due course. We will make our payback schemes hurt them 
where it hurts the most...their bloody hip pockets! Their dreams of an easy life in the Old 
Country a distant memory." 
 
I could not hide my pleasure at the revelation. 
 
Shelley too thumped the air with closed fists. 
 
It made our day. Our week. Our month! 
 
 
 
CHAPTER THIRTEEN 
 
 
I was glad to see Dallas Courtney and his new bride 'Bennie' Andersen in my backyard. 
Both were still exuding that afterglow of lovers the world over, still enjoying their 
'honeymoon' period. 
 
I hoped that it would never tarnish for the two of them. 
 
Malisa seemed to spend an inordinate amount of time with Dallas at various times of the 
afternoon. 
 
"You head-hunting, my dear?" I asked as she sidled up beside me to get some more food. 
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I gave her a cheeky grin. 
 
"Dallas would have to be one of the best Computer and Network Detectives in the business. 
He doesn't seem to know his own depth of knowledge. He would be a huge asset to my little 
group..." 
 
"I think you may have competition in that regard. Both Tellie and Dee Dee have also been 
chasing him...it would appear that he is going to be given the green light to return to duties 
in the near future. Light duties, I might add." 
 
"Yes...it seems to be common knowledge...I'd give the AFP a more then better chance of 
snaring him over you guys. He will be involved in not only national matters but 
international snooping as well. That makes his nose twitch, so he says. Apart from that, he 
would be able to commute to work in his electric chair each day. From Ultimo to Redfern is 
a stone's throw... straight up passed Ultimo Tech and across Railway Square via the 
pedestrian tunnel..." 
 
I nodded my head. 
 
I so wished that he would remain with us, but the international cyber-world beckoned him. 
 
"We'll even pay his way through an advanced Course in Computer Science just to make sure 
he has that piece of paper...don't get me wrong, he can run rings around most of my people 
as it is, and at a guess, most of the University Professors in that subject, but you'll always 
need that Degree to climb the ladder...he is interested, Joe. Very interested. You leave him 
be, hear me?" 
 
"You been working outside hours on him, so my little spy tells me." 
 
"Bill can be a gas bag at times even when I make him cross his heart and hope to die..." 
 
She laughed as she kissed my cheek before walking away. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FOURTEEN 
 
 
"Glad to be back, Joe?" 
 
"Ask me again in a week...so...what's been happening? Everyone looks lay back and relaxed 
since I've been off. Is there a message in that? You said something about little work when 
you were at my joint for the Naming Ceremony. What's been happening? Where's your 
young protégé?" 
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Shelley shook her head. 
 
"It's as if the general population of NSW has declared a moratorium on DV homicides and 
homicides in general over the past twelve weeks. The number has dropped to such low 
figures, some of the Murder Team guys have requested temporary transfer to Gang Related 
Matters, Burglary and White-Collar Crime. It is the slowest that CB has ever seen it! Our 
young Probation Officer? Bashart El Nasri...very intelligent. Articulate. A whiz at typing 
and very observant. I gave him the case of the burnt remains of Mary Bethley Terrence 
which looks as though it's going to become an 'Unsolve' sitting on the corner of your desk, 
Joe. It's not going anywhere. He was going well until he viewed the Crime Scene 
photographs and close up shots of the remains and the Autopsy shots. He hardly made it to 
the Gents before he lost his Lunch...he came back in after sitting on the throne for a good 
half hour. Went via CB's Office to offer his resignation...or at least his request for transfer to 
White Collar Crime...he looked the part actually. His colour was whiter then white...I 
shouldn't laugh. The photos are rather gruesome, to say the least." 
 
"So, you've been flying solo?" 
 
"Yep...and all our paperwork is so up to date it's practically in advance..." 
 
"So, you and I? We're back as a team? You get that promotion to D3?" 
 
"Arr....no! Which I'm very pissed off about...though I was in an acting position for your 
entire sabbatical...when Nasri was warming your seat. Which is so totally against Policy and 
Procedures. Apparently, there's a freeze on positions so I can't be promoted to a position that 
does not exist, according to Human Resources...and there are no plans in the near future to 
correct that travesty! I'm sure pissed off!" 
 
"Well, as a D2 you cannot mentor any young Probation Officers...supposedly! That's written 
into the Policy and Procedures Manual and blind Freddy would know of its existence." 
 
"But you can, as a confirmed D4...regardless of my position...the glass ceiling is most 
noticeable within the Cop Force...CB says to bide my time as he has placed a 
recommendation that several more positions be made available so that I can be promoted 
into one of the D3's thus created..." 
 
"Not a good time with positions frozen and a dramatic drop-off of cases..." 
 
"Good to have you back as my positive, energetic and enthusiastic partner." Shelley snarled, 
then giggled. "How's Aleesha?" 
 
"Man, you have no idea. She is serious work let me tell you, but she is smiling, sitting up 
and already taking in her surroundings. She's great." 
 
"The proud father...I expected heaps of photos..." 
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"I'm posting them up on the digital Noticeboard out the front for everyone to see...with 
Hendo's help, that is." 
 
"Be careful, Joe. That is not viewed with pleasure by some..." 
 
"Stuff 'em." 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FIFTEEN 
 
 
"So? What has happened with 'The Burnt Remains in the Bush' Case?" 
 
"The Mary Bethley Terrence burnt remains? Shit, practically zilch. We have the full 
Autopsy Results and the Forensic Report. The usual old age medications in her system that 
she was taking daily with a slight build-up of painkillers evident. Nothing in either to really 
help us...oh...one good thing emerged from the Crime Scene Forensic Report. There was a 
pile of building material and discarded dumped furniture close to the remains. The FO's 
found a receipt for some minor building supplies purchased for a firm called D'Rosso 
Construction of Gladesville amongst the debris...for a small house extension at Eastwood. 
Also, DNA trace...used tissues with a match to a known small-time felon who has previous 
dumping convictions. Gordon John Symonds. Labourer/Driver for said Construction firm. 
The LAC boys charged both men and put them before the local Magistrate who was furious 
at their continued snubbing of the law in that regard. The Labourer Driver? Fined $5K with 
a Good Behaviour Bond of 14 months. The Builder? Roscoe D'Rosso. Fined $20K with a 
Good Behaviour Bond of 18 months plus the firm has to clean up the mess, whether it was 
theirs or not within the entire 20-hectare bushland site and dispose of it correctly at their 
cost. A win for the good guys." 
 
"A constellation prize, eh? I think that I need to read through the Murder Book to bring me 
up to date. I've forgotten a lot of it...with more important things to think about. Leave me be 
for a while?" 
 
"A while? There's now three volumes. I've interviewed practically everyone in her life. 
From close family to extended family, friends, acquaintances, work colleagues and even 
students!" 
 
"I forgot that she was a retired school ma’am. What was the verdict by her former 
students?" 
 
"About the same as her family. Tough love I think they call it. She was a disciplinarian by 
all accounts. Tough but fair though...and she was considered a doting mother by her three 
daughters" 
"Mmm...funny you know? While I've been off changing shitty nappies, I think...from 
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memory there has been about three...maybe four incidents where retired people while bush 
walking, have got themselves lost and died in the bush..." 
 
She looked at me as though I was some specimen from the Deep Lagoon, wondering on the 
relevance of that piece of information. 
 
"Yeah...Right. No time to do much as little Aleesha had taken up all your time, but you still 
got to watch the Morning TV Shows, read the Daily Newspapers and watch the night time 
TV News...what a life! Circles and roundabouts, Joe...the forensic trace hasn't been that 
helpful. It rained on the two consecutive mornings that she went missing. Light showers 
actually. Tyre tracks and any trace that may have been around the site have been diluted or 
washed away." 
 
"Still, we know that our Assailant came by vehicle, 4WD more than likely judging by the 
state of those fire trails through the bush. You are not going to walk around that area of 
bushland with a ten litre Jerry Can full of petrol on the off-chance of running into some-one 
to burn to a crisp...and it can't be a crime of opportunity to my way of thinking...that 
surveillance video of a small hatchback sedan in the Shopping Centre car park? What 
became of that?" 
 
"Zilch." She shrugged her shoulders. 
 
"Seems to me we have some-one who may be able to get his hands on several different 
types of vehicle at the drop of a hat..." 
 
She looked through me, rather miffed that I would bring up a point on my first morning 
back while she had mulled over the case for three long months. 
 
"That's kind of double-dutch Joe. On one hand, you say that it more than likely a crime of 
nil planning yet he had some petrol ready to use just in case...nope...I reckon it's a planned 
attack. That is why I widened my search on people who knew her...I'm missing 
something..." 
 
"Let me get up to date on the Murder Book and I'll see if there is anything that I would have 
done which you haven't." 
 
She gave me her most devastating look. 
 
It was good to be back. 
 
Even though I enjoyed it immensely, a house-husband I'm not! 
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN 
 
 
With nothing else on, I ended up reading the three volumes of the Murder Book and the 
various forensic and autopsy reports multiple times. There was nothing that Shelley had 
done that I would have done differently or with any greater degree of investigative skill or 
examination. 
 
She had done an excellent job thus far but unfortunately, I could see the Case drifting into 
an 'Unsolved' as she had indicated. Destined to sit silently on the edge of my desk. Flaunting 
me every morning as I went to slump into my chair to take that first sip of coffee. 
 
I congratulated her on the job she had done thus far. 
She was waiting for the other foot to drop. 
 
"No, Shells. Fair dinkum...there is nothing that I would have done differently. Your 
handling of the case has been first rate, which I must admit, I'm a little miffed about...you 
seem not to need my constant supervision..." 
 
"I knew it..." 
 
"Just joking Shells. I can't let you get a swollen head, now can I?" 
 
"Joe? Shells? You're it. First cab off the rank..." 
 
Hendo dropped a new Murder Book and Case Number onto my desk. 
 
"A DV Homicide at Strathfield. Just come in. Messy apparently. Local guys on site. 
Forensic Pathology and Trace Teams not that far away...you could be in for a late afternoon. 
Overtime available...go to it, guys." 
 
"How come there is overtime when society is taking a 'nice' break. But when all hell breaks 
loose and we are chasing our tails on six or seven cases, there is no overtime? When we 
need it most?" 
 
"Luck I guess." He replied deadpan as he walked away, shrugging his shoulders. 
 
I transferred the available data into a new file on my iPad. Time. Date. Address. Case 
number. Names. Unlocked my gun drawer and holstered my Glock. The adrenalin rush 
kicked in as it always does at the moment that a new case discloses itself. 
 
I'd missed that rush. 
 
That feeling of joining the hunt. 
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It was good to be back. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER SEVENTEEN 
 
 
I was amazed at what a difference eight weeks made in the scheme of things. 
 
Ishmeal Tarzi had been my friend, 'Muscles' Sarvich's Number One Assist for so long he 
seemed like an extension to 'Muscles' body. 
Because 'Muscles' confined himself to the Morgue Autopsy Lab, Izzy rarely got to spend 
time at a crime scene. 
 
He now had two young Assists who were commencing their Post Graduate Degree in 
Forensic Medicine, and as such, his time would be spent in equal measure in both areas. 
 
The Forensic Office too, had had a shuffle of staff with the long-term absence of Tellie on 
more important matters. 
 
Tellie's Number One had become a Forensic Lead in his own right with two new Assists to 
round out his three-man team. I had known Barry Vella for some time but the two new 
members of the team looked way too young to have even matriculated! Marsha Poulos was 
the exact opposite to her boss, Barry. Where Barry was reserved, taciturn and earnest, 
Marsha was a bubbly extrovert. The Number two was a young Undergraduate yet to 
complete his Degree in Forensic Science. Helmut Swartz was a shy, twenty-something year 
old who must have wondered why he had been teamed with such an extrovert as Marsha! 
 
Izzy and his team were wiggling out of their bio-suits as we walked onto the property. 
 
"Izzy? How goes it, man?" 
 
He nodded his head. 
 
"Muscles said you were back, Detective. Welcome home. How's the young one?" 
 
"Keeping me awake at night...but she's fantastic! All good. What have we got?" 
 
"A simple DV Homicide. The wife has been taken off to Hospital in a bad way...she was 
four months pregnant. She's going to lose the baby and I reckon it will be touch and go with 
her...the young husband? He's bled out. In the kitchen. A steak knife rammed into his inside 
thigh. Pierced the femoral artery. He sat and watched, I reckon. More than likely in 
shock...couldn't comprehend that as he was bashing the tripe out of his pretty, young wife, 
she had the guts and fortitude to strike back...that's a personal opinion, Joe, but I reckon it 
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would be close to the mark. All he had to do was apply pressure and he'd be alive right 
now...might have lost his leg but I think that would have been preferable over his life!" 
 
I nodded my head. 
 
"The wife?" I asked deadpan. Not really wanting him to make any more assumptions. 
 
It was bad when the truth is being encompassed in a fog of theory. 
 
"Looks that way...no-one else evident in the residence." 
 
"Shit! Four months pregnant? Bloody hell. What? He kicked her in the stomach?" 
 
"Don't know for sure but that is a firming scenario. I reckon you'll learn more if you can 
interview the young wife...if she makes it through...I wanted a better look at her but the 
Paramedics didn't stuff about. They had her out of here, quick smart." 
 
"Ta for that. You finished?" 
 
"Yeah. All we are waiting on is your say-so to remove the body..." 
 
"We'll have a look, okay? Forensics finished around the body?" 
 
He nodded his head as he took a long sip of bottled water. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER EIGHTEEN 
 
 
"Detectives? How are you...plenty of blood about for your ghoulish pleasure...could both of 
you stay within the chalked walkway areas. We have examined those areas. They've been 
cleared." Barry Vella offered. 
 
I nodded my head and walked tentatively into the open Kitchen and Dining Area. 
 
Barry followed us. 
 
The good looking, young chap was seated on the floor, leaning back against the Kitchen 
cupboards. He looked as though he was asleep with his chin resting on his chest. His arms 
hanging loose at his sides. His legs splayed apart. The steak knife still embedded in his inner 
thigh. A large pool of blood encircled him. 
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A blood spray pattern that coloured the top of the small Dining Table across from him. 
 
Barry squatted down beside me with Shelley leaning over him. 
 
Barry was nervous and was tending to run off at the mouth. Repeating himself. Maybe it 
was his first solo run. 
 
Nah, I thought to myself. 
 
I'd been off on two months Paternity Leave. 
 
He had to have had other cases prior to this...perhaps he thought that Tellie and I would talk 
out of School. Giving an estimate out of hundred for his performance. Reporting back to his 
old boss, Tellie. 
 
I patted the man on the shoulder as I stood to walk around the Deceased and the Kitchen 
area. 
 
Barry took up the conversation. He was starting to grate. 
 
"His name is Bennett Greene. DOB Feb, 1990. Twenty-six years of age. Painter we think. In 
the construction industry. Married for eighteen months to Belinda Greene nee Montague. 
DOB September 1992. Approximately four months pregnant. Will more than likely lose the 
baby and she is in a bad way herself. We think she may have stabbed her husband once 
from what we can see. In the inner thigh. We think perhaps there was an argument. One of 
many according to the local Uniforms who have been called here on a number of occasions. 
The woman was hit in the face. With force. She starts to go down, grabbing the tablecloth as 
she does so, pulling everything off the table. She is kicked or kneed several times in the 
stomach. She grabs whatever is close. A steak knife perhaps and lunges at her husband out 
of sheer survival instinct. It finds its mark on his inner thigh. He slumps to the floor, 
possibly in shock and watches as his life blood pump from his body. The wife, as you can 
see from the bloody drag marks, gets to the Bedroom and a phone. Rings Triple O..." 
 
"That is one take on proceedings, Barry. I'd say that you may be on the money...the young 
couple? This is a self-contained flat on the ground floor of a two-storey house, eh?" 
 
"Yes. Apparently, the couple who own the house...the local lads know their name...are over-
seas on a work transfer...something to do with Banking. They did not want the house to be 
left vacant for the period that they were away but they did not want the hassle of renters in 
their upstairs living area. Apparently, there is valuable paintings and bric-a-brac. Other stuff 
of value. So they let out this small one bedroom flat. They know the parents of the young 
woman...blood ties apparently." 
 
I nodded my head. Looked closely at the form of the dead youth. 
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"Alcohol?" 
 
"I think so...Izzy will do a blood tox check as part of the autopsy...married for less than two 
years...what a waste of bloody time!" 
 
"He had to have shown signs of being a complete twit before the wedding, surely..." 
 
"You know what they say, love is blind." 
 
"Yeah. I guess...okay. Izzy? You can organise the removal of the body...is that okay by you, 
Barry?" 
 
"Sure...we're just about finished here...in this area. We've yet to do the Bedroom and Bath-
room." 
 
"Any signs of other persons being present?" 
 
"Nah... but I preface that by saying that we are not finished our Trace examination as yet. 
According to the local Uniforms who have questioned the neighbours...no...and there 
appears to be no trace as such...we still need to examine the rest of the flat. Bathroom. 
Bedroom. We'll be here until late to-morrow, I reckon. We'll seal it up and place a guard out 
front overnight...nothing else, Joe?" 
 
I shook my head and headed for the front door. 
 
I wanted to interview the local Uniforms who had been called previously to this address. 
 
Get a feel from the neighbours. 
 
I glanced over my shoulder. 
 
Shelley was still hunched over the still body of the youth. I called out to let her know that I 
was going outside. 
 
Next door. 
 
She nodded her head in understanding. 
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CHAPTER NINETEEN 
 
 
"Constable Parsons, is it? I understand that you know this address?" 
 
"Yes, sir. I guess four times in the last twelve months I and my colleagues have been called 
out here after receiving Triple O calls about loud voices, swearing, screaming and the sound 
of some-one being hit...um...the young woman, Missus Belinda Greene has refused on all 
those occasions to press charges even though it was obvious that she had received some 
injuries..." 
 
I shook my head in exasperation. 
 
It was a common theme repeated over and over again whenever the cops were called out to 
a Domestic Violence incident. 
 
It was bloody frustrating! 
 
"...um...yeah, I know, Detective. We see it time and again...um...the usual bruising in areas 
that can be hidden by clothing of some sort. The injuries not serious enough to require 
hospitalisation. I spoke to her personally on two occasions outside earshot of her 
husband...she...arrh... she refused to press charges stating that he had had a bad day at work 
and he was just taking his frustrations out on the one that he loves. I feared that she would 
one day become a statistic...I had one of the Family Violence Therapists come out to see 
her...oh...maybe three months ago now, I suppose...I don't know the outcome, but she is 
attached to the Burwood LAC Station. I can give you her number." 
 
I wrote down her name and number and encouraged the young Constable to expand on his 
various visits to the address. 
 
He shrugged his shoulders, unsure what else he could offer. 
 
"The person who called in those times...do you know who it would have been?" 
 
"Yes...through Crime Stoppers then straight to the Burwood Station Sergeant on the 
counter...um...next door. A Mister and Missus Reagan...they're a retired couple who spend 
most of their time at home...Missus Reagan especially has been very concerned about what 
has been occurring to the young Missus Greene...she's become like a worrying Mother 
Hen." 
 
I shook my head, looking at the neighbouring house as Shelley came up to stand beside me. 
 
"How often has this got to happen?" She growled. 
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"Mmm...that new Data Base of priors on assault and domestic violence charges may help..." 
 
"You think some star-struck young bunny is going to say to the man of her dreams to hold 
on one moment while she checks out his savage history? Even if she did do that, there'd be 
this attitude that he would change for her...or she could change him...you see it or hear of it 
happening all the time..." 
 
"Sounds like you have had those same broken dreams, Shells. You're becoming very cynical 
in your thirty-third year." 
 
She turned away from me, then turned back to face me. 
 
"Before I had joined the cops...I had my Driver's License and was permitted into Clubs and 
Pubs, so's I must have been eighteen. Jon was his name. Jon Cambridge. You'd know the 
name, surely. He'd have a couple of drinks and then start accusing me of eyeing off other 
guys...in a crowded Pub for Christ sake...he was a good-looking dude...he hit me on two 
separate occasions. That was one too many for me...but the thing was, he had a reputation 
before I hooked up with him...all the girls from my Year at School knew what he was 
like...me? I thought that it would be different...an ego thing? A mothering thing? I still don't 
know, but I had walked into that relationship with my eyes wide open and it still didn't 
change the way he was...it lasted just on a month...and I kneed him so hard in the crutch...at 
the Pub in front of everyone...my entire crowd...he went down like a deflated balloon. That 
was my payback for my broken dreams..." 
 
"What happened to the guy?" 
 
"He's a very successful First Grade Rugby League Footballer...and by all accounts heading 
for major hassles over violence to women, so I heard a couple of months back." 
 
I nodded my head. 
 
Not so much about the story, but about the fact that she had confided in me. 
 
Those moments were way too rare. 
 
She went to turn away from me, but stopped. 
 
"My Dad...the tainted bad cop that he became...Mum and he got divorced when I was 
twelve years of age...he used to belt into Mum...she got sick of it...and his womanising ways 
and the type of person who would often ring the front door bell...she always says that it was 
the best thing that she ever did..." 
 
I looked at her. 
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"Why did you become a cop?" 
 
"Yeah...stupid really...because he was one, I guess. I hadn't at the time realised how well 
known he was within the Force...you can imagine the snide remarks made behind my back 
about my honesty and integrity...it still happens. I sometimes feel that I have to try that little 
bit harder to be not like him…and then I partner up with you. Give me strength!" 
 
 
 
CHAPTER TWENTY 
 
 
"Mister Reagan, is it?" 
 
"Yes. You're the Police. Come through. How is Bella? Do you know?" 
 
"Arrh... Bella?" 
"Belinda....Belinda Greene...we call her Bella. She comes over occasionally for morning tea. 
A chat. A lovely girl. Stars in her eyes though they were dimming quickly over the past 
couple of months...please, sit.... Mum? The Police are here. A coffee perhaps. Won't be a 
minute. White, one sugar people I think you may be..." 
 
A wave of my hand ignored...or perhaps not even seen. 
 
They craved that rare glimpse of companionship perhaps. 
 
A natter. 
 
I raised my eye-brows at Shelley. She grinned as she sat back in a comfortable, old fashion 
sofa lounge. 
 
Both elderly persons skittered about the room preparing surfaces for coffee cups and a tray 
of chocolate biscuits. 
 
"Got to have my chocolate biscuit every day. The Doc frowns on the habit. What the heck, 
I'm fast approaching my seventieth year of age, so's the missus. If we can't enjoy a bit of 
decadence every day...this is the extent of our rebellion, let me tell you...then life isn't worth 
living..." 
 
He chuckled at his confession of degeneracy. 
 
Both settled into large recliner lounge chairs either side of a small coffee table. The chairs 
positioned to view the large flat-screen TV on the opposite side of the room. 
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"Bella? How's Bella?" Missus Reagan asked before she had taken a sip of coffee. 
 
"To tell you the truth, we aren't too sure. She was taken by Ambulance to 
Westmead...apparently there were not any Operating Theatres or Obstets Specialists 
available at RPA..." 
 
"Oh!? That sounds bad. Will she lose the bubs? She was so looking forward to giving 
birth...although she was becoming scared for the safety of the bubs that she was carrying 
more than her own safety. I think falling pregnant may have woken her from her slumber..." 
 
"What do you mean by that, Missus Reagan?" 
 
"Oh...she had stars in her eyes up to the two of them marrying. He was the perfect suitor. 
Attentive. Caring. Loving. Couldn't do enough for her...her father thought that he was a... 
what is the saying? A snake oil seller. A snake in the grass. Then he seemed to change 
according to Bella. After they married. Angry. Possessive. Jealous. Demanding. He seemed 
to change overnight...so she says." 
 
"You know Belinda Greene's parents?" 
 
"Oh, yes. Do you need their phone number? Address? Burt? Could you get the Police 
Bella's parent's particulars, please.”? 
 
The old man stood slowly from his chair and exited from the light, airy room. 
 
"You reported several altercations to the local Police?" 
 
"Yes. I'd say we rang the local Station around four or five times this past year...maybe since 
they moved in... the gutter language that that man could muster...it bespoke of habits that 
Bella wasn't aware of in his earlier days. Do you know how Bella is?" 
 
 
 
CHAPTER TWENTY-ONE 
 
 
"You're the Lead Detectives on the Case?" 
 
"Yes..." 
 
We showed the Admission Clerk our Detective badges. 
 
"You have a Case Number for verification." 
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We quoted the Case File Number as a Nurse typed it into their records. 
 
"I'm sorry to have to inform you, but Belinda Greene was DOA this morning. She could not 
be revived." 
 
Shelley's shoulders visibly sagged. 
 
"We'd like to see the body. Is it down in your Morgue?" 
 
"Arrh... yes. You know the way. A Doctor Devlin is on duty. Just follow the black line 
turning left once you exit the Lift on the B3 level." 
 
I nodded my head. 
 
I'd been to the bowels of the Hospital on more than one occasion. 
 
It was quieter down here. 
The usual bells and bings were missing from the overhead speakers. There was little 
pedestrian traffic along the wide corridors. What there was, was accompanied by muted 
conversation. This is where a lot of the ancillary services are located. 
 
The Pharmacy. The various Laboratories. The Hospital Morgue. 
 
I pushed open the door that lead into the Autopsy Suite and into the small General Office 
area. 
 
The sounds of one-finger typing was the only thing that broke the silence. 
 
Doctor Devlin looked up from his computer. 
 
"Detectives. You're here on that Bashing Death this morning...Belinda Greene. A tragic 
affair. A DV case. One of the worse that I've seen. The poor soul. She was some four 
months pregnant, so I was told." 
 
I shook the man's hand. 
 
A limp handshake. Cool, soft hands. 
 
Doctor Devlin was the 'in-house' ghoul at every Halloween celebration. He could be 
mistaken as some sort of vampire out of his coffin in the middle of the day. He didn't have 
any blood going by his pale complexion! The skin pulled tight over sharp ridges and plains. 
A nose that was long and sharp. His lips looking as though he applied lipstick such was the 
comparison with his pale skin. 
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"Belinda Greene. Twenty-four years of age. Given the rounds of the kitchen judging by old 
and new bruising on her body...especially around the stomach area where bruising is quite 
severe...and recent. Ruptured Spleen. Severe bruising to the Kidney area, the Liver and the 
Bladder. I'd hazard a guess and say that the Placenta was badly ruptured. He belted into the 
poor young thing...with his foot at a guess...is he dead?" 
 
"Yes. Bled out...she stabbed him in the upper thigh, so it seems." 
 
"Her doing?" 
 
"It appears that way." 
 
"Way to go girl! We'll be taking her up for full body X-Rays this afternoon." 
 
"When do you think you will be doing the autopsy?" 
 
"Brian Sarvich wants to assist. To-morrow morning, early. You want to be present?" 
 
"No. Not really, but I think it may be wise if we did attend." 
 
I glanced at Shelley as the Doctor lead us into the Autopsy Room with its wall of stainless 
steel fridge doors. 
 
He opened a door. 
 
A rush of cold air swamped us. 
 
He slid out a stainless-steel gurney. 
 
Belinda Greene was lying naked and pale. 
 
Her eyes held shut by tape. Her hands, held in place by plastic ties tying her wrists together 
lying across her torso under her breasts. Severe bruising was noticeable to most parts of her 
body. Her face a smeared mess of dried blood. Her stomach bump noticeable. 
 
Shelley turned away to walk out of the room. 
 
"Sorry, we haven't had time to clean her up. To-morrow morning." 
 
"Her parents would want to see her before you use the knife. We'll be going there to inform 
them of their loss straight from here. I suggest that it would be a good idea if you cleaned 
her up quick smart." 
 
He gave me a look. Went to say something than thought better of it. Instead he nodded  
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his head. 
 
"I'll get my Assist onto it straight away." 
 
"I think a Report will do. We really do not want to be here when you start cutting her up." 
 
"I understand. Give us a couple of weeks. Tox and blood work-up will take that amount of 
time." 
 
I nodded my head and followed Shelley out of the room. 
 
Stepped from the area out into the sunny afternoon via the 'Dead Doors'. The double doors 
through which all dead bodies entered the Autopsy room unless they have come down from 
an internal Hospital Ward. 
 
"This is when I feel like a cigarette the most…" 
 
"Me too..." I replied. "But I'm not going to give in to these times. It took me too much effort 
to finally give them up..." I muttered as I felt the pockets of my jacket. 
 
"Yeah. Know what you mean...she was attractive, yeah?" 
 
"Yes...she was." 
 
What else was there to say. 
 
"To her parent's place?" 
 
"Yeah. I think so. Might as well round out the day with a show of more tears. We should go 
via the Reagan's place as well. They deserve to be told instead of finding out on the TV 
News tonight." 
 
 
 
CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO 
 
 
The death of the girl put us on a downer for the rest of the week. 
 
We had trouble applying ourselves to any form of useful endeavour. 
 
We spent an inordinate amount of time sitting in the sun in the downstairs Coffee Jar, 
sipping on large java. 
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Everyone left us alone, knowing what we were going through. 
 
Once the Autopsy results were tabled, we could complete our Report and have it readied for 
the DPP and the Coronal Enquiry, when-ever that would be ascertained. In eighteen 
months’ time approximately, we would again be thrust back into the case and a similar fog 
of melancholia that was overwhelming us at present, would descend again. 
 
It wasn't the first time and certainly will not be the last time! 
 
 
 
CHAPTER TWENTY-THREE 
 
 
Shelley and I attended the two funerals held a day apart. 
 
Belinda Greene nee Montague's service was a celebration of a girl who always believed in 
her brave Knight in Shining Armour. A girl who was vivacious, popular and supposedly 
confident. She defied her father who was most vocal in his opposition to her marrying the 
smarmy bastard, as he described Ben Greene. 
 
"Perhaps if I had expressed myself in a more moderate manner..." The elderly William 
Montague trailed off as he was trying to describe his concerns of his favourite daughter 
marrying...or even being attracted to the sod. 
 
We had heard his monologue before as we had sat in their Lounge Room to bring news of 
the death of their daughter. 
 
"I guess my attitude caused her to only lean more on the young man's shoulders. To be com-
pletely blinded by his lies and fabrications. His father was a bully too, you know. A real 
bastard. A mate of mine from work knew the family. Lived up the road. They were the 
rowdy family of the street if'n you know what I mean. That's how I knew about the young 
bloke." 
 
He sniffled. 
 
Fished his handkerchief from his pocket to blow his nose and violently wipe away any 
remains that may have been present. Belinda had been a mistake. A birth when the two were 
ridding themselves of their other kids who were at long last flying the coop. You got the 
impression that they thought that their youngest daughter was some sort of miracle child. 
Maybe she was, maybe she wasn't. 
 
Apart from that and of course the obligatory tears, there was nothing but fond words for the 
young woman. A Princess who unfortunately picked a Black Knight. This from her two 
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older sisters and her mother who seemed to think that love and romance were somehow tied 
up with children's stories of make-believe. 
 
I lay odds that the house was awash with True Romance Novels and nothing else! 
 
We said our good-byes after stopping for a chat with the Reagans. Missus Reagan had used 
up her supply of tissues and more beside. They were thankful for being kept in the loop and 
again seemed to want to tarry for a little chat. 
 
We gave our excuses and bade them a good day, if one could after attending a funeral of an 
adopted daughter. 
 
Bennet Greene's Funeral was somewhat more sombre. 
 
His bouts of anger and cruel displays the fault of a girl who couldn't accept reality and con-
stantly nagged and whined about poor Bennet's negative attributes instead of concentrating 
on his strengths. 
 
It had all been the girl's fault! 
 
Shelley closed the door of our Unmarked and let out a sigh of exasperation. 
 
"People!!?? What makes so many people so bloody stupid...are we breeding ingrates and 
imbeciles as the common denominator in our society? Are we breeding out intelligence in 
the human race and are destined in a couple of hundred years to be a population of idiots?" 
 
"That's a radical viewpoint, Shells. Don't lose heart just because we have above average 
IQ's. There'll always be that underclass no matter what society you want to name. Whether 
it is drugs, alcohol or just plain bad luck of birth, such a minority will always exist...poor, 
badly educated and ignorant." 
 
"Maybe Hitler had the right idea. Cleanse Society of all the miscreants, the dumb and the 
handicap...." 
 
She shook her head in mock exasperation. Smiled, then giggled at what she had said. 
 
"Yep...there's the answer to our woes! Let's slay anyone with an IQ lower than 120...that 
would be at least half the population I reckon! Anything else, Shells? Jews? Gypsies? 
Anyone who has a leftist point of view? Or in opposition to the majority? Or even centre 
right, for that matter! Blacks. Muslims...and any religious person who goes to Church more 
than twice a year...and that only for a marriage and a funeral. How about including people 
who have a pet Pug, but Labradoodle and Maltese owners are exempt." 
 
"Shut up, Joe!" She giggled. "Let's get the hell out of here before the 'Also Dead' come 
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lumbering towards us." 
 
We both broke out in laughter. 
 
Not a good look at the completion of a sombre and tearful funeral. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER TWENTY-FOUR 
 
 
It was a Monday morning a week after the funerals of Belinda Greene and her husband of a 
short few years. 
 
We were seated in Clive Butler's Office. 
 
Crowded in to go through the ongoing Murder Cases that each team of the Murder Squad 
had on their desks. 
The usual Monday morning get-together to discuss Cases that maybe causing us to scratch 
our heads in concern. Usually, it was also the only time that we could sit and chat. Catch up 
with our contemporaries and colleagues as the coming and goings of the staff often limited 
this association. Even at the usual Office morning tea in the small Kitchenette come Dining 
Area, there would be only a third of the staff present with the Clerical staff making up most 
of the numbers. 
 
These weekly Monday morning meetings were meant for all the Detectives who could make 
it. Our presence preferred unless a breaking case, Court appearance or a DPP joint meeting 
could not be deferred. At the moment with all the Murder Teams having a very light load, 
there were few cases that required a stretch of the imagination. 
 
A thinking outside the square. 
 
"Okay. Who wants to go first?" 
 
Ron Pearce and his young partner Sasha Blayney stuck their hands up. 
 
"Um...we're at a loss with this Home Invasion gone wrong, Boss. We've hit that proverbial 
brick wall..." 
 
"How many Cases have you, Ron?" 
 
"Two counting this one...we are not comfortable in branding it as a home invasion gone fer-
al..." 
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"Oh? Why is that?" 
 
"The husband went shopping on the day after Pension Day. Done it since before Santa Claus 
started shaving. Usually his wife would accompany him, but the past couple of fortnights, 
she has stayed at home as the trip was getting a little difficult for her to manage. She was a 
little feeble after a recent death of a good friend. That's an important point, we seem to 
think. The elderly couple had their fifteen seconds of fame on the TV News at the time. 
Some-one was watching their movements. Their habits. They're both close to seventy, after 
all. The old bloke is quite sprightly...we originally thought it was a mistake in calling us out 
to the address as all indications seemed to put it as a natural death. A stroke. Heart attack. 
What-ever. It was a careful examination by the Forensic Pathologist who discovered a 
needle mark on the side of her neck...and slight bruising to her upper right arm as though 
some-one had stood behind the old girl to encompass his left arm around the chest and to 
hold her upper arm so tightly that bruising to that area is caused. She's rather frail. She 
wouldn't have been able to move or give much opposition in her sudden predicament. Then 
the stab of the needle into the carotid artery...either filled with water or air..." 
 
"Bleach as it turns out." His young female partner butted in. "It's noted in the tox report." 
 
Clive Butler nodded his head. 
 
His gut feeling was that young Sasha Blayney was slowly outshining her more experienced 
side-kick. 
 
"Who was the on-site Forensic Pathologist?" He asked. 
 
"Izzy...Ishmeal Tarzi...." 
 
"A very good Technician..." Butler stated as he nodded his head. 
 
"Yes, he is...the Autopsy Report confirmed his initial deliberation...I doubt that a thief, in 
broad daylight, would carry a syringe around with him...filled with a toxic load of bleach. 
What's the point? And why kill the old girl in such a manner if all he was after, was 
money?" 
 
"Excuse me for butting in," I interjected. "But I haven't seen Brenda Wzerlic around since 
I've been back..." 
 
"She's on a twelve-month Educational sabbatical to Cambridge in England...I think she is 
being groomed for better things...." 
 
I nodded my head. 
 
Muscles may have mentioned something in passing but my mind was a blur during those 
two months of changing nappies and feeding the washing machine. 
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"A druggie...looking for money for his next hit...he is surprised by her when she is 
awakened by his shenanigans..." One of the other Detectives offered. 
 
Blayney shook her head. 
 
"There was nothing in the home that was missing. No signs of a rough rummaging through 
their personal things...or stuff broken or overturned. No drawers slipped right out. That type 
of thing that a young hood would do while trying to find money or things to be hocked 
easily..." She commented. 
 
"So why was she killed?" 
 
"That's the point, we cannot find any motive. The couple were retired. Former School 
Teachers in the Wollongong area. Quiet. Well respected though they tended to keep to 
themselves. The old bloke is at a loss. He was a High School Headmaster. She a Primary 
School Headmistress. After their retirement date, they travelled extensively throughout 
Australia and Europe. They had decided to curtail any further travel several years ago. It 
was getting way too much for them as the Missus was getting a little forgetful and 
doddery..." 
"Not one POI?" 
 
"No. Not one, I'm afraid." 
 
"Nothing missing from inside the house. Nothing overturned...if that is the case, I reckon 
she was a targeted kill, then." Some-one else offered. 
 
This drew negative remarks and smart-arsed comments from several seated in the crowded 
Office. 
 
"Um...yes. That is what we are leaning towards, though there is nothing in the couple's 
history to lend weight or strengthen that theory. Nothing at all. Absolutely no motive what-
so-ever. They were absolutely the perfect couple living a perfect and happy existence. 
Bugger all!" 
 
"Children? Brothers. Sisters. In-laws? Family?" 
 
"Yeah. Six kids. Three belonging to the old bloke who are all now happily married. Kids of 
their own. His first wife was killed in a car accident when his three kids were in their early 
teens. The old girl divorced her first husband. Her three kids stayed with her...the two had 
taught at the same School. Teamed up. Apparently, it was like the Brady Bunch if you 
believe all the kids...the former husband cannot be located. We have an 'All Points' out for 
him. No luck so far..." 
 
"When were they divorced?" 
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"1970....a bit messy by all accounts..." 
 
"The ex-husband?" 
 
"George Graeme Shilling...known as Bob Shilling. Last known address in Albury NSW. 
Taught Music...he was also a School Teacher, but he seems to have vanished." 
 
"Any bad vibes around his character?" 
 
"No. Not really...sure the divorce appears to have been a little acrimonious...but with him 
losing his missus, three kids and his marriage...and a short time after the divorce...well, 
during the 12-month separation period, the ex-missus hooks up with her now husband, it 
would possibly have caused some negative thoughts for any cuckold husband." 
 
"But you really don't know whether he would hold a grudge for that long..." 
 
"The kids remember him being really cut up…not accepting the inevitability of the 
situation..." 
 
"Enough for him to hold a grudge for what? Twenty-odd years? That's a stretch..." 
 
"No forensics evidence left at the scene?" 
 
"Nothing that should not have been there, Boss. No." 
 
"Keep digging on the ex-husband, though I wouldn't hold your breath on him...the 
family...keep digging into the family history. Nothing else? Joe and Shells? Any more 
advancement on your 'Burnt Body in the Bush' Case?" 
 
Clive Butler turned to Shelley and me. 
 
"Sorry, Boss. Not a bloody thing, though apparently the bush allotment has never been freer 
of dumped rubbish...those two AO's have to ensure that the area remains free of rubbish for 
two years and any dumped material has to be removed by them...at their cost." 
 
"And if they renege?" 
 
"A twelve months stint in a minimum-security lock-up and a hefty $50 thou fine." 
 
"A good arrangement. Some-one should congratulate the Magistrate. Everyone else fine. I 
know we are having a hiatus on murder victims at the moment...thank the Lord, but you all 
still have Court and Coronal events to attend to...and in this situation of few homicide cases, 
there is no excuse for your Case Books not to be up to date. Okay, gang, that's all. I've got 
work to do even if your plates are not brimming over at the moment...that could change at 
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any time. We have a full moon next week!" 
 
 
 
CHAPTER TWENTY-FIVE 
 
 
I felt good. 
 
In fact, so good that as I walked from the Courthouse, I gave Shelley a hug. 
 
"Common sense, what a wonderful attribute, Shells. I think we should have a celebratory 
cup of coffee before we head back to work." 
 
"Detectives! Detectives!" Some-one yelled out to us. 
 
I turned to see Mishka Barnes' son and daughter walking quickly towards us. 
 
"Um...we couldn't let you go without saying thank you from both of us...um...I figure that 
somehow, you blame yourselves for Mum's death. That is so wrong you know..." Breanna 
Mishka Burroughs-Barnes chuffed out between taking in gulps of air. 
 
She had an excuse. 
 
She was again pregnant. 
 
Her brother, Jack Charles Barnes took over. 
 
"Um...if there be anyone at fault, it would be us. We were fully aware of Mum's fragile 
emotional state. She seemed to be getting worse after Pops died. We should have sought 
help for her, but she vehemently declined any such assistance...if she hadn't gone that 
afternoon, it would have been the day after or the day after that. Please don't blame 
yourselves...we didn't even know that she had a gun. If we had of known, I would have 
gotten rid of it for sure...it was Pop's apparently...and we know that it was your son who 
introduced that suggestion about there being no proof that Lee Barnes was the blood 
brother...introducing a reasonable doubt scenario...um, we would like to donate some of the 
money to...you know...um…." 
 
"We thank you for the thought, but we cannot accept any money from you...if you would 
like to, you can donate any amount you see fit to the Police Widows' Association. That is a 
Charity run organisation that looks after the welfare of any family left behind by the death 
of their Police spouse, wife, husband or father...um..." 
 
I wrote down the name and address and telephone number as Shelley read it out from  
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her iPad. 
 
Gave them the chit. 
 
Invited them to a coffee which they refused. 
 
They had a meeting with their legal people and then a meeting with some Financial Wizard. 
 
"Mention our names if you must to the PWA people...and thank you...and congratulations 
on your win. Common sense justice has been the winner along with yourselves." 
 
I shook Jack Barnes hand. Gave Breanna a peck on the cheek. 
 
Shelley followed suit. 
 
We said our farewells and began walking across the Plaza. 
 
"You know, Shells. It is a bloody beautiful World and I'm glad I am alive!" 
 
She hooked her arm into mine. 
 
"Joe, you have never been so right." 
 
 
 
CHAPTER TWENTY-SIX 
 
 
"Detective Lind? We've got a match from that 'Drive-by' of last week. The handgun was in-
volved in a double homicide in 2002. The deaths of Frank Diver and Marcus Ali at 
Greenacre. February 2002..." 
 
"Arrh... you've got me. What 'Drive-by' and I wasn't even in the Murder Squad in 2002." 
 
"You're listed as the lead Detective. You and Detective Shelley Shields. Is that right?" 
 
"Um...Yes...but we've never been involved in a double homicide in 2002...my partner and I 
have been a team now for...oh...two years thereabouts. Look...um...my partner isn't here at 
the moment. She should be back in the Office sometime this afternoon. She's been in the 
Murder Squad longer than I have. Leave it with me until then and I'll get back to you, okay? 
What's your name and extension number?" 
 
"Ballistics Officer Bert Tanner on 1210. I'll wait for your call." 
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CHAPTER TWENTY-SEVEN 
 
 
"Shells? Had a call this morning from a bloke up in Ballistics. He mentioned that a gun used 
in the shooting homicide of a Frank Diver and Marcus Ali at Greenacre in 2002 was used in 
a 'Drive-by' spray of some house last week. Said our names were attached to the case file 
notes." 
 
"2002? There's got to be a mistake. I hadn't even joined the Squad back then. I came in 
under Woodsey's...Brian Woods' tutelage in 2004...those names ring a bell though. Let me 
think about it?" 
 
She sat on the corner of her desk and divested herself of her gun and holster. 
 
Shucked out of her jacket to neatly place it on a coat-hanger to hang it from the hat post. 
 
My old faithful Bomber Jacket with its scuffed, aged leather looking like dermatitis on 
human skin, hung from a similar hook. By its collar. Shelley always flayed me with words 
on the way that I treated the jacket, accusing me of almost killing it!" 
 
It didn't seem to object as it kept on keeping on. 
 
I waited until she had settled in her chair. 
 
"How'd you go?" I asked as she spun her chair around to face me. 
 
"Arrh... so, so. I think I may have bombed a couple of questions and was too slow to realise 
that one of the Panel was throwing out hints left right and centre..." 
 
She shook her head. 
 
Gave a cut-off giggle. 
 
"Who was that?" I asked. "You were nervous? I find that hard to believe...don't they call you 
the Ice Lady?!" 
 
"Grrr...Bloody hell, I was pissing in my pants...the Human Resources Deputy 
Commissioner. She was bending over backwards for me, so it seemed...I'm a bloody 
numbskull...I reckon I failed." 
 
"Hang in, Shells. Hang in... who else has gone for the position?" 
 
"Every D2 in the joint and several from other Departments who want an easy road into the 
Murder Squad." 
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"Don't forget that CB has the final say..." 
 
"Yeah...he was very quiet though, throughout the entire process..." 
 
"He more than likely didn't want to appear to be favouring his Number Two girl, is all." 
 
"Mmm...yeah, I guess… Diver...Marcus Ali...they're names from the past...Woodsy had 
their Murder Book on his desk for ages gathering dust. From memory, Major Crimes and 
Gang Related Matters took it over in... I don't know. Maybe 2005, I guess. Maybe earlier. 
2003. Before Woodsy died." 
 
"Then why are our names now attached to the file?" 
 
"Beats me. We should quiz CB about it when he comes back to his Office. Until then, what 
have we got?" 
"Bugger all, my dear. SFA! The 'Burnt Body in the Bush' Case is also gathering dust. 
Nothing. Zilch. Nada!" 
 
The Boss walked quickly back into his Office at that moment. 
 
I waited until he had settled before approaching him on the Diver/Ali Shootings of 2002. 
 
When next I looked up, he was heading out. 
 
"Boss. A moment?" 
 
"Sorry, Joe. Can't spare it. To-morrow morning it will have to be. I'm late already." 
 
He gave a wave as he practically ran out of the Murder Squad Room. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER TWENTY-EIGHT 
 
 
I began a trawl back through the computer files on the lives of Frank Diver and Marcus Ali. 
Mainly because we had nothing else to do and my nose was itching as to why my name 
should be attached to the Case. 
 
Placed a request into the Police Intelligence Unit for any information that they may have on 
their Data Base on the pair. 
 
There was very little information on the Web. 
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A couple of casual references to their existence with nothing substantial until the date of 
their shooting deaths. 
 
The Newspapers of the time questioned their deaths and intimated it as payback for a 
'torching' of a Tatts Store in nearby Bankstown that belonged to an opposition Bikie gang, 
the Demon Devils. 
 
This torching occurred only days before the two were shot to death at close range. 
 
Based on the news that I had received only hours ago, there was now something wrong with 
that hypothesis. 
 
The handgun had been used in a 'drive-by' shooting on the residence of a known Demon 
Devil member...how would a handgun get from the Demon Devils to an opposition Bikie 
gang? Or was there an internal split occurring within said gang with the owner of said 
handgun being a member of the splintering element. 
 
I didn't like that scenario mainly because these guys changed their gun of choice more 
regular then their underpants...or 'mole'. 
 
I stood and went several rounds with 'Big Red' to clear my head. 
 
I sat back down and typed in another plausible scenario. 
 
The shooting deaths of the two so long ago was an internal 'hit'. Carried out on the orders 
from the Number One man of the White Skulls Bikie gang to which the two belonged. If 
that was a reasonable assessment, why was the 'hit' ordered and carried out. These gangs 
were not into diminishing their own ranks by that method and any internal squabbling was 
dealt with by the hierarchy after consultation and agreement of the rank and file. 
 
That rarely involved the liquidation of members. 
 
Usually, the punishment for such a crime within the member base was banishment from the 
Club. They were subject to diminishing ranks by accident and by the actions of opposition 
Bikie gangs, so such a drastic measure would rarely be contemplated. 
 
I disregarded that scenario...but something niggled at the back of my mind which I could not 
grasp. It would spin around soon enough, I assured myself. When I least expected it. 
 
"What are you doing, Joe?" Shelley muttered as she spun her chair to face me. 
 
"Trying to get a handle on the two shooting deaths of Diver and Ali...something doesn't add 
up when the intelligence of the gun that was used in their deaths was the same one that 
peppered the home of a Demon Devil associate...which would intimate a White Skulls 
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operation. One would suspect. Both Diver and Ali were associated members of the White 
Skulls gang which would intimate that they were killed by a White Skulls member...or on 
the orders of the White Skulls hierarchy." 
 
"The house in question...do you know who lives there...apart from the fact that he is a 
Demon Devils member?" 
 
"No. No, I don't..." 
 
"And Diver and Ali. They didn't have colour with the White Skulls Bikie gang...they were 
mere associates." 
 
"Yeah? So?" 
 
"They must have done something bloody extreme to have a death penalty put out against 
them...usually they are just banished from the gang under those circumstances." 
 
I nodded my head in agreement. 
 
"So, you've read the Intelligence on them as well, Shells?" 
 
"Not yet...you got anything from Police Intelligence yet?" 
 
"No... they reckon it will take a day or two...how about next of kin...we know them, don't 
we?" 
 
"Mmm...I've pulled up Woodsy's old working file on the case. Woodsy interviewed the next 
of kin...the parents of both boys, the day after their deaths...for little result. The Gang 
Related Team didn't even bother to go over cold coals..." 
 
"Maybe we should..." 
 
"After fourteen years? Jeez, Joe. For-ever the optimist….and Joe? We’ve not officially been 
given the two cases. We could be stepping on sensitive toes especially if the Cases are still 
on some-one's desk in Major Crime and Gang Related Matters unit." 
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CHAPTER TWENTY-NINE 
 
 
The guy gave us a cursory glance as we pulled up in front of his house. 
 
He was sitting on a low stool painting the pickets of his front fence. 
 
"Jack Diver?" 
 
He continued finishing painting the picket that he was concentrating on. Finished, he 
slowly, carefully, placed the paintbrush on top of the paint can. Wiped his hands on a paint 
smeared rag that he had pulled from a back pocket. 
 
"Yer making a habit of annoying me." The old bloke stated in a croaky voice. An unlit, 
slightly bent, thin rollie hanging from the corner of his mouth. 
 
"Hardly a habit, Jack. It's been fourteen years since your son was killed and we last visited 
you." 
 
"That's what I mean. Two visits too many. What yer want this time? Wait..." He stood 
slowly, grabbing the paintbrush as he did and walked slowly to a tap in the front yard to 
carefully rinse it out. Having done that, he clipped the lid on the paint tin, picked it up along 
with the small stool and headed for the front of the house. 
 
"Yer may as well come in. Yer not going away, are yers? What do you want?" He asked as 
he sat down on the top step of his house. Took the rollie out of his mouth, twirled and 
tamped it before putting it back in the corner of his mouth. 
 
"Your son?" 
 
He nodded his head. Squinted up at me, then Shelley. 
 
"...and his mate Marcus Ali?" 
 
"Don't know I'd call Mark his mate...more'n an acquaintance, I guess, but not a mate..." 
 
"Where'd they meet?" 
 
"Don't rightly remember. Bin fourteen years...longer since theys started hanging 
together...they both liked their bikes...hogs theys called them." He shook his head. "Trying 
to be tough...yer know...in all the gear. Copying the Bikies that they really wanted to belong 
to...told them they's were being used...as bloody mules. Doing the dirty work as they's were 
considered expendable. Me son disagreed saying it was part of the initiation process so's 
they could earn their tags. You know? Colour." He again looked over at me. Looked Shelley 
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up and down. Took the rollie from the corner of his mouth, tamped it down, twirled it a 
couple of times in his fingers before placing it back in the corner of his mouth. It was still 
bent, I noticed. "So's they could wear the jackets with the name of the Club on them. Make 
them tough. Accepted...they's was being used, is all." 
 
"What were they doing that makes you think they were just mules? Expendable?" 
 
"Trips up the coast. Down the coast. Bringing truckloads of weed back into Sydney." 
 
I nodded my head slowly. It was the accepted way of trying out the young ones. If they were 
never pulled over by the Cops, then they were straight shooters...being lucky was never the 
alternate answer. If they were stopped, then they...and no-one else, must have fucked up...or 
been overheard...or they had snitched. Expendable, pure and simple. 
 
The old bloke had it in one. 
 
"You ex Bikie? Colour?" 
 
"Me?" 
He let out a chuckle, dropping his rollie in the process. He managed to catch it with both 
hands cupped so that he didn't squash it before it had disappeared between his legs. 
 
I was impressed with his reflexes. Raised my eye-brows. Nodded my head. 
 
"Me?" He asked again as he stuck the rollie back in its rightful location. "A Bikie? Now that 
is a leading question and one that I will ignore...you useta surf up the coast. Am I right? You 
and yer mate...what was it...Bongo? Drums? That was your radio code sign, wasn't it? Was 
that it. You were supposed to be just cool surfer dudes...but everyone knew that you were 
undercover cops...green as buggery and as brazen as all hell...tell me. How many of the big 
guys did you nab during that time? Not many is my bet. A couple of mules. Minor players. 
Expendable young dudes looking to make some easy money. Just like me son and his mate. 
Nothing else...if you have nothing else, I think I need a nap...hope you've improved yer act, 
copper. It wasn't that good in the old days...but then, you were expendable too. There were 
others working the shadows while all eyes were on you. Nothing is as it seems, copper. Just 
you remember that. A good day to both of youse." 
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CHAPTER THIRTY 
 
 
"You're quiet." 
 
"Mmm..." 
 
"He rattled you? That's what he meant to do." 
 
"Mmm..." 
 
"DEA?" 
 
"Possibly...they were more active in those days then the AFP who were still just the Federal 
Police Force for Canberra and the Parliamentary Circle..." 
 
"Recognise him?" 
 
"No...and that's the rub...and his name isn't familiar at all...just goes to show doesn't it...you 
truly think that you are invincible at that age...and I guess we may have paid a little too 
much attention to the waves and not on what we were supposed to do...I immediately think 
of him being on our side...what if he wasn't? You know, like a roving Cockatoo for the drug 
growers. The Distributors or the Sellers...as we were trying to gain information on all those 
aspects of the North Coast supply and distribution network, they too had their undercover 
guys out looking for us and the whole Law Enforcement caper...makes sense...he's too 
young to retire, don't you think? Though he looks as though he has. What do you reckon? 
Sixty-odd? Around that age? That would have put him around the early thirties when Holtz 
and I were doing our undercover caper. He's got a nice nest egg put away from those days 
maybe. We're on the wrong side, Shells. Don't you reckon?" 
 
"No... if what you say is correct, then he is one of the lucky ones...maybe he invested wisely 
as they say, for old age..." 
 
"Yeah..." I had to chuckle at that, though I was not feeling in a jovial mood. "But he still lost 
his son who was walking on the wrong side of the street, so it seems." 
 
We pulled to the kerb at the last known address of the Ali family. 
 
Knocked on the door. 
 
A teen-age girl eventually answered our knock. 
 
"You look crook...is your Mum or Dad at home? This is the Ali family home, isn't it? Where 
Marcus Ali used to live?" 
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"Mark...gee, he's been dead for ages. Longer than me being alive. Who are you?" 
 
We showed her our ID Cards. 
 
"Your mother or father..." 
 
She shook her head. 
 
"They're both at work...arrh, Mum works at the Post Office down in the Shopping Centre 
and Dad works at the Council Depot at the end of the street. Within walking distance." 
 
She pointed down the street. 
 
"I'm going back to bed if'n there's nothing else? Hooroo." 
 
The door slowly closed on us. 
 
"Did you smell it?" 
 
"Yeah...must be good for the sinuses." 
 
"That'd be right...did it ever clear yours?" 
 
"Don't rightly remember...never toked when I had the flu from memory...and had my mind 
on other things. It was a good companion for sex, though." 
 
I gave a cut off harrumph at that comment. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER THIRTY-ONE 
 
 
We drove into the Council Yard and parked in the 'Visitor Only' space. 
 
It was obviously the Lunch Break as a bevy of workers were playing cricket on the wide 
expanse of a vehicular hard-standing area in the centre of the yard. 
 
We were pegged as Cops immediately. 
 
After identifying ourselves at the Main Office as instructed, we followed a sullen Office 
worker along a wide veranda that fronted several individual buildings, bridging the  
gap between each building façade to continue down the entire length of perhaps six  
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separate structures. 
 
The walkway terminated at a large Amenities Building. The last in the line. 
 
"Mohammed in here?" The Worker yelled through an open window of the Lunch Room. 
 
The Cricket Match had been suspended. 
 
"Yeah...who's after me, Janice. The cops?" This followed by a belly laugh at his own 
attempt at a joke. 
 
"Arrh... yes, Jonah." 
 
There were whoops and asides from inside the room. 
 
The screen door opened and a bloke in dirty overalls stepped onto the veranda. As tall as I 
but almost as wide around the gut as he was tall. He may have given the impression of a 
physical worker but I doubted he had extended himself for many a year. A shiny bald head 
that had dents and furrows all over it. 
 
It made me wonder what my scalp would look like polished to a high sheen. 
 
"Jonah Ali at your service. What can I do for youse?" 
We showed our ID Cards. 
 
Looked around. 
 
We were the centre of attention. 
 
"Anywhere we can sit and chat that would be a little less public? If'n you know what I 
mean." 
 
"Yeah. Sure. The Boss's Office. He goes home for lunch. That okay, Janice?" 
 
The woman waved her hand. 
 
I was not too sure whether it was a gesture of approval or opposition. 
 
Either way, we retraced our steps back to the Office Building and into a large, airy Office 
that had views of the Cricket Oval and the main entry gates. 
 
"If'n the Boss comes back while we are still in here, we better get the hell outa here. Okay?" 
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The Cricket Match resumed amidst cries of anguish and delight as another Batsman fell to a 
good ball and a brilliant catch by the second slip. 
 
"Good catch, Charlie..." Ali yelled out in a booming voice. "Now, what is this all about? 
The rumour mill will be working overtime this afternoon." 
 
"Your son. Marcus..." 
 
"Been dead for a long time now...what do you want with him. You guys didn't seem that 
concerned about his death fourteen years ago. Why now?" 
 
"New information has come to light. We are re-opening the case..." 
 
"Good onya. Leave him be, will ya? Let his memory be the only thing that we recall..." 
 
"It doesn't work that way..." 
 
"It never does with you lot...what can I say that wasn't said all those years ago..." 
 
"Just go over it...again." 
 
The big man took a deep breath. Leaned back in his Boss's chair looking as though he be-
longed in it. 
 
"One thing that was never said back then...he was gay...as bent as a paper clip. It was not 
something that was talked about back then...left alone." 
 
"Diver, his mate?" 
 
He nodded his head. 
 
"Why the two wanted to be accepted by the...can't remember the name of the Bikie gang 
now...I'll never know, but they were into all the leather and studs and tatts. The bikes that 
they would never own...I reckon that they were both shot by the powers to be in the Bikie 
gang because they were both gay. You know, big tough Bikies...couldn't have these little 
girl-boys around the Club House. It was different back then, you know? They were sent on 
some really ridiculous trips to collect money. Drugs. I reckon that they were being hung out 
to dry...but the two buck's luck held. In the end...you know...things musta come to a head. 
Something had to be done, as all the schemes to hang them out there failed...the boys came 
through with flying colours. They were never harassed by the cops or other gang members 
as though they had some sort of magic potion protection shield or something...beats me." 
 
"You ride a bike?" 
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"Yeah...and before you ask, yes. It is a Harley Soft-Tail. Had it since new after I came back 
from Nam...no, I am not a member or an affiliated member of any known Bikie Gang, but I 
do ride with the Nam Veterans Bike Club...yep, and you're right, I'm retiring hopefully next 
year. On my sixty-sixth birthday. Couldn't come soon enough." 
 
"Do you know Jack Diver?" 
 
"Might. Not well. Met him at his son's funeral. Just the once. Why?" 
 
I shook my head. 
 
"Do you know Milson Popolous?" Shelley asked quietly. 
 
"He hates that name...and it is Milton. He prefers Captain but everyone calls him Milt...the 
AO. He was almost voted out as the CEO of the White Skulls at the last General Meeting. 
His days are numbered. He hasn't the brains to move with the times. He still wants to fire-
bomb stores and put out prices on people's heads...how do I know that? The 2IC of the gang 
works here. He is an Electrical Fitter. A bloody good one." 
 
"What does he say about your son's murder?" 
 
"Who? The Captain or his 2IC?" 
 
"Yer workmate." 
"Nothing...he wasn't around fourteen years ago." 
 
"How about Popolous?" 
 
"Yeah. He was chief back then...did he put out a contract on my boy and his mate? I really 
don't know and after all this time, I really don't care...there’s plenty of other things we 
discuss that is way more important in to-day's climate…. why don't you spend your valuable 
time in a more productive manner? Investigating my wife's Aunt’s death down Wollongong 
way if ya got the balls...if that is all, I believe the Boss is on his way back from Lunch. He's 
as regular as clockwork, is our Boss. Good afternoon, Detectives." 
 
 
 
CHAPTER THIRTY-TWO 
 
 
For a suburban Coffee Café, it wasn't a bad drop; and the food was worth remembering for 
another time. 
 
I sat cupping my coffee mug in my hands, having enjoyed my sandwich immensely. 
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I shook my head. 
 
"Something is missing here, Shells, and until we can figure it out, we'll always be at this 
spot." 
 
"Mmm...what do you mean?" 
 
"I don't care what he says, the Number Two Honcho of the White Skulls would never detail 
the ins and outs of the voting system within the hierarchy to an outsider, no matter how 
close he may seem to that guy...unless Ali had former colour. Bikies do retire out of the 
gang, you know. Ali comes back from Vietnam in what? 1968 to 1973 thereabouts. After a 
short period of time he is supposedly just a Biker...a Week-end Rider...notice his tatts? They 
were Bikie tatts...some of them were prison tatts." 
 
"Yes...and he had a Special Forces Tatt on his left forearm which had been superimposed 
with a white skull being penetrated by the winged bayonet of the SAS, I think it is..." 
 
"So somewhere along the way, that guy had creds. Yeah?... and then you have Diver who it 
seems, may have long term affiliations with a Bikie gang...." 
 
"Christ, they're old men!" 
 
"Most of the hierarchy of Bikie gangs are...unless they have been either pushed out entirely, 
pensioned off or liquidated..." 
"You'd have to place a bet and say that both Diver and Ali Seniors maybe in the middle cat-
egory..." 
 
"Did you notice that Ali tried very hard to show that he accepted his son as being gay...but 
the comment about him being as bent as a paper clip was...almost...there was anger 
there...hurt...while Diver didn't even think it rated a mention, almost." 
 
"Yeah, but Ali did mention it, which makes me wonder why...tarnishes the image if you are 
supposed to be a real macho man...do you think a macho man would be found painting his 
white picket fence?" 
 
I gave a chuckle at the vision of Ali doing something similar. 
 
I just couldn't conjure up the image. 
 
"Could be, stranger things have happened...what did you think of that last comment from 
Ali?" 
 
"About his wife's Aunty? A furphy...hoping that our concentration can be waylaid…lead 
away from the track that we were on, I reckon. You know, to muddy the waters." 
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"Yeah...I suppose so." 
 
"I reckon we should push for more information on those two. A complete background check 
and further information through the Intelligence Group and the Gang Related Team. See 
what we can unearth." 
 
 
 
CHAPTER THIRTY-THREE 
 
 
As we alighted from the Lift at our floor, we were almost bowled over by the Deputy Com-
missioner, Major Crimes. 
 
"Sorry Sir." I uttered even though it wasn't our fault. 
 
"So you should be, Detective!" He replied gruffly. 
 
"Attitude...attitude." I whispered after the Lift doors had whisked shut on the scowling 
image of our 'big' Boss. 
 
"Some-thing's really got up his nose." Shelley commented as we walked into the Murder 
Squad Room. 
 
"Shells! Joe! My Office. Now!" Clive Butler growled over his shoulder as he walked 
towards his Office. 
 
I had the impression that he had come from our desk positions at the rear of the Squad 
Room. He had two Murder Volumes tucked under his arm. 
 
We followed him into his Office. 
 
"Close the door, will you. Behind you..." 
 
He plopped the thick volumes down on his desk. 
 
Took a deep breath. 
 
Turned to face us and gestured for us to sit in the Visitors chairs away from his desk. 
 
"Sorry, guys, that was uncalled for. I've just been given the rounds of the Kitchen by our 
usual calm and sedate Boss, I'm afraid...this case?" He gestured with a wave of his arm at 
the two Murder Books. "How come you have them?" 
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"Which ones are you talking about, Boss?" 
 
"The shooting homicides of Frank Diver and Marcus Ali at Greenacre. In... arrh...February 
2002..." He glared at me. "Don't try and get smart with me, Joe, especially since my arse 
still hurts from where the DC continually kicked it!" 
 
"Why have we got the Case, Boss? Beats me. According to Ballistics, our name is on the 
Register Record as the Leads in the Case...how that happened I'll never know. As far as I 
can ascertain, it was a Cold Case when old Woodsy had the lead. It was then transferred to 
Gang Related Matters where it died, so it would seem and the Murder Books were 
transferred to the Central Registry to gather dust. It only surfaced again last week because 
the handgun used in the two homicides back then to shoot our two chaps was found to be 
used in a spray of a house where a Demon Devil was in residence. No-one was hurt...we 
haven't read the Murder Books as yet, though we have been doing a bit of digging. We were 
going to fill you in as soon as we were in receipt of the Volumes...they must have come up 
last night or this morning from Central Registry." 
 
Shelley glanced at me, wishing me to be quiet. 
 
She had the matter under control. 
 
I was inclined to put my foot in it, was her diagnosis. 
Butler shook his head slowly. 
 
"I wish that you had informed me earlier of this as it would have saved a fair amount of 
angst. Let me tell you...so you have not added any material to these two Volumes?" 
 
"Not as yet, Boss. No." 
 
"But it seems that you have rung Police Intelligence, the Gang Related Team and Major 
Crimes...and you have interviewed certain persons in the field..." He looked from Shells to 
I. "Yes?" 
 
We both nodded our heads. 
 
"Okay...I do not like what I have to instruct you to do. Every little detail that you may have 
on the case...I want it all, with nothing...let me repeat that...nothing left of the Case 
anywhere...delete the case from your memory...both your iPads...I will keep a hard copy of 
the incident...and all your paperwork in my safe. Understand? You are both off the case." 
 
"Boss? Two young blokes...both gay it would seem, were brutally shot to death in 2002. The 
Case has not progressed...you just can't bury a case like that under the rug...that's..." 
 
"I know exactly what it is, Joe. Understand? But there are things that have occurred that 
neither you two nor I are privy to...and in this case, we will always be left out of the loop..." 
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"Boss?" 
 
"Joe...you've heard me. I will not repeat myself. Understand? Now, I have a bit of work to 
do before I transfer these two Volumes up to the Commissioner, so out...and never mention 
this episode again." 
 
I begrudgingly stood and angrily walked out of the Office. Slumped indignantly at my desk. 
Retrieved my iPad and phone and gave them to the Boss, knowing that all information 
pertaining to the case would be deleted forensically from the instruments. Shelley, a little 
happier, did the same. 
 
"No other information?" 
 
"No. We were waiting for the Murder Books before we downloaded our material as a hard 
copy to be attached to the File. Nothing, Boss. No." 
 
Shelley shook her head in unison. Bowed her head.  
 
"Good...I will say this once and once only. I do not like such mechanisations by senior 
personnel that involves the deaths of two persons. I will download a hard copy of all 
relevant material from both your iPads and keep a hard copy of all papers relating to this 
event in my Office Safe...never to see the light of day, unless the handgun used appears to 
be used in a further homicide...then I will personally resurrect the file and hand it to both of 
you for action...on the quiet. Understand? Not a word of its existence to anyone...there is 
something going on here that involves a lot more than just two young gay guys who wanted, 
with all their hearts, to be accepted into a particular Bikie gang...and paid with their 
lives...okay? Not a word, okay?" 
 
 
CHAPTER THIRTY-FOUR 
 
 
"Simon Reeves...he was...um...deliberately mowed down. The vehicle involved? Reported 
stolen last night from the Parking Area of the Football Stadium. Just heard that it was found 
in a country lane-way as a burnt-out shell, down west of Kiama. A deliberate act, so's the 
thinking of the local lads. That's why they wanted the presence of you two. It's all yours. 
What? An hour and fifteen to Bellambi about? I'll let the local Uniforms know that you are 
on your way." 
 
Hendo handed us the Case particulars. 
 
"Good luck. A nice day for a drive...lunch at Bellambi Beach. There used to be a beaut Fish 
and Chips place there. Near the beach… well, when I was a lad and went down there with 
my family on holidays….as a lad." 
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I gave him a look wondering whether such an establishment could survive for nigh on forty 
years. I shook my head at him. Gave him a smile. 
 
"We'll give it a try, Hendo. If it happens to still be there, though I'd say that would be 
doubtful" 
 
"All good things must past." The man stated mournfully. 
 
From Parramatta, we headed down the Campbelltown Motorway, cutting across to Appin 
and the back road that would bring us out at the Mount Ousley Descent. 
 
From the Office, that was the quickest way. 
 
Either that or Heathcote Road which usually was a series of bottlenecks. 
 
"You're quiet, Joe. Mulling over conspiracy theories?" 
 
"No... I'm nervous. You're driving." 
Shelley giggled at my response. 
 
"Well, what conspiracy theory is sticking out to you?" She asked as she glanced at me. 
 
"To expect us to just roll over and forget the Case is a bit rich, don't you think. Some-one 
very high up has sticky fingers in the honey jar, let me tell you." 
 
I looked out the window, worry lines stretched across my brow. 
 
"Mmm...firstly, straight after the Ballistics Officer contacted me, I requested a search of the 
Murder Books from Central Registry. When they were found, they were to be transferred to 
my desk. Keep in mind that Ballistics would have been instructed by either Major Crimes or 
the Gang Related Crimes Team to investigate the bullet or shell casings found on-site of the 
'Drive-by' spraying. There were no injuries or deaths involved so we would not have been 
called out. So, what-ever Ballistics found in informing us, they would have also informed 
the GRC Team. Ditto any Report generated by the Ballistics Officer. A Drop Copy would 
have come to us because of the history involved, with the original Report to the GRC 
Team...or maybe Major Crimes...and I think there lies the initial scramble...I don't think it 
would have been Diver or Ali Senior who raised the red flag. What for? That of cause, is 
based on the belief that both men are on the dark side...or had been in their younger 
days...that could be proven totally wrong as we continue to sniff..." 
 
I scratched my chin and wiggled about to get more comfortable before continuing. 
 
"Next, I contacted The Police Intelligence Unit for any info on the original two victims of 
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the homicide of 2002. Diver and Ali. Then I contacted Major Crimes and the GRC 
Team...so one of those Departments has had a hell of a fright with us sniffing into 
something that they had thought was long gone and buried. What puzzles me, is why our 
names were supposedly on the file as the Leads in the first place..." 
 
"Maybe it's as simple as Woodsy being the original Murder Dee on the file. That would 
have been recorded. A quick search through the Registry would pull up my name as 
Woodsey's partner, then you and I... maybe." 
 
"Mmm...that sounds reasonable. A quick call to the Ballistics Officer will either confirm or 
shoot that hypothesis down in flames." 
 
"Joe? I don't think you should meddle so soon after being told not to...to forget that the case 
even exists...." 
 
"Sweeping homicides under the carpet, that's reverting back to the bad old days of the 
1950's and 60's with more dishonest cops then honest ones about..." 
 
"Now that's paranoia, Joe." 
 
 
 
CHAPTER THIRTY-FIVE 
 
 
I looked around at the scene. 
 
To me, it was a typical 'Hit and Run'. An old bloke not looking at what was around him and 
steps out in front of a vehicle who couldn't stop in time, and in a panic, continues on. 
 
Simple as... 
 
The main street into the small Bellambi Shopping precinct was closed off. Had been all 
morning, since the old bloke was run over. His body had long been removed but you could 
tell where his final resting place had been by the blood stains on the bitumen. Some fifty 
metres from the point of impact a chalked outline told the tale. The motorist must have been 
moving to catapult the old guy that far. In this part of the Shopping precinct, fifty kays an 
hour was the prescribed speed limit. He sure was exceeding that limit! 
 
The area was still a mass of Uniform Cops and Forensic teams in blue bio-suit 'onesies'. 
 
I gave Dee Dee a peck on the cheek. 
 
She was the Lead Forensic Officer on scene, co-operating with the Traffic Accident Team. 
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I wondered why they should have been called in. 
"A great day to be beside the shore, heh? How does a simple 'Hit and Run' turn into a major 
homicide investigation with the Traffic Accident Team also lassoed into the event? What? 
The guy the father of the local Federal Member or is he the Godfather of the Wollongong 
District and we'll expect a major crime war to be the result of his death?" 
 
"Arrh, Joe. For-ever trying...forever trying!" Dee Dee's Number One Assist countered. 
 
"The Driver...no wait!" Dee Dee began. "You have a look at the surveillance tapes. It will 
save me half an hour of explanation to one so slow..." Dee Dee commented as she bent 
backwards to stretch tired back muscles. 
 
"Been here a while?" I asked. 
 
"Almost two hours...maybe three...that's why you were called in, Joe. On my say-so. This is 
a homicide, not a simple 'Hit and Run.' The vehicle in question? At this moment, I'd say it's 
on its way back up to Sydney. Securely wrapped in plastic. I doubt that we'll get much as it 
was really torched. It bloody well exploded in a ball of flame from what I've heard. A burnt-
out shell...but the driver drove the thing from here to the other side of Kiama...a real bloody 
risk in broad daylight as it had been reported stolen last night so its Rego Plate was in the 
system. The guy was lucky. He had another getaway vehicular. By the sounds of it, a Bike, 
according to a few locals down around there...parked down said country lane...not far from 
where he torched the stolen vehicle." 
 
"I'll ask the obvious. How did he get from there after leaving his bike, let's say last night, to 
the location where he knocked off the torched vehicle...at the Football Stadium.”? 
 
"That's the conundrum and why you are being paid big bucks, my friend." She wiggled her 
eye-brows at me, parodying a habit that I had. "Aleesha is getting cuter every time I see 
her..." 
 
"Yeah, therein lies the problem. She has to turn ugly as I do not want to have to stand at the 
front gate fighting off the horny young studs when she gets older." 
 
"That'll happen from around mid-teens...you won't be able to stop it, I reckon, regardless of 
your opposition." 
 
"Oh, no. I was talking about the ten-year old lads!" 
 
We both smiled at the interplay. 
 
Dee Dee started to giggle and had a devil's own job trying to stop. 
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"I've got Barry Vella and an Assist working down in the local Cop Station. Two blocks 
down. They're streaming in all the Traffic Surveillance camera footage that will show the 
route of the stolen vehicle after the 'hit and run' and splicing all the local footage together 
that will clearly show that it was a targeted hit. Go and join him. There's nothing here for 
you to really look at." 
 
"We'll take a wander around first...he was parked over on the other side of the intersection 
waiting for the old bloke to cross the street, you reckon?" 
 
"Yeah...over there near the corner. Motor running, just waiting for the old bloke. 
Apparently, the old bloke was full of rigid habits. Washing on Monday morning. Mow the 
lawn on Wednesday as the Green Truck came every second Thursday. Shopping the day 
after Pension day. Friday morning, eight-thirty sharp. He'd park in the Aldi car park. Do 
what shopping he had to at that shop. Place it in his car and walk up to this intersection to 
cross and go into Coles. On the way back, he'd call into Sergio’s Deli there for cheese, ham 
off the bone and a cup of coffee. Like clockwork. These old people make it so easy for those 
bastards who have a want to prey on them..." 
 
"They'd have no idea...no understanding that they might be targets. They're about as 
innocent as new born babes, most of them. As they get older.... or they are so paranoid, they 
hate the thought of even opening their front doors to go to the letter-box." 
 
"Mmm...yeah, I guess." 
 
 
 
CHAPTER THIRTY-SIX 
 
 
"We'll need to take all the video feeds back to the Lab. There we can split-screen the whole 
incident in real time. One half showing the route of the Deceased while the other half will 
show the Perp sitting in wait for that moment when he knows the Victim will cross that 
Pedestrian Crossing. That will show irrefutably that this was no accident. Not a 'Hit and 
Run' but a carefully thought plan to murder his target. Without question..." 
 
"Let's not get ahead of ourselves, eh? We have not established motive, but yes, that footage 
where he accelerates across the intersection without looking and nearly T-bones another car 
is rather convincing. He manages to regain control and head straight for the 
Deceased...but...a half decent Solicitor will tear holes in that scenario...he almost collides 
with that other vehicle and in trying to regain control of his vehicle, he accidentally bowls 
down the poor old bloke. That would be the defence that I would put forward. We need 
more than we got at present. Keep digging. We need substantive support of his movements 
from the time that he steals that vehicle the night before...which would mean that he is a 
local or he stayed overnight somewhere close...where?" 
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"Before that, Joe. We assume that he drops his vehicle...his bike down that country Lane-
way before he heads for the Football Stadium to knock off a likely vehicle...why pick that 
one? Or that type of vehicle? Plenty of grunt...plenty of acceleration and a blunt nose. This 
guy does a fair bit of homework on his Victim and a fair bit of planning goes into the act..." 
Shelley chimed in. 
 
I nodded my head in agreement. 
 
"Yeah...you'll need to view a lot more metres of video stream to enable you to either dismiss 
or be successful in identifying the guy's movements." 
 
I turned to the Station Sergeant. 
 
"Um...Hotels. Motels. Boarding Houses close by. They all need to be canvassed asking for a 
one-nighter. Possibly two persons or a bloke on his own...um...any chance of a lift out to the 
dump site of the hit vehicle?" 
 
The Sergeant nodded his head. Wrote something into his Log Book. 
 
"I'll get the Uniforms organised and sure, I'll organise a Constable to drive you out there. 
Where's your vehicle? Bring it back into the Station yard might be a good idea. There is a... 
let's just say, a rowdy element around these parts." 
 
 
 
CHAPTER THIRTY-SEVEN 
 
 
It had become a little chilly. A brisk northeaster had sprung up and the air was heavy with 
the smell of salt spray. 
 
The dirt, rutted lane-way followed a ridge line that gave magnificent views of rolling, 
emerald green pasture paddocks. The paddocks marked out in crooked fence-lines made of 
dry stone wall construction. The lane-way went through pockets of dense tree growth to 
suddenly emerge to give you these beautiful rural views. 
 
"Pity, eh? Most of this land is now owned by Developers. Within ten years it will be all 
houses...I wish some-one had the power to stop it!" The young Constable bemoaned. 
 
"Yeah. Know what you mean. I'd like to meet the guy who said that the economy can only 
exist as a profitable concern as long as we keep on tearing down trees and suburbanising 
good quality agricultural land...we know that we are slowly strangling the population of this 
world, but we seem powerless to change it...or want to change that direction. Stupid, eh? 
And we are supposedly the intelligent species." 
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We entered another dense thicket of trees and bushes. The large trees making an arboreal 
tunnel around us. However, there was very little canopy cover with most of the trees devoid 
of leaves. 
 
"Here?" 
 
The Constable nodded his head and slowed the vehicle to a stop at several lines of Police 
tape strung from tree to tree to hopefully stop any gawkers from soiling the secondary crime 
scene. 
 
"Yep." 
 
I hopped out of the 4WD and looked around, giving a low whistle as I did. 
 
"Some explosion. I reckon that there are a few trees here that will not bounce back. What 
type of explosion?" 
 
"According to the Forensic Officer, a five to ten litre drum of petrol with the lid removed 
and a candle and an enclosed interior of a vehicle with very little air movement..." 
 
"That's all! Nothing else! Jeez..." 
 
"The petrol evaporates and when the vapour and oxygen ratio reach the flashpoint, then 
boom...up she goes. Peeled the roof right back. Took off two doors and of course, broke 
every glass section...and what was left of the petrol ensured that there was quite an inferno. 
Six people rang either Triple 000 or the local Bushfire Brigade within 90 seconds of the 
explosion. I bet you can't see any house within cooee of this location, can you? Quite some 
explosion." 
 
 
 
CHAPTER THIRTY-EIGHT 
 
 
The house was a neat double fronted, four-bedroom house with a front and back veranda 
and double garage under. 
 
"He obviously liked to potter around in the garden..." 
 
"Sure beats your attempt, Joe." 
 
"Mine is a Dry Climate Australiana that has gone to the pack and is thoroughly enjoying the 
abandonment, by the look of it." I chuckled. "I haven't had to hoe any weeds out of the area 
or turn on a watering hose for years now. The type of front yard everyone should have!" 
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"Yeah. A veritable bloody jungle." Shelley sneered. "The neighbours are about. How about 
we trawl through a couple of them before we go inside." 
 
"That's a plan, Shells." 
 
We alighted from our Unmarked and walked towards a small grouping of elderly people. It 
looked as though this was Retirement Central. Grey hair everywhere! 
 
 
 
CHAPTER THIRTY-NINE 
 
 
We possibly spent too much time listening to the gaggle and gossip repeated several times 
before we excused ourselves and entered the house. 
 
Bright as a pin. As clean as a laboratory rat. Not a dust particle to be seen. Comfortable 
furniture. A woman had to have had a hand in the furnishings. Two women sat side by side 
on a lounge in the front room. Grief their common thread. We identified ourselves as we sat 
opposite them. 
 
"Simon Reeves?" 
 
"Was our father...what a terrible accident...and the driver didn't stop. What type of person 
would do such a thing to an old man. He didn't have an enemy in the World. Everyone loved 
him. He was the type that people instantly were drawn to. When we were growing up, there 
was always people dropping in for a chat. A cuppa. There was always a Party being 
organised...Mum and Dad were like that..." 
 
"Why do you say that it was an accident?" 
 
"Who'd want to do such a thing...on purpose. Is that what you are saying? That Dad was 
deliberately run down..." 
 
I nodded my head slowly. 
 
That realisation bought on a fresh round of tears. We would have to wait until the tears dried 
up. Shelley rose and went to look at a plethora of photographs in fancy frames on several 
surfaces and along one wall. 
 
"Who is the Photographer?" She asked, impressed with the display. 
 
"Mum...it was her hobby...those ones of flowers and insects...they were used in the 
Australian Photography Magazine." 
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"Mmm...is that Dianne and Tom Reagan...who live in Strathfield?" 
 
That made my ears prick up. What's the chances, I thought to myself? 
 
"Yes...they've been life-long friends of Mum and Dad's. Dad only went to Dianne's funeral 
the other week. I went with him as the distance was getting a little too much for him to 
drive...to be truthful, we would have gone in any case, as we are firm friends with 
Stace...um Stacey and Christy...Christina...um...their daughters. Dianne Reagan was killed 
in a Home Invasion gone terribly wrong, so they say..." 
 
I got up to view the plethora of photographs. I glanced at Shelley. She had that look. 
 
"Your father? Was he a School Teacher?" 
 
"And Rugby League Coach for the School's Under 14 and Under 17 Grades...and ditto on a 
week-end. Up to when Dad stopped coaching, they were the District Champions..." 
 
"Where did he teach?" 
 
"Um...here, up until he retired. Bellambi Heights High School...but he taught right around 
the Wollongong Area from Warilla...um...Port Kembla...Wollongong High...but he took the 
Headmaster's job at Bellambi Heights High for oh...about fifteen years up until he retired." 
 
"Where did he meet the Reagans?" 
 
"Oh...I can't remember. They've been good friends for-ever. When the Reagans moved up to 
Sydney to look after Dianne's sister up until she died, they still kept in contact. We all 
thought that they would move back down here, but it was getting too much for them, so they 
said. So they stayed up there. They've got a house that they rent out down near the beach. 
Beach views. A beautiful joint...thought they'd move back down...now, with Dianne gone, I 
reckon that Tom Reagan might give up the ghost. Know what I mean? But Dad and he still 
kept in touch." 
 
I fumbled through my iPad looking for the 'Burnt Body in the Bush' Case. My heart-rate had 
gone up a beat or two. 
 
"Um...did your father know Mary Bethley Terrence? She was a Teacher down here around 
Willow Tree and Oak Flats." 
 
"Beth? Oh, yes. Terrence is her maiden name. Her married name was Fields. Twice. She 
married...oh...I forget...and then when he died, she married his younger brother, Daniel. Dad 
always said that was a better union. She was a lovely woman. We're good friends with her 
kids. See them regular like when they come down here or we go up there. Mind you, all 
these kids are our age now, with kids of their own, but we still remain friends. Beth's mind 
started to go so she moved up to her daughter's place out Camden way, I think...Detective, 
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why all these questions about Dad's friends. Do you think they may have had something to 
do with Dad's death?" 
 
"No. Not at all. We need to get background information on the Deceased in order to obtain 
an understanding of the person. Sometimes there is an incident in the person's earlier life 
that may have triggered this terrible event." 
 
"So Dad was definitely run down on purpose?" 
 
"That's how we are looking at it. Yes." 
 
"I don't understand. Everyone loved him. He didn't have an enemy in the World. He was 
that type of guy..." 
 
"Um...that's quite a roll-up in that photo. Any special reason?" 
 
"That Group Shot? Yeah. It was the 40th Anniversary..." She looked across at her sister. 
"Um...no... I'm not too sure. It could have been the thirtieth anniversary re-union party of 
them commencing Teachers College...um...jeez...fifteen years ago now. They've all stayed 
in contact even with a few now living overseas or interstate. They were hoping to celebrate 
the fiftieth but a lot has happened over these past ten years...especially lately...and Dad was 
the organiser. The person who got everyone into gear. Now that he has gone...I don't know." 
 
"Would you mind if we took a copy of that group shot?" 
"No. Go ahead...but don't ask us to identify all the people...we know some of them...perhaps 
Tom Reagan may be able to recall all their names...is there anything else, Detectives? Have 
you finished here?" 
 
"I think so. If there is anything else then we will be in touch. We'll keep you abreast of our 
investigations, okay?" 
 
They didn't reply, or even seem to register my comments. 
 
We left their residence wandering what we had tripped over here...and whether there was 
any real connection between Reeves' death and that of Dianne Reagan and Mary Bethley 
Fields nee Terrence some months previously. 
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CHAPTER FORTY 
 
 
"Don't rock the car around so much, Shells. I can't read any of the stuff while you're driving 
all over the road..." 
 
"Don't blame my driving, Joe. It's the state of the bloody road. Maybe we should have gone 
up the Motorway through Sutherland...or Heathcote Road..." 
 
"No, it'll improve when we strike the Campbelltown Motorway. I'll be able to look at my 
Laptop without my eyes rolling or feeling nauseous." 
 
"So?! What're we got? An ex-husband...a Schoolteacher by the way, of Dianne Reagan. Bob 
Shillings...who cannot be located...but we haven't done a search ourselves based on our 
search template...and a son, Cameron Fields, who it seems, could never accept the marriage 
of his father to Mary Bethley Fields nee Terrence. Cam Fields has form and again cannot be 
located. But again, we haven't done a proper search as yet on the gentleman. Then we have 
Simon Reeves. A gregarious, confident leader of the pack, one could assert. The central 
figure of a group who first met at Teachers College in the late 60's or early '70's. We now 
have Reeves, Reagan and Terrence...three in a group of what? A dozen...dozen and a half 
wannabe Teachers who became a group of friends up to this day. The three having met a 
grisly death in the last eight weeks about. Are they all connected? Who knows, but it seems 
rather coincidental, don't you think? Was it you, Joe, who mentioned something about 
retired people dying while bush-walking in some National Park down this way? You said 
that you saw it on the late News while you were wide awake for the two AM feed, changing 
nappies and having sleepless nights?" 
 
She giggled. 
 
"Wouldn't have changed it for the world...but yeah. That rings a bell. A number of them 
were retired Teachers. I'm sure. Let me consult with Mister Google...what should I put in as 
my search criteria?" 
 
"Bloody hell, Joe. You need to do a refresher Computer Course...try...Retired. Bush 
walker...death...NSW National Park...retired Teacher...Police and SES search. See what 
comes up." 
 
"OK...arrh... bloody hell, Tonto, I've just lost contact with the internet...bugger...you'll have 
to pull over for a bit...No? Okay, I'll leave it until we get into the Office Monday morning. 
Look, it's just gone two, we haven't had Lunch yet and by the time that we get to the Office 
after stopping for a bite, it'll be almost knock off time. Well, within an hour or two.  Drive 
to your place and make me a sandwich and a cup of coffee. I'll drive home from there. OK?" 
 
"Okay, we can do some searching while we enjoy my culinary delights, if you like. I'm not 
that far out in the sticks that Internet coverage has not reached, thank God!" 
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CHAPTER FORTY-ONE 
 
 
It was a gloomy Saturday morning. 
 
Malisa, my son's live-in, long term partner and now an AFP Officer of some repute, asked 
us to accompany her and Bill to a Property Auction. 
 
Thinking happily that they may be investing in a home of their own so that Tellie and I and 
our new Bubs could relocate into the larger section of my home, I readily agreed to her 
invitation. To be honest, their vacating of the premises would be hard to take for some time, 
if I had to be completely frank with myself. 
 
We ended up in an Industrial Area out along the Windsor Road past Castle Hill. 
 
"What are we doing here, Mal?" I asked. Looking around at the growing crowd and the fact 
that it wasn't a residential area. 
 
"Two entire complexes...this and the one next door? Once owned by the Obede Brothers 
and confiscated after efforts from the EDIT team of the AFP irrefutably proved that the 
construction of these two Industrial Complexes was funded by illegal means...more 
precisely, was funded by money obtained from illicit activities. At present, the current 
yearly rental after all outgoings is over two hundred thousand dollars...for both 
complexes...that will be a huge dent in the monthly account being transferred to one of their 
banks in Italy...we have scheduled an auction of at least one residential property per week to 
occur over the coming months. We are going to milk them dry..." This was said with anger 
in her voice. "...even of the various accounts that they have in several overseas banks. We 
have already begun to close those accounts after numerous negotiations with seven banks in 
three countries. We will milk them dry. How do you feel, Joe?" 
 
I couldn't have felt better! 
 
I immediately rang Shelley to fill her in on the morning's events. 
 
I could almost hear her scream of delight without the help of her mobile phone! 
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CHAPTER FORTY-TWO 
 
 
We did our normal forty-five minutes down in the Sub-Basement Gym and arrived in the 
Office smelling of chlorine even after an extended hot shower. 
 
I must remember to place a bottle of Shampoo in my locker. 
 
My hair was taking on a decidedly green hue. 
 
We wandered into the Boss's Office for the usual Monday morning combined staff meeting. 
 
Both Shelley and I were still on a high after I had told her what had happened on the 
Saturday morning. 
 
We almost had a full house as most of the Murder Teams had only one murder on their 
books, if that. 
 
For the first time in ages, we were all squeezed into the Office. 
 
All Detectives present were buoyed by my news of the actions that the AFP were 
successfully taking. After we had patted each other on the back and applauded the actions of 
the AFP, which was a most unusual occurrence, we settled down to the business at hand. 
That is, to run through any of our cases that may have been causing us heart-burn. 
 
"How are you guys going with the Dianne Reagan Murder case?" CB asked Ron Pearce and 
his young partner, Sasha Blayney. 
 
"Boss, before they say anything, Shells and I believe that we may have a connection 
between their Dianne Reagan Homicide Case and our two cases. The 'Burnt Body in the 
Bush' Case. That of Missus Mary Bethley Fields nee Terrence and the case we obtained late 
last week. That of the Simon Reeves Run-down homicide..." 
 
There were gentle jibes from the throng about how we wanted to hog the Case trough and 
leave the rest of them to scour through the Cold Cases that they had been given. 
 
"You saying that it was a deliberate act? Who-ever, meant to run down the Deceased?" 
Butler asked. 
 
"Most definitely...and we believe that there could be several other connected homicides..." 
 
Shelley spun the Group Shot photograph, now an A4 sized copy, across the coffee table and 
took up the commentary. 
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After she had finished her spiel, there were those who were still a little sceptical of the 
connection. 
 
"Have you any suspects?" Detective Ron Pearce asked. 
 
He could see that he was perhaps going to lose the Reagan homicide case. No team liked to 
lose an active case regardless of their present work load. 
 
"No. Not really...we have two POI's who cannot at present, be located. Whether they prove 
to be more than just casual acquaintances or more, will remain to be seen...but it is more 
than a coincidence that three...with possibly another three to four unexplained deaths in the 
recent past...of the people in this photograph have met a premature death by foul 
means...let's say seven out of a group of twelve to fourteen makes it a little more than a 
coincidence in my book." 
 
Butler picked up the photo to look at it closely. 
 
"Three that you can be confident of as being homicide cases?" 
 
He peered over the top of his glasses to pin me to the wall. 
 
I nodded my head. 
 
"You and Sasha have been given three 'Cold Cases' to augment your meagre workload...I 
think...as these three recent homicides appear to be connected...you should hand the Reagan 
Homicide to Joe and Shells here..." 
 
There was an audible groan and a collapse of the shoulders from both Sasha and Ron 
Pearce. 
 
To only have Cold Cases as your workload portfolio was a pain in the butt. 
 
An awful amount of effort plodding over the cold ashes was usually the case for nil result. 
But with over three hundred cold case homicides in NSW alone, it was an embarrassing 
statistic that no Murder Dee worth his salt was proud of. This figure did not include the 
'Unsolve' Cases that at any time, may crowd any Dee's desktop. Luckily, we had a very low 
proportion of these at the moment with a solve rate that was the envy of the entire nation. 
 
That could not be said for the Night Shift guys who would always have a greater number of 
homicides on their books then us. Unsolves, Cold Cases or successful completions. 
 
Homicide seemed to prefer the darkness of the night. 
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CHAPTER FORTY-THREE 
 
 
"Joe? Shells? You guys stay behind, will you?" 
 
We waited while the rest of the Murder Dees filed good-naturedly out of the Boss's office. 
 
"Um...before I start...an Appeal has been lodged with the High Court...on the Mishka Barnes 
Estate...the Lotto winnings." 
 
"A never-ending story. Who's the Appellants...let me take a guess. The Church that 
Mishka's siblings belong to. The Church hierarchy need to drive around in brand new 
BMW's while the congregation own ten-year-old Fords...or worse...Holdens." 
 
"I won't disagree with you, Joe. You're right. The Deceased Charlie Barnes' siblings have 
been instructed by their Church to appeal the recent decision against their submission. 
Seventeen mill is not to be sneezed at! It leaves a sour taste, doesn't it?" 
 
He looked over at us, appreciative of the toll that the Mishka Barnes Case had taken not just 
on Shelley and I, but on our junior 'apprentice,' Kaleesha Petrova who had taken the suicide 
death of Mishka Barnes very hard. She was now a Detective in the White Collar Crime 
Unit. Perhaps the lack of dead bodies would suit her more in that environment. 
 
To each their own. I wish her all the best. She would make an excellent Dee in whatever 
sphere she chose. 
 
He coughed to clear his throat before he continued. 
 
"Okay. Down to business. There is nothing in the Murder Book on the Reeves Run-down 
Homicide. I know that you haven't had the time to start it up, but that is your first priority. 
Run through the entire Case as you know it, including all your assumptions and suspicions." 
Butler sat there silently as Shelley and I detailed the case up until that morning. 
 
"A Bikie hit!!?? Is that what you are leaning towards? All because several people who rang 
Triple 'O' straight after the explosion all said that they heard the sound of a noisy Bike 
taking off some minutes before the explosion? Bit thin, isn't it? What's the connection with 
the Deceased? And the other two victims?" 
 
"Boss, it's early days. We haven't even begun a trawl of the Vic's life as yet...or that of his 
Associates, family or friends. I think we need to interview every one of those persons in that 
photograph who are still alive before we even begin to make our minds up on motive, 
connections and POI's..." 
 
"Mmm...but you are confident of that connection between the three cases? Okay, I have to 
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agree with you that there does appear to be some sort of link between the three deaths...even 
if just because, all victims knew one another and were in some form of friendship with each 
other for many years. Before you go gallivanting about, I need that Murder Book up to 
date...and a cross-referencing of the three Vic's in each of the Murder Books...um...you have 
two Court Appearances this week and next. Stay close to the Office as the Coronal Enquiry 
into Ben and Belinda Greene homicides will need to be bought up to date with the DPP's 
Office. Clear that Case first as there is no great difficulty of guilt between the two deceased 
persons...after the Reeves' book is bought up to date...arrh...and then I would like you to 
organise a joint meeting with Pearce and Blayney...with me being present...to officially take 
over the Dianne Reagan homicide case. I believe you when you say that there is a 
connection...let me know about the other suspicious deaths as you become aware of 
them...keep me across it, okay. That means that you will have an unfair number of current 
cases when compared with the rest of the teams...do you think we should form a mini Task 
Force to even out the work load?" 
 
I thought about it. 
 
"Boss, even though we suspect that another three or four homicides maybe involved, let's 
wait until we are sure of our facts before we go forming Task Forces. If the Media get wind 
of such a formation, then we'll be answering questions from here to Kingdom Come...and 
have the hierarchy breathing down our necks...and suffering anxiety attacks. They do not 
like the thought of a serial killer loose in the suburbs." 
 
Clive Butler nodded his head. Ran his hands over his eyes. 
 
"You've got four weeks. Okay? Then I'll need to do something, even if it is just to forewarn 
the hierarchy." 
 
Paperwork! 
 
Never let it be said that a Murder Dee's life is full of travel and excitement. The majority of 
time is spent on clerical matters and detailing background checks through the various 
computer template procedures. 
 
It can be rather boring! 
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CHAPTER FORTY-FOUR 
 
 
"You are not going to believe this, but Reeves has never had a speeding infringement notice 
in his entire life! Or a Parking Ticket. That has to be a first, I reckon." 
 
"Mmm...a model citizen." Was all I heard as a mumbled comment on the matter from my 
partner. 
 
"He obtained his Motorcycle License when he was eighteen. His Vehicle License when he 
was twenty-three..." 
 
"I bet he was married when he was twenty-three..." 
 
I looked up at my partner who had that smug look on her face. 
 
"Why would you say that?" I asked, not really interested in the reply. 
 
"His future missus would have given him an ultimatum. The bike or me...sell the bike and 
get a car. Betcha!" 
 
I gave her a look. 
 
It didn't have its intended effect. 
 
She was right. 
 
The date of him purchasing his first vehicle was on the Registration history that I was 
looking at. 
 
I already knew the date of his marriage. 
 
Six months after he had purchased the vehicle. 
 
I couldn't understand the attitude. 
 
I still had my Ducati after almost twenty years. Admittedly, I had to wrench the keys from 
my son's hands if I wanted to go for a spin on it, which I suppose, was becoming more and 
more of a rarity these days, but it was still my ride! I paid the annual Registration fee on the 
bloody thing! 
 
Shelley looked up at me with a deadpan expression. 
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"I'd say it wasn't a good look, him turning up to a School on a loud Triumph or Ducati 
where he had only just started teaching...that'd have something to do with it as well." 
 
She wanted to get in the last word. 
 
She gave me her most patronising glare knowing that she had me. I wanted to fling the 
computer screen in her direction. Instead I calmly asked whether she wanted a coffee. A nod 
of her head. That little 'know it all' grin. 
 
I wasn't going to hint at her having won the point. 
 
I was still growling as I pressed the down button on the Lift. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FORTY-FIVE 
 
 
"What's all this, then?" I asked as I placed a large Mocha on skim with double chocolate on 
her desk and slid into my chair. 
 
She had developed a liking to this concoction from my old partner, Marge Hendricks. 
 
It amused me that supposedly intelligent women would have a Mocha on skim and then 
spoil the goodness effect by asking for double chocolate...and skim milk had more sugar in 
it than fair dinkum milk. That fact she totally dismissed! 
 
I challenged her to look at the comparison next time she was at the Supermarket. 
 
I doubted that she would ever take a look. Too proud to be proven wrong...or proven to be a 
bloody cretin! 
 
It had me beat, but Shelley, and Marge before her, couldn't follow the logic. 
 
There was a heap of A4 papers piled on my desk. 
 
"To put into the Murder Book. Details on Simon Reeves. He was quite the popular fellow 
with the local Papers down that way. First mentioned when he was fourteen years of age. 
Saved three kids who had been swept out on a rip at an unpatrolled beach. Used his board to 
good effect. A real hero...and so it goes on right through his life. As we said before, a model 
citizen in every way..." 
 
"No-one is that squeaky clean...he has to have a secret. A dark side hidden from view." 
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"According to his press, he is that perfect specimen…." 
 
"Mmm...we'll see as we delve deep into his life, shall we?" I was convinced that there had to 
be a stain on his character at some stage during his life. No-one was that squeaky-clean! 
 
There was silence for the next two hours as we dug into the extraordinary life of Simon 
Reeves. The constant tap of the keyboard. The whirr of the Printer. An occasional grunt or 
expletive as something didn't go according to plan. 
 
"We didn't check to see if he had a computer. A Laptop perhaps..." 
 
"The local guys perhaps..." 
 
I put a call through to the Bellambi Station Sergeant, enquiring whether a Laptop or Tower 
had been removed from the Reeves' house after his homicide. 
 
"A moment, Detective. I'll check with the On-Scene Officer..." 
 
A few minutes passed with me on hold. Eventually, a young sounding Officer came on the 
line. 
 
"Constable Carlos Venito, Detective. You're enquiring about a Laptop or Tower that we 
may have taken from the Reeves residence, yes? It's on its way up to the Digital Forensics 
Office in your building. It was password controlled. We couldn't get into it." 
 
"Good. I'll take control of it as the Lead Detective on the Case, if that is alright by you?" 
 
"No. Fine. That's OK. Not a problem." 
 
"A Smart-phone or tablet?" 
 
"His Smart-phone is with his Computer. There was no indication of him having a Tablet, 
which seems strange as he was a Teacher. They are always up to date." 
 
"He's been retired for a while. I'd say he thought the smart-phone and Laptop were sufficient 
for his needs." 
 
By the tone of his voice, I felt that he may not necessarily agree with that assumption. I 
made a mental note to check with his daughters. 
 
"Um, Constable? Can I ask you a favour? There appears to have been a list of sudden 
deaths...or unexplained deaths...or even suspicious deaths down your way in the past couple 
of months. Could I ask as a favour, if you could trawl through your Illawarra Police District 
Records looking for such incidents? In particular, pull the Reports on those deaths where the 
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Deceased happened to have been a retired Teacher. A Teaching Aid or something to do with 
Schools in that large geographic area. Say from Gerringong in the south up to Stanwell Park 
in the north. Can you do that? I doubt that I could get into your local Records on such 
matters...a copy of the Post Mortem Results would also be appreciated for those relevant 
incidences, if you find any." 
 
"That would be right, Sir. You'd need special permission. Do you have a Responsibility 
Code and the relevant Case Number, Sir? For my time….and what time-frame would you 
want me to use as the data base, sir?" 
 
"Let's say within the last twelve-month period, eh?" 
 
I gave him the particulars and my e-mail address, requesting him to also supply a hard copy 
by normal means. 
 
"When would you like it, sir?" 
 
"When you have it, Constable." 
 
"End of next week, Sir." 
 
"That would be wonderful, Constable." 
 
I hung up as another wad of A4 folios came sailing onto my desk. Shelley was pretty good 
with her aim. 
 
"What's this?" 
 
"Media Reports on six deaths in the last twelve months that has perhaps, questions-marks on 
the manner of their deaths...around that geographic area that you just stated. Notice that all 
are elderly. Retired with the majority having a career in the Education system. Three appear 
to be at first glance, to be accidental or the result of a Stroke, Heart Attack or Hypothermia 
from being lost in the bush. Two appear to be due to falling over a cliff or into a gully or 
some such while the last was a snake bite. All were bush-walking...or camping out. It would 
be interesting to see if any of the deceased are in that Group photograph. Only three are 
identified in the Newspaper Reports. Your request of the local guy will be an interesting 
exercise." 
 
I nodded my head. I was getting impatient all ready, wanting to ring the young Constable 
back and demand the information within twenty-four hours. I had a sniff of a homicide 
conspiracy in the air. 
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CHAPTER FORTY-SIX 
 
 
For the rest of the week we expanded our background search to include those deceased 
persons who had been identified in the local Media reports into their deaths. We also spent a 
day and a half taking control of the Dianne Reagan homicide Case from Pearce and 
Blayney. 
 
Ron Pearce especially, let it be noticed that he was not in favour of losing his only open 
case as this would mean that they would be left with only Cold Cases to attend to. 
 
No-one particularly liked them. 
 
Dragging over cold embers with little to do as it would usually be the forensic re-evaluation 
of a case that opened it right up again. 
 
So be it. 
 
We all had to deal with them at some stage during a twelve-month period. 
 
The following week, we had several meetings with DPP Representatives on the Bennett 
Greene/Belinda Greene double homicide. Preparing the terrible case for the Coronal 
Enquiry that may not occur for another eighteen months to two years hence. It still left 
Shelley and I flat discussing the matter. The young child that she was carrying, at just on 
twelve weeks gestation, was not considered a victim of its father's wrath. 
 
Perhaps it was because my little bundle of joy that was such a blessing to both Tellie and I, 
that I took the fact rather hard. In the eyes of the Law, it did not matter one iota and would 
not be discussed at length at the Enquiry. 
 
As though it was a person-non-gratis and did not 'exist'! 
 
I came out of the last such meeting towards the end of the week, again feeling flat and 
saddened. I was about to switch off my computer and head for the Sub-Basement Gym to 
sweat out my melancholia when I noticed the 'drop down' informing me that I had mail. 
 
I flicked through the non-important dribble until I came to an e-mail from the Illawarra 
Local Command with several large attachments. 
 
Six in fact. 
I let out a low whistle as I scanned through the message and opened the attachments. 
 
"C'mon, Joe. That will still be there to-morrow morning." Shelley complained. "It can't be 
that important." 
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"My Dear, it can be and is...details of those six, no seven suspicious deaths down the South 
Coast over the past three to nine months, about." 
 
Shelley came to stand beside me, bending into me to get a clearer view of my screen. 
 
"Seven, Joe...shit! What have we exposed here? A bloody serial killer for sure." 
 
"Bit early to say that. We haven't viewed Manner of Death yet in the Post Mortem Reports. 
Let's wait until we scan those before we draw any conclusions, eh?" 
 
"Yes, Boss...so turn the bloody thing off and let's get going. If'n you don't, you'll still be 
here at midnight to-night." 
 
I did as she instructed, but found it extremely hard to do so. 
 
I doubted that I would get much sleep to-night worrying over it. 
 
I could see me sleeping in the Spare room come Study as I will toss and turn all night! 
 
Bugger!!!! 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FORTY-SEVEN 
 
 
"One:-     Mary Bethley Fields nee Terrence, aged 67. Retired former Teacher in the 

Wollongong area. Abducted with her body being burnt beyond recognition 
twenty-four hours later. 

 
Two:-          Simon John Reeves. Aged 68. Retired Teacher. Deliberately run down and 
killed  
                    with the offending driver failing to stop. 
 
Three:-       Dianne Grace Reagan. Aged 69. Retired Teacher. Murdered in her own home 
with  
                  a syringe plunged into her neck. 
 
Four:-         Shadra 'Sandra' Basdrabanadran. Aged 68. Retired Teacher. Died from injuries  
                   received after falling down a ravine whilst bush walking in the Budderoo 
National  
                   Park west of Kiama. Severe trauma injuries. 
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Five:-         Bassella "Stella" Condi Hassa. Aged 68. Retired Teacher. Died from injuries  
                  received after falling down a ravine whilst bush walking in the Macquarie 
National  
                  Park west of Wollongong. 
 
Six:-           Lisa Candice Jorgan. Aged 70. Retired Teacher. Died from severe hypothermia  
                   after being lost in the Morton National Park west of Nowra. Possibly fell 
suffering  
                   head injuries which disorientated her causing her to veer off the recognised trail  
                   and becoming lost. 
 
Seven:-        Caroline Rose Alcock. Aged 66. Housewife. Died from a Heart Attack while  
                    taking an early morning walk along the foreshore of Port Kembla. 
 
Eight:-        Colin James 'Jimmy' Edmonds. Aged 61. Retired Accountant Manager with the  
                   Education Department. Heart Attack while shopping. 
 
Nine:-        Frances Jane Hume. Aged 66. Trained Nurse and Surgeons' Assist. Heart Attack  
                  while camping in the Morton National Park with her husband and extended 
family. 
 
Ten:-          Christine Joy Parfitt. Aged 69. Retired Teacher. Died of snake bite while bush  
                  walking in the Minnamurra Falls area. That was five months ago now." 
 
I looked across at Shelley who had jotted down the names in her iPad. 
 
"Two may be classified as suspicious. The other five have been determined as natural 
causes...what we need to do, is see whether Basdrabanadran...is that how you pronounce her 
name? And Hassa are included in that Group Photograph. I think we should go and see Tom 
Reagan..." 
 
"Or...what was her name? The daughter of Simon Reeves. We spoke to her about the photo. 
She allowed us to copy the original. Why didn't we ask her then for all the names of the 
people in the shot that she knew of? She admitted that she had forgotten some of the names 
and it was she who suggested that we see Tom Reagan." 
 
"I thought we had asked her and she seemed very unsure. I think we still should approach 
her for confirmation after we see Tom Reagan. Okay? Remember? Both daughters admitted 
to not knowing all the names in the shot." 
 
"Okay, Tom Reagan it is. That's a plan." 
 
"To-morrow morning. I should do a background check on those two new names to-day. 
With your help, of course." 
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"As always......" 
 
She was still in one of those smart-arse moods. I didn't want to be in our Unmarked driving 
all the way to Wollongong and back with her in that patronising mood. Even Strathfield 
would seem to be to the moon and back! 
 
I'd want to slit my wrists! 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FORTY-EIGHT 
 
 
"Can you people just leave Dad alone?" 
 
"We're sorry, but we are hoping that information your father may have, will help us bring 
your mother's killer to justice." 
 
The middle-aged woman glared at me for some moments before beckoning us to enter. 
 
"If you could keep it short, please? He's become quite feeble since Mum was killed." 
 
We followed the woman through the house to the kitchen. Cardboard moving boxes were 
piled up on either side of the Hallway. Taped up and labelled. 
 
"Since Mum passed, Dad has gone downhill something fierce. We...and our brother, have 
arranged for him to be placed in a Nursing Home. He couldn't care for himself properly 
living alone. The house is to be sold to allow him to take up residence in the Summer Care 
Shoreline Nursing Home complex at North Curl Curl. On the Peninsular. Both of us and our 
brother live over that way. He will be closer to us." 
 
I was astonished at the difference in the man after only weeks, perhaps four months since 
we had last seen him. 
 
He was sitting at the Dining Table reading the morning paper. 
 
A blank look as we came into the room. 
 
Slowly the light of recognition came on. 
 
"You were the Detectives who came when poor Bella was killed by her husband." 
 
"That's right, Sir..." 
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"Have you come to take me to the Enquiry into her death? They said that I might be 
needed." 
 
"No, Sir. That won't be for a while. No. We're hoping that you can help us. May we sit?" 
 
"How rude of me. Please. Sit. I'll get one of my daughters to make a cup of tea." 
 
"That won't be necessary, Mister Reagan..." 
 
"Tom, please. How can I help you? Is it about Mum's death, then?" 
 
"Yes..." 
 
I slipped a copy of the A4 colour shot of the group from a Manila folder. 
 
"What we would like, Tom, is for you to identify as many as you can in this group shot." 
 
"Mmm...Oh dear! A long time ago...and in the last six or eight months, we've been going to 
a lot of their funerals. Sad. But we're at that age, now aren't we?" 
 
He positioned the photo to best advantage. Shook his head. 
 
"I doubt that there'll be enough alive for a fiftieth re-union...this is the thirtieth, I think. 
Maybe the thirty-fifth. Barb is still alive. That's Barbara. Barbara Reeves. The love of 
Simon's life. She died of Breast Cancer no more than a year after this shot was taken. A 
wonderful person. A beautiful girl. A terrific teacher. She taught Primary School. Everyone 
loved her, including me...that's Mum. My Dianne. Full of life...I sure do miss her..." 
 
"She was a teacher?" Shelley asked as she tagged the image on the copy of the shot that she 
had. 
 
"Oh, yes. A good one to boot. Most of these people were teachers. We all became friends 
very quickly. Simon would have been the central figure, I think. Some of the camping 
trips...in our late teens and early twenties...the kids to-day reckon that they invented wild 
times. Let me tell you..." He giggled softly before continuing. "I think that those camping 
days helped to nurture a thing for the bush...most of us have kept bush walking as a healthy 
past-time...it's getting a little too hard for me now, I suppose. But Dianne and I really 
enjoyed the past-time for a lot of years...not that there is a lot of bush around 
Strathfield...we'd do a couple of circuits of the block though. Bella would join us on the odd 
occasion. A lovely girl..." 
 
"Dad! There's no need to go into details. You just be quiet about your younger days...it 
involves Mum too, which we do not want to hear about." 
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He nodded his head still looking at the photo. I imagined that visions were whirling around 
past his mind's eye. 
"There's a few that aren't in this shot." 
 
We weren't interested in missing friends as the photograph was some fourteen, perhaps 
fifteen years old. 
 
"That's Devlin O'Shaunessy and his missus, Katy. " He stated strongly. A smile on his face. 
"They're in Turkey...or Japan...teaching English and loving it. We still talk via Syke...or 
what-ever it's called...and Christy here is good friends with their daughter. Their son...he's 
an Engineer or something. We don't see much of him, do we girls?" 
 
"Skype," We all chorused. 
 
"Yes. OK. You all think I'm a silly old bastard...when my daughter here remembers to set it 
up for me...Skype or what-ever it's called...Mindy Carmichael...now she was a looker when 
she was young. Aged way too fast. Died in her early forties...this is the thirty-fifth re-union 
as Beth's husband, Dan. A real nice bloke. Dan Fields. Her second go at marriage. Her first 
husband was killed in a work-related accident. That's Dan there...he was dead before the 
fortieth re-union...look at Mum...arrh...Dianne. She sure was a beauty. I was so lucky to 
marry her..." 
 
'We could be here for hours,' I thought to myself. 
 
Shells had the same thought as she looked across at me with a grin on her face. A rise of her 
eye-brows. 
 
"Who's that, Dad? That woman there...and the guy beside her?" Christy, Tom's youngest 
daughter was getting impatient. 
 
My phone buzzed in my pocket. 
 
I answered quickly before another AC/DC song began its opening chords. 
 
I excused myself from the Dining Room with a wave of my arm as I answered, walking 
down the Hallway to the front of the house. 
 
"Detective Lind? This is the Barry Vella up in the Forensic Digital Team. We've assessed 
all the traffic video and privately located surveillance cameras that we thought maybe able 
to help. Unfortunately, we cannot follow the 'Hit-Run' vehicle after it left the scene of the 
crime. We have been able to catch a glimpse of a chap getting out of a small van near the 
Wollongong Football Arena's car park. He then walks around as if he is lost...or cannot find 
his vehicle until he selects the vehicle in question. The video fields are not that good to pick 
out the Perp clearly...sorry. About all we can deduct from what footage was available, was 
that he was given a lift presumably from where he left his Bike, to the Arena...whether it 
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was an accomplice or not, we cannot ascertain..." 
 
"Mmm...he could have possibly hitched a ride, what with the Soccer game on 
simultaneously...who's to know. Thanks for all your work." 
 
"A full report with photographs and relevant video will be sent to you by the end of the 
week. Sorry that we couldn't be more helpful..." 
 
"She's fine. Not your fault. You did well with what you had. Thanks again." 
 
I went to pocket my phone feeling frustrated and annoyed when it buzzed in my hand. 
 
"Detective Lind? Yep..." 
 
"Barnett up in Forensics... we were given a Laptop with a security fence against 
unauthorised access. A Smart-phone. The property of one Simon Reeves. I understand that 
you are the Lead Detective on the homicide. We'll need a Murder Number to square things 
away..." 
 
I gave him my particulars and the Murder Case File Number. 
 
"The Laptop? Anything untoward?" 
 
"Hah! Depends on your political stance...this guy was into almost an obsessional need to 
send off scathing communications on just about everything that was either on the nightly 
News, local paper or what the local Federal or State Member dribbled on with the previous 
day...he had a lot of free time, is all I'll say...nothing more than a societal nuisance against 
the evils of our system...I'll send you down a Report by the end of the week paraphrasing 
what I have just stated. OK?" 
 
"Thanks. Good work." 
 
I signed off as Shelley walked towards me. 
 
"Finished? Got all that you wanted?" 
 
"Just about. Three people remain unidentified...he has forgotten the names. I think we have 
enough to approach all the next of kin of those who have died to obtain their confirming 
opinion in putting the names to the faces...another couple of days of monotony." 
 
As we walked to the car, I filled my partner in on the content of both telephone calls. 
 
"I hate to say this, but this is developing into an 'Unsolved', Joe. It's going that way and I 
can feel it in my bones." 
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"Clever bones..." I shot back. 
 
"Poo-poo to you, too! A lot cleverer then yours, Joseph Lind. A lot bloody cleverer." 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FORTY-NINE 
 
 
"Thanks for waiting for us..." 
 
"That's okay. I was only going to the shops for a gander...Christy says that you want some 
information on the group that my mother was in. The Teachers' Group. Christy rang me..." 
 
"Yes...we understand that you were the unofficial photographer...that you took most of the 
photos at each re-union." 
 
"Yes, that's right...well, in collaboration with Barbara Reeves...now she was an excellent 
photographer. Contributed to several Nature magazines and glossies...sad really, I doubt that 
there will be another gathering. Those still alive are losing the ability to get about. Perhaps 
if we can organise the children to bring the parents...I know there would be those who 
would jump at being able to do that. Some of the kids have stayed in contact. Are firm 
friends actually, like Christy and her sister and I... how can I help?" 
 
I slipped the photograph from its envelope and placed it before the woman. 
 
"Could you verify the names that we have placed on the majority of the persons and 
hopefully identify the remaining three, for us?" 
 
"Yeah, sure. That's the thirty-fifth re-union at Simon Reeves place...they say that Simon was 
deliberately run down. Is that true?" 
 
"We are investigating several lines of enquiry, but to be truthful, we believe that it was a 
deliberate act..." 
 
"How terrible...who would do such a thing...and why! Simon was one of Nature's 
gentlemen. Everyone loved him...oh, dear! Terrible. Terrible." 
 
"Can you identify...?" 
 
"Yes. That woman is Simone Calder and her husband Jeff. Simmy died...oh, about twelve 
months ago...may be a little longer...some sort of accident. She fell over, became 
disorientated. Got lost in the bush. Died of hypothermia up in the Escarpment State Park. So 
the Cops surmise. Her husband is still alive. He's in a Nursing Home. Dementia. The chap 
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behind them is Denis McCartney. A good teacher but not a very nice person. He has always 
been on the perimeter of the group...never really accepted into the inner circle...but he was 
at Uni with all the others. All those that you have put a name to, are correct...Christy's 
work?" 
 
I nodded my head. 
 
"And her father, Tom Reagan. Could you be more specific on Simone Calder's death?" 
 
"Oh, gee...um, let me think. Twelve months ago? No, a little longer than that. Yes. I couldn't 
get to her funeral because I had been given a temporary posting in Port Moresby....from 
June last year through to November...so yes, sometime during that period." 
 
"Would you have any idea who may want so many of the group dead?" 
 
"What. Killing them!!??" 
 
"We believe that six of the group have been the subject of a homicide...and Simone Calder's 
death appears to be similar to several of the others..." 
 
"Oh, dear. I have to think...Oh, dear. This is terrible. Are you sure? Who would want to kill 
them? They were all good teachers. Loved their jobs. The kids. The families...oh, dear." 
 
"Would you know whether at any time, the entire group...or should I say, those who have 
met an untimely death...whether they worked together at any time? Was there any talk about 
another teacher who may have been...you know...upset about not being in the group...or 
missed out on a promotion because some-one in the group got the position over them? 
Know what I mean?" Shelley asked. "Perhaps a pupil who felt that he was hard done by one 
of the Teachers in the group?" 
 
An important point that had escaped me. 
 
I nodded my head. 
 
Glanced up at her. 
 
"I'll have to think about that...anyone who had a grudge against the group...that sounds 
rather infantile, doesn't it? Something that an insecure teenager might do as some sort of 
payback. Not an adult, surely...and after all this time? Oh, dear. I don't want to think about 
it..." 
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CHAPTER FIFTY 
 
 
We'd come back into the Office to bring the Murder Book up to date and cross-reference 
what we now believed to be seven homicides conducted by the one person. 
 
"Shells, I'll organise the Autopsy Results on Simone Calder. Can you do a thorough 
background check on her...and her husband, Jeff Calder..." 
 
"Cameron Fields..." 
 
"Sorry?" 
 
"Cameron Fields...." 
 
"Okay, I'll listen." I replied. A smirk on my face. 
 
"He was in his early teens, maybe a little younger when his mother and father separated. Not 
an amiable separation by all accounts but one filled with animosity and hatred where the 
young lad was used as the pawn by both parents to seek revenge on one another. After that 
simmered down, the boy suddenly is in the middle of a romance between his father and his 
late Uncle's widow...this he doesn't like. He can't reconcile this arrangement and he is upset 
not only with his father's death, but the quickness in which the current union progresses. He 
is also flung into the centre of a group that, shall we say, is extremely close with indications 
of wife swapping and free love. Bush camping where anything goes and the whiff of 
something in the air was very strong. When the opportunity arises, he is the hell out of 
there...lives on the street, gets into drugs himself and the usual occurs. He does time for 
petty larceny and possession of drugs." 
 
"So why does he suddenly appear some thirty...thirty-five years later?" 
 
"A broken marriage perhaps that pushes him over the top. He blames 'The Group' for all of 
his failings. His gripes and his shitty life...after all, he has got form, hasn't he?" 
 
I nodded my head. 
 
"Maybe with all the Mary J he smokes, he has become somewhat 
schizophrenic...paranoid..." 
 
Again, I nod my head. 
 
"It fits if you want to forget about the facts and base the premise on nothing but 
theory...what about our other missing person? George Graham Shilling? Dianne Reagan's 
first husband. We could wend a story to permit him to be also capable of these murders, 
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don't you think? Enough psychological pressure in his later life to come back and start 
eliminating members of 'The Group'. I think though, that we should dig a little deeper into 
the lives of those two first, before we shift our investigations onto some-one else. What do 
you reckon, Shells?" 
 
"That you think I may be right in my assumption..." 
I gave her my best glowering look. 
 
It had no effect on my young partner. 
 
She sat there with a patronising grin stamped across her dial. Fluttered her eye-lashes a 
couple of times to show how clever she was. 
 
I searched for something to fling at her. 
 
All I could find was a bent paper clip. It wouldn't have done enough damage, so I held my 
urges intact. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FIFTY-ONE 
 
 
We organised through the Boss, to arrange a Court Order to examine all Personnel Files, 
Administrative Files, Disciplinary Files, if any, and Supervisory Report Files that were 
relevant to the seven Victims held by the Education Department. 
 
This process would take at least ten days according to the Liaison Officer within the 
Department, even though most of these files were now all digitised and held on the Main 
Computer and back-ups of the Department in Sydney. 
 
Additionally, we put out a 'Stop and Hold' on our two POI's, for questioning in the matter of 
several homicides. All States of the Commonwealth, New Zealand, Papua New Guinea and 
several Pacific Island Nations were included in our search for the two. 
 
In the meantime, we were carrying out a more detailed background search on all our 
Victims. 
 
How-ever, we were not accumulating that much worthwhile information on any of our 
subjects and both Shelley and I were becoming a little stretched and frustrated. 
 
Sore eyes that we seemed to constantly rub which made matters worse. 
 
I needed to have my eyes checked. 
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They say that once you're over forty, your eye-sight is the first thing to go...then your libido. 
 
Thankfully, one out of two ain't bad! 
 
"I just hope that I have a more interesting life that shows up in a back-ground check then 
this lot. The only one with something forthcoming for all our troubles is Simon 
Reeves...now here you go, he has had a charge made against him. Assault and Affray. An 
anti-Vietnam War demonstration in George Street, Sydney. 1969. Hooray! One black mark 
against his name. No conviction, not even a fine. This guy is unbelievable! C'mon, Shells. 
Let's get out of here for a couple of hours, otherwise I am going to go bonkers." 
 
We went for an extended Lunch and wandered around Parramatta Westfields. 
 
A massive shopping Centre that would take all day to pass by every shop in the place such 
is the size of it. 
 
My Mobile shuddered in my pocket. I answered before...I wasn't too sure what tune I had as 
my ringtone, I changed it that often! 
 
"Detective Joseph Lind? This is the Station Sergeant at Waterloo. Your 'Stop and Hold' on 
one George Graham Shilling...known as Bob Shilling...one of my Constables mentioned 
that a bloke by the name of Deener uses the local Homeless Shelter up the road...maybe 
something. Maybe nothing. Thought you should know." 
 
"Thanks for that...I know the Shelter that you are talking about. We'll check it out. Thanks 
for the heads-up. We'll let you know if he is our man." 
 
"Deener? What? How in hell does that relate to George Shilling, for Christ's sake?" 
 
"Way before your time, Shells, we used to have Pounds, Shillings and Pence. A threepence 
was a 'trey', sixpence a 'zac' and a shilling was a 'bob' or a 'deener'..." 
 
"And a Pound note was a quid. I know that much...we're right out there, Joe." 
 
"Worth the follow-up, girl. What else have we got? Let's get back to the Office and then 
head towards Waterloo, huh?" 
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CHAPTER FIFTY-TWO 
 
 
My Mobile vibrated as we entered the Ground Floor Lobby area of the Police Building. I 
bought it to my ear very quickly so that the first bars of a Baby Animal favourite did not 
begin. A troop of Top Brass with silver on every edge of their uniforms were congregated 
near the Reception Desk. 
 
They would not view kindly my choice of ringtone. 
 
"Barry Vella, Detective Lind...that 'Hit and Run' of yours down Wollongong way? I 
expanded the search to vehicles driving towards Wollongong on the Motorway...a lucky hit. 
The same motorbike heading south the day before the homicide...and then later on the day 
after the incident, the same Bike heading north out of Wollongong...and on both occasions 
followed by...or accompanied by another bike...not a Harley though." 
 
"Did you get any indications of Registration plates?" 
 
"Better than that. The Harley is registered to one Jack Diver. The Kawasaki is registered to a 
Cheryl Anne Diver...I believe that you have their address, is that right?" 
 
I was stunned. 
 
"Um...yes. We have. Thanks for that...I believe the saying is that you have just put the cat 
amongst the pigeons. Thanks for that." 
 
I pocketed my mobile as I turned to Shelley. 
 
Relayed the information. 
 
"Shit! The way certain hierarchy came down on us when we were digging through Diver 
and Ali's history could mean that we have come to that proverbial dead-end if it turns out 
that Diver is the 'Hit and Run' driver..." 
 
"Motive, Shells. Motive...and where and what is the connection between Reeves and 
Diver?" 
 
"Worse than that, what is the connection between Diver and all our supposed connected 
victims?" 
 
"Let's ponder on that as we head towards Waterloo." 
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CHAPTER FIFTY-THREE 
 
 
I showed my badge. 
 
"Is Deener about?" I asked a scruffy bloke lounging in a decrepit cane chair, taking in the 
sun. 
 
"Yer better ask the Boss...in through the door. Second door on the left. Ben Woodfield." 
 
We walked down the narrow, dimly lit hallway. 
The second door on the left was open. 
 
I knocked on the door jamb and stuck my head in. 
 
A bloke was seated behind a desk that had seen better days, talking on the phone. The desk-
top a mass of scars and farrows. A lot of them. The dishevelled chap, who looked similar to 
the bloke sunning himself out front held up a finger, then gestured for us to sit in two 
rickety chairs in front of the refugee desk from the local dump. 
 
He nodded several times. 
 
Tried to enter into the conversation without achieving little more than an 'um' and 'err' or 
'that's not right'. 
 
Eventually he spoke over the person who was yelling her lungs out on the other end. Loud 
enough for us to hear the voice but not the content. 
 
"Look, I've got a couple of cops wanting to discuss something with me. They're getting 
impatient. I gotta go. Talk to you later." 
 
He hung up, stood, running his hand through his unruly hair before sitting again. 
 
"Sorry about that...the ex. missus wants more money...you know, blood from a fuckin' 
stone...you are the cops, aren't you?" 
 
We both flashed our badges. 
 
"Murder Squad? Soo? What is this all about?" 
 
"Do you have a bloke called Deener on your books...staying here?" 
 
"I might have...what has he supposed to have done...he...um...he's a harmless bloke. Just 
beaten down by circumstances like so many of them here. Can't get up but tries to keep 
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himself above the hopeless case. A good bloke actually. What has he done, killed some-
one? I doubt that." 
 
"We just need to clarify his location over the past six months or so. He is the ex-husband of 
a woman who was murdered about two months ago now..." 
 
"About eight weeks ago?" 
 
"Ten...I'd say." 
 
"Mmm...he takes several classes in Piano and guitar lessons. The local Primary School. 
Young kids..." 
 
"What time during the day?" 
 
"Morning and afternoon. It varies." 
 
"Is he around..." 
 
"To-day? Late afternoon? He takes Chess Classes down in the small Park opposite the little 
Shopping Centre. Two blocks down. Within walking distance." 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FIFTY-FOUR 
 
 
He looked up at us as we walked towards him. 
 
He had three young guys hanging on his every word on the strategy of the game. Huge 
plastic chess pieces were positioned on a black and white chequerboard of tiles. About two 
dozen men sat at picnic table and chairs around the board. Several had brown paper bags 
hiding a long neck. 
 
A nearby sign stated 'No Alcohol Permitted within the boundaries of this Park'. 
 
There was a loud, shrill whistle and the brown paper bags seemed to disappear. 
 
"The cockatoo's a bit slow..." I muttered out of the side of my mouth. 
 
Shelley almost burst out laughing. She had trouble holding it in. 
 
'Deener' straightened and watched as we approached. 
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"Deener?" I flashed my badge. 
 
Several persons sitting on nearby bench seats seemed to meld into the background. 
 
'What's this?' I thought to myself. 'A convention of Murderers, rapists and other like-minded 
human beings.' 
 
"We're not exactly the flavour of the month, now are we?" I muttered to Deener. "Mind if 
we interrupt for a few words?" 
 
"I got no choice, now have I?" 
 
'Deener' asked another dishevelled bloke to take over the Chess Class as we followed him to 
a suddenly vacant Bench seat and table. He sat opposite. I was sure I got a whiff of under-
arm deodorant. I raised my eye-brows. 
 
'A considerate and clean loving bum! Takes care of his appearance.' I thought to myself. 
 
His clothes, though obviously well-worn and tattered around the edges, were clean. The cap 
on his head had a newness about it. His hands and fingernails weren't dirty though his teeth 
could do with attention. 
 
"Okay coppers...what do you want from me?" 
 
"When was the last time that you saw your ex. missus?" 
 
"Which one?" 
 
I didn't know Dianne Reagan's maiden name. 
 
"Your first wife..." Shelley muttered, leaning across the table towards him. 
 
She was perhaps surprised at the smell...or really, lack there-of! 
 
"Dianne, you mean?" 
 
I nodded my head. 
 
"Jeezus...I wouldn't know her even if I fell over her...like...thirty, thirty-five years, perhaps." 
 
"Do you know where she lives?" 
 
"Christ...if she hasn't moved, somewhere down Wollongong way I suppose...why?" 
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"What's your normal activity on a Friday morning?" 
 
"Teaching the kids about music. Teaching them to play the Piano and guitar. At the Primary 
School...yer can see it from here..." 
 
"Around two months ago now?" 
 
"I been teaching the kids for nigh on...jeez, about five years now, since I come up from 
Melbourne, like...Monday afternoons and Friday mornings...sometimes that changes 
depending on what the School may have organised that would take priority over my 
classes." 
 
"Who can we speak to verify that?" 
 
"The School Principal...the Shelter Boss, Ben Woodfield....he kicks me out of bed and lets 
me have first run at the showers while it's nice and hot...what's this all about?" 
 
"Your first wife was murdered on 12 April last. A Friday morning, two months ago..." 
 
"Murdered!? And I suppose yer gunna fit me up with the crime, huh? Get another homeless 
bum off the street...well, at least yer get three square meals in there, I suppose...out of the 
weather. Could be worse...what are the kids gunna do for Music Lessons...and here, after 
school, learning how to play Chess...do yer damage. I'm sure yer can fit me up with the 
crime..." He lowered his head. Shook it several times. "Poor Di. She deserved a better 
ending. She was a good woman...it's just me who is the non-marrying type...how?" 
 
"The name of the School Principal?" 
 
"Donald Hellick...a really good bloke. Loves the kids as he does his own...he should be still 
at the School. Go ask him." 
 
I glanced across at Shelley. 
 
I felt that she thought the same. 
 
We'd check out the claims with both the Principal and the Shelter Manager, but the guy 
wasn't guilty of anything more than drinking from a long-neck bottle in a small park that 
didn't permit such carry-ons. 
 
We went via the local Cop Shop to request that the local Constabulary check out 'Deener's' 
claims. 
 
We figured that we could do something better with our time. Besides, the local guys would 
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know both persons and be aware of their bona fide. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FIFTY-FIVE 
 
 
"I'll drive back to the Office so we can do half an hour in the Gym." 
 
"C'mon, Shells. Drive to Central Railway so you can catch a train and I can drive straight 
over the Bridge..." 
 
"Joe, don't get lazy..." 
 
My Mobile buzzed. 
 
"Joe Lind." I answered. "You're on Speaker-phone." 
 
"Bruce Vella, Joe...Forensics..." 
 
"You wouldn't be related to Barry Vella up in Digital Forensics by any chance?" 
 
"Yes...he's my cousin...first cousins...the reason why I rang, Detective...we...arrh...we have 
been doing a cross-reference on those seven homicide cases that you're Lead Detective 
on...three have tossed up exact same DNA trace elements at each crime scene...the same 
person was at the crime scene for three of your homicides. I've sent down a Prelim. 
Report...sorry about the time scale but as you can image, the amount of trace on all seven 
cases is a bloody mountain..." 
 
"Which three?" 
 
"The Bush-walkers...two of whom ended up down the bottom of a cliff face. The other 
suffering hypothermia which eventually killed her." 
 
"Couldn't that just mean that who-ever is also an avid bush-walker and happened to have 
gone on the same route within a specified time period?" 
 
"Well, yes. I guess...but the odds, Joe, have got to be astronomical for that scenario to have 
happened..." 
 
"I'll give you that point...have you run the trace through the Data Base?" 
 
"Not as yet. Tomorrow perhaps." 
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"Thanks for that, mate. Keep on it." I hung up. "Jeez...those guys sure get excited. Jumping 
before the entire probe has been completed." 
 
"Give the guy a break, Joe. At least he is enthusiastic and keen for the result." 
 
I nodded my head. 
 
I should be thankful for small mercies. 
 
It looked as though we were heading back to the Office and the Sub-Basement Gym. 
 
I wasn't in the mood, but Shells would drag me by the hair, if she had to. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FIFTY-SIX 
 
 
"Cam...Cameron Fields...he's our man...have you done a Centrelink search on him?" 
 
"No. I thought that you were going to do that last week...I'll do it, Joe. At least we'll know 
it's got done..." 
 
"You're a condescending female, girlie, when you want to be." 
 
She gave me a look. 
 
"Just as well, eh? If it is the same guy, he keeps the same MO for the first four...all staged 
bush-walking accidents...and then he goes haywire with the last three. Mary Bethley 
Terrence gets burnt to a crisp; Dianne Reagan gets a syringe into her neck; Simon Reeves 
gets run over. Why?" 
 
"To outsmart the dumb cops, I reckon. He's trying to be clever. You know, changing the 
modus operandi." 
 
"Not us, eh partner?" This said with a snigger. "Okay, we are still short on motive...the 
common denominator is that they all were Teachers..." 
 
"In the Wollongong area...and within a group of around twelve to fifteen who all went 
through Teacher's College together and remained close friends for all their lives by the looks 
of it. That is where the tie-in is...we just haven't worked it out yet." I looked over at my 
young partner. A light bulb was going off and on in my brain. Just out of reach. 
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"Let's forget about Cam Fields for a moment. You said the other day that it may be some-
one who could never be admitted to the inner circle of The Group...we never followed that 
through with anyone that we have spoken to...maybe we should double back." 
 
"Mmm..." Shelley frowned. "Christy Reagan? No... Katherine O'Shaunessy who became the 
official Group photographer...her parents are in Turkey...or was it Japan? She mentioned a 
Denis McCartney..." Shelley slipped the group shot from its envelope to peer at the image of 
the man who seemed to be hiding in the background. 
 
"Remember, she said that he was never admitted into the inner circle. Katherine actually 
said that he was a bit strange. A good Teacher but a bit strange. Remember? Maybe we 
should do a background check on him also... no?" 
 
"We're forgetting the latest bit of news, Joe. Jack Diver and his missus." 
 
"I was hoping to forget it, Shells. I reckon that will earn us a kick up the arse going on the 
previous example from on high." 
 
"I wonder where the Diver family came from? Grew up...I wonder whether we can worm 
out any information on the family without others knowing?" 
 
"The usual template search, I suppose, plus Mister Google. We do not need to consult Police 
Intelligence, the Gang Related Group or Major Crimes." 
 
"Then let's do it at the same time, huh?" 
 
"You or I?" 
 
"I'll do it Shells...that's why I get the extra dosh...to do the 'iffy' procedures." 
 
Shelley's mobile buzzed then rang. 
 
Nothing exciting, just the standard ring tone. 
 
She answered, nodding her head several times. 
 
"Maybe this afternoon. To-morrow morning at the latest...no wait. We have an important 
meeting with the DPP in the AM and Court time in the PM. The day after maybe 
better...yes...the second floor of the Education Department in Little Bligh Street. What's the 
parking like around there...just drive through. Okay, thank you for your troubles, Mz? 
Missus Curlewis. Ten AM sharp. See you then." 
 
"The Education Department. Several days of looking through Personnel Files, etc. How 
bloody exciting! We got Court time to-morrow, Shells?" 
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"Yes...and a DPP meeting at their Office in the morning before the walk to the Court 
building. Check your bloody Diary on your iPad occasionally, my more senior colleague." 
 
"Never a dull moment." 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FIFTY-SEVEN 
 
 
"Got him, Joe. The same address for the past...oh...couple of years, in any case. These sods 
who try to slip under the radar still like to get the unemployment payment..." 
 
"Good work, Shells. Whereabouts?" 
 
"Take a guess...Warilla!" 
 
"Yep. Down Wollongong way...I think we need to take a drive...after we do the files held by 
the Education Department..." 
 
"That could be a couple of days...which means next week sometime. Perhaps." 
 
"Well, he's been at that address for a while now. I don't think he's gunna fly the coop in a 
hurry...and even if he does, he'll still want the Dole payments, so he'll let them know of any 
new address. He can wait." Shelley stated confidently. 
 
It was close to knock-off time and our regular stint in the Gym. 
 
"Shit, Shells. Yer not going to believe this." 
 
"What?" 
 
"The Diver family originally came from the Wollongong area...in fact Jack and Cheryl 
married down there...that was before he started his thing up the North Coast...I wonder how 
he got involved?" 
 
"Your right, I don't believe it! Who with? Our side or the dark side?... or was he playing 
both sides?" 
 
"Fair dinkum, you can trust what I say, okay? True! Judging by the hierarchy reaction a 
couple of weeks ago, I'd say he may have been a Cop plant into the other side...and he has 
been protected ever since..." 
 
"Mmm...that'd make sense. But why wasn't he, like you, you know, transferred out of 
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undercover work after a number of years?" 
 
"He could have gone feral like a lot of guys did...went off the rails, perhaps...been tagged by 
the dark side...stayed one week too long... there's plenty of scenarios that would have him 
wrapped in cotton wool now...it's a hard life working the other side of the street. You can 
never relax...mmm...two kids by all accounts in the marriage...including his gay son who 
had a thing about studs and leather jackets..." 
"Joe, be careful...political correctness and all that..." 
 
"Okay. Okay. Jack Diver went to Warilla Primary and then special classes for bright kids at 
Wollongong High...a coincidence?" 
 
"No such things as coincidences. A person of low mentality often says that...I think it's 
about time that we should bring CB into the loop." 
 
"To-morrow...I've done enough for today. Let's head for the Gym." 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FIFTY-EIGHT 
 
 
The following morning, it was as though everyone had got out of the wrong side of the bed. 
 
My excuse was that little Aleesha had a bad case of teething and kept both Tellie and I up 
all night. 
 
The DPP Reps were argumentative and defensive which didn't improve during our brief 
Court appearance. 
 
Our need to be present ended up as a brief appearance before the Court that lasted perhaps 
fifteen minutes for both Shelley and I combined! 
 
For that we sat on uncomfortable timber bench seats for close on two hours before our 
names were called. Our appearance to validate the course of events that occurred before the 
shooting suicide of Mishka 'Missie' Barnes. 
 
This was the second time that incident involved our time giving evidence of our movements 
up to her shooting. Repetition that was onerous and bloody useless! It was expected that the 
Court would again defer judgement until further DNA testing was conducted on Lee 
Barnes's sister and brother who had been estranged from the deceased Charlie Barnes for 
years. They neither interested in the A$17M Lotto payout, but on the advice of their Sect, 
had also placed proprietorship on the winnings. 
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The Court had already made a Decision in the Case. 
 
That decision based on the DNA proof that was undeniable. Miska Barnes was the 
biological daughter of Charlie Barnes. The old bloke who had karked it seven days before 
his numbers came up and won him AU$17M. What the Church of Lee Barnes and his two 
siblings was hoping was at least a token amount from the winnings for their troubles. The 
way it was going, the only people apart from Miska Barnes's two children who would see 
any of the winning money, would be a handful of Solicitors! 
 
This was now being contested on appeal, by the siblings of the deceased Charlie Barnes as 
requested by their Church which was going to be the receiver of the full amount if their 
Appeal was successful which was highly unlikely. 
 
I guess you can't blame them for trying, but it sure did tarnish the image of the Church 
because of this action. 
 
It was a common talking point no matter who you spoke to. 
 
And so the sorry saga continued. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER FIFTY-NINE 
 
 
Missus Curlewis was a friendly, smiling, middle-aged woman who loved her job and went 
by the book. She seated us at the back of a large open Office area that thrummed and droned 
with the usual humdrum sound of any large Office at work. 
 
We spent almost four entire days trawling through the recorded employment history of the 
seven Victims. Pulling pertinent folios to be copied and printed. 
 
What I was interested in was any period where the seven may have been allotted to the same 
School...either Primary or High School or the two in close proximity. Teaching kids as they 
elevated through Primary into High School. 
 
Shelley was concentrating purely on the Academic and career aspects of each of the seven. 
Any black notes that may have reflected badly on their chances of an upward movement. 
 
There were none. 
 
Only rosy, colourful reports on their suitability as Teachers. 
 
It would appear that each had received various Awards and Citations throughout their 
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professional careers. 'Meritorious Award for Excellence in Teaching' seemed to be passed 
out like lolly wrappers! 
 
They all had one at least! 
 
What we learned for this slog, was that each of the seven were excellent Teachers. 
Enthusiastic, as keen as mustard and of a high quality as far as Teachers went. 
 
I had to smile at this, as the entire Group must have been close to being removed from 
Teachers College on a number of occasions for their antics. That was only a summation on 
my part as their College achievements and reports were not included in their Personnel 
Files. 
 
"Missus Curlewis," I asked towards the end of the fourth day. "Would it be possible to view 
the Reports on the pertinent seven as they progress through Teachers College." 
 
"I guess it would...if you obtain another Court Order. That request is not included in your 
original Order...so at the moment, no. I'm sorry." 
 
She didn't look sorry. 
 
My view of the portly woman changed somewhat. 
 
"Missus Curlewis?" Shelley asked, as we sat in a large and airy Dining Area about an hour 
later. Sipping on cheap Instant Coffee and biting into stale biscuits. 
 
"Sorry about the biscuits. It's Friday and we only buy them each Monday to last the week." 
 
I left a half-eaten Monte Carlo on my plate. 
 
"Missus Curlewis?" Shelley again asked quietly. "One of the Group was a chap by the name 
of Denis McCartney. Would it be possible to pull his personnel file while we are here?" 
 
The woman looked at Shelley for several moments. I was sure on the verge of denying the 
request as the name was not mentioned on the original Court Order. 
 
"It was an omission on our part, Missus Curlewis as he was always included within the 
group arrangements." Shelley explained. 
 
"Um...how about I peruse his file and advise you of anything worthwhile? It will take me 
several days. Will that do? Say by the middle of next week?" 
 
Shelley was most gracious in accepting the compromise. A smile on her face told it all...to 
me at least! 
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I was bloody flabbergasted! 
 
"Um... students. If we wanted to source out a particular student at a particular school...say 
Warilla Primary and then some special class at Wollongong High, how would we go about 
it?" 
 
"What type of information on the student?" 
 
"Years of attendance...any bad reports on the lad...Teachers involved in his educational 
period...stuff like that." 
 
"We have a Central Registry. It's been digitised back to the '40s so far. There's a special 
Government Grant to take that Data Base back to the turn of the century. That is a huge 
undertaking...and again, you'll need a Court Order to get such information...or the written 
approval of said pupil." 
 
"Let me think about it, Missus Curlewis." 
 
 
 
CHAPTER SIXTY 
 
 
"Boss? We're in a bit of a bind..." 
 
Shells and I plopped into the chairs facing Clive Butler. 
 
He nodded his head. 
 
"Remember Diver and Ali?" 
 
"Oh Mary, Mother of God! How could I forget...my arse is still sore from the 
whipping...don't tell me, you want to arrest them on suspicion..." 
 
"Well, not exactly sir...just Diver and his missus." 
 
"Okay, fill me in on the missing links. On what grounds do you see an arrest as possible?" 
 
He sat quietly as we both revealed what we had on Diver. The Traffic monitoring camera 
shots of he and his missus tootling down the Motorway early on the day before of Reeves' 
hit and run homicide. The fact that a loud bike was heard taking off from the area where the 
subject vehicle was torched and then the same camera location videoing him and his missus 
heading back to Sydney on the following day...early. 
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CB nodded his head. 
 
"Additionally, Diver went to Warilla Primary School where one of the seven taught at the 
time..." 
 
"...and was progressed to a Special Class for gifted students at Wollongong High when 
Reeves was the Headmaster." Shelley finished for me. 
 
"Circumstantial." 
 
"Enough to bring him and his missus in for questioning..." 
 
"Yeah…and…and the whole world might explode again..." 
 
"Not necessarily, sir. We have always assumed that both Ali and Diver complained about 
our supposed harassment...what are the chances that it wasn't both of them..." 
 
"Or either of them..." Shelley chimed in. 
 
"...and we will only know which one if we just arrest Diver on suspicion." I finished off. 
 
CB looked from me to Shells. Looked down at his hands that were clasped in his lap. 
 
"It's my arse that still hurts...I'm not convinced. If he went to School, both Primary and High 
School down there, it means that family may still live down that way. Before you go tearing 
off arresting the guy on circumstantial evidence, do a bit more digging. It's not your arse 
being kicked, let me tell you, but if your actions cause a similar response to last time, then 
you both can be sure that I will ream a new arse-hole for both of you." 
 
 
 
CHAPTER SIXTY-ONE 
 
 
"You sure this is the right address?" 
 
"Yeah...Centrelink is never wrong...I'll go around the back, Shells. You stay here." 
 
I'd stepped off the small Porch area as the door swung open. 
 
"Who the fuck wants to wake the dead with all that bloody banging on me door?" 
 
"I reckon that you may have been close to death, Mister Fields. You're a hard man to  
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track down..." 
 
"Why do I need to be tracked down, in any case? Fields? Not bloody likely. Listen, I've just 
come off a double overnight and I'm completely wasted. My name's not Fields. It's Barney 
Savage. Me and me missus have lived here for close on two years. I'm a Wardsman at 
Wollongong Hospital. Now, if there's nothing else..." 
 
"Who were the tenants before you?" 
 
"Jeezus...um...Austin. Kylie Austin...she had a live-in boyfriend. Don't knowed his name. 
Nothing else? Good day to yers." 
 
He shut the door as we stood there. 
 
"What was that about Centrelink never being wrong, Joe?" 
 
"Yeah, well...statistically I suppose that there is a one in one thousand glitch of some sort..." 
 
"Yeah, right." Shelley commented as she opened the door of the Unmarked. "Where to now, 
Einstein?" 
 
"Somewhere to get a decent coffee...I still can taste that shit stuff from last Friday." 
 
"Me too...it tasted like dirt to me." 
 
 
 
CHAPTER SIXTY-TWO 
 
 
We were seated out in the sun at the Shellharbour Surf Life Saving Club. 
 
The small Take-away joint under the building did a roaring trade. 
 
The coffee was good. 
 
The Toasties even better! 
 
"You did do a complete Mister Google trawl on our friend didn't you, Shells?" 
 
"Do you realise how many Fields there are in the World?" 
 
"I guess that's a no, huh? Though with that many fields, if you joined them all together, 
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there'd be some mighty big paddocks!" 
 
I stuck out my tongue. Shelley groaned and shook her head. 
 
"After the two hundredth, you kind of lose heart. You give it a shot!" 
"Mightn't have to. Centrelink electronically transfers funds into a Bank Account. Go back 
through that info to get the Bank and the Branch location. They may have a different 
address for our man. He sure is trying to stay under the radar, huh?" 
 
"The Bank won't release that type of information without a Court Order..." 
 
"They may if we explain the situation and how we are at our wit's end trying to track down 
the murderer of seven persons in the area...and Shells, you're good at getting information 
from a bloody State Public Service Official without fluttering an eye-lid. Why don't you 
give it a go?" 
 
"God, am I ever likely to live that down." 
 
I contacted the person whom I had dealt with previously in this matter. I waved the same 
Court Order Number and date to obtain the Bank involved in the electronic transfer. She 
gladly even supplied me with the Branch location. 
 
"You're a dearie. Thanks for that." I looked over at Shelley. "Guess...Warilla...now give me 
a go with Mister Google and let's see what happens." 
 
"Okay, smart arse. While you are doing that, I'll get onto the Telco and see whether they 
have a mobile number for the name of Cam Fields living in the suburb of Warilla." 
 
She poked her tongue out at me. 
 
I had that smug look on my face. 
 
Shelley picked up her mug of coffee and turned in her chair to look out over the beach and 
the surf. Not wanting to eye my smugness for another nanosecond! 
 
"Here we are...narrow the search field...no pun intended...down to Wollongong/Warilla/ 
Australia and guess what? We have a local paper article about a Cameron Field who was 
deliberately run over by his live-in partner in 2011...a Miss Kylie Austin...he is now 
permanently incapacitated and in a wheelchair...fuck! I guess we can remove his name from 
the POI list...the girlfriend got four and half with a non-parole period of three and nine 
months. She'd be out by now, I reckon." 
 
"Who cares...and that leaves us with...SFA, Sherlock." 
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She needed to get over my patronising manner a little quicker. I told her as much, which 
could earn me a silent trip back towards the Office! 
 
I broke the silence. 
 
"While we are here, it's a stone's throw to Warilla...and the Diver name still has an address 
there. Let's pay them a visit, eh?" 
 
We finished off our Toasties and coffee. I purchased a bottle of water and walked over to 
the Unmarked in mock frustration. 
 
"There's something wrong with the world when a litre of chilled water costs more than a 
litre of petrol. When you consider the amount of refining it takes to get that petrol while all 
they do is pass stream water or tap water through a carbon filtration system, there is 
something very wrong with that." 
 
Shelley looked at me as though both my eyes had fallen from their sockets. Either that or the 
look was sheer agony. 
 
We headed towards Warilla in silence. 
 
It was going to be a boring trip back up to Sydney I thought. 
 
We crawled to a stop outside a weathered, paint starved, fibro shack. 
 
"You sure this is it? Compared to Jack Diver's place, this is a hovel." 
 
"Mmm...yeah...this is it." 
 
I knocked on the door, keeping in time with the yapping coming from inside. 
 
"Shut up, Yap. Shut the fuck up, dog." A strident voice yelled. The door opened wide. 
 
"Yeah?" Loud and piercing. The dog peering out from between the woman's legs. A soft 
growl its welcoming tone. 
 
"Missus Diver?" 
 
"Yeah. Who's asking?" 
 
We both opened our ID wallets. 
 
"Coppers. Yeah, what do yers want?" 
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"Jack Diver? Is he your brother?" 
 
"Yeah. So what?" 
 
"Seen him lately?" Shelley asked. 
 
"Yeah...what's it to you?" 
 
"When did you see him last?" 
 
"Bloody hell...ninety questions...he and his missus always come down here for the first 
week-end of the month. Rain, hail or shine. Ride their hogs down...that's the real reason why 
they come down. To ride their hogs, not to see me...though's theys came down on the Fridee 
last month. Went home on the Sat'dee afternoon. Late. It was forecast to rain heavy on the 
Sundee...we went to the Club Fridee for Dinner and then to the game up at Wollongong 
Stadium on Fridee night. A good game. Nothing else? Then I'll be closing the door. It's a bit 
chilly. I'll let Jack know you called." 
 
"What time did they arrive on the Friday?" 
 
"Jeez...um...early...maybe nine. In the morning. They's says that early morning is the best 
time to ride against the traffic. Too bloody cold for my liking. Maybe a bit before nine. I 
was still asleep when they rolled up with all the noise in the world from bloody Jack's 
bike...Christ they make a noise. I was still in bed as there was a Soccer match on at the 
Stadium on the Thursday night. Got home late. Is that enough? You betcha. Good day to 
both of yers." 
 
She closed the door leaving us standing there like shags on a rock. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER SIXTY-THREE 
 
 
Shelley's mobile sang out its boring ringtone. 
 
"Detective Shelley Shields. You're on speaker-phone, as I am driving." 
 
"It's Missus Curlewis. Education Department. You were with me last week, up until Friday. 
You asked if I could drag out some information on one Denis McCartney. One 'N' in the 
Christian name. I have some information for you. I'll confirm by e-mail but I thought you 
may be able to use the history...Mister McCartney was pensioned out of a Teacher's role in 
late 1998 for health reasons. It would appear that he had a mental meltdown during a Class 
session, seriously injuring two students and slightly injuring several others who were trying 
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to restrain him...am I still with you?" 
 
"Yes, Missus Curlewis. I am just slowing down to get off the road. Keep going." 
 
"There's not much more. He spent some time in a Psychiatric Ward. Is now under close 
supervision by a Medical Doctor and a Psychiatrist. He receives a part Disability Pension 
from the Federal Government and part superannuation through the State Super Board. His 
current address is behind the Wollongong Hospital. Rosemont Street. A Community 
Halfway house for seriously incapacitated and ambulatory threatened persons and those 
having mental disorders that are easily controlled through drug therapy. Is that of some 
help?" 
 
"Very good, Missus Curlewis. That is extremely helpful. Thank you." 
 
Shelley signed off and did a youie to head back towards Wollongong. 
 
"Christ, Mar... we won't get home until late. We can come back to-morrow...or whenever." 
 
"Thirty minutes and we're at his front door. Ten minutes and we can wipe him from our list 
of POI's. We'll be going against the traffic going home. You can drop me at Liverpool 
Police Station and I can get a ride home with Greg. You can go straight home and we'll do a 
double to-morrow morning in the Gym. All solved. OK?" 
 
"Do I have a choice?" 
 
"Not while I'm riding this horse, Tonto...up, up and away..." 
 
"That's not the Lone Ranger's call, is it?" 
 
"I don't know, Tonto. Who cares. It sounded pretty good to me." 
 
Give me strength. 
 
She could smell the odour of the hunt. 
 
 
 
CHAPTER SIXTY-FOUR 
 
 
We pulled up at the kerb outside the house number that we were given.  
 
The house had bars on all the external windows and wheelchair access up onto a veranda 
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that ran the entire width of the house. The building looked as though it extended over the 
allotment to the rear street. It was quite a large complex. Several open carports gave shelter 
to a varied assortment of vehicles, including a Harley motorbike. 
 
"Looks like one of those 'care' houses for handicap persons...you know?" Light-hearted me! 
 
"Shhh, Joe. They maybe a little vulnerable to such talk." 
 
We stepped up onto the veranda and rang a buzzer. We could hear it echoing inside. The 
front door slowly opened. 
 
The security screen door remained shut and locked. 
 
"Didn't ya see the sign...no Hawkers, thank you! Ya know what a Hawker is? He tries to sell 
ya stuff ya don't really need or want using sneaky techniques...and lies." 
 
"Sorry. No. I'm Detective Joseph Lind. This is my partner, Detective Shelley Shields. Could 
we speak to some-one in charge, if we could?" 
 
"You want to speak to Nurse Ratchit...no, I'm joking. Nurse Beverley. She's lovely. I'll just 
go and get her." 
 
The door closed, damping out his chuckle at his own joke. 
 
It opened again moments later with a squeak from the hinges. 
 
"Can I help you?" A bodiless voice asked from behind the ajar door. 
 
With the heavy-duty security door helping to mask anyone standing behind, we had no idea 
who we were speaking to, although the voice was measured and educated. 
 
I identified myself, thrusting my ID card towards the screen door. 
 
I doubted that the voice could see it, as we couldn't see her. 
 
"Does Denis McCartney reside at this address?" 
 
"He may. Why do the Police need to speak to him?" 
 
"He may be able to help with our enquiries into several homicides..." 
 
"Or may not. Would that be correct? I do not wish to seem to be obstructive in my stance, 
but the people who reside at this establishment are my responsibility. You understand?" 
"Of course, Sister. Any conversation that we may have with McCartney will be conducted 
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with you being present...that is understood." 
 
"Understand, Denis is a very difficult person to deal with at times and often you have no 
idea which way certain outside stimuli will have an effect on the man...do you have a 
warrant?" 
 
"We understand. We will try to be as sensitive as we can...and arrh... we just wish to speak 
to McCartney which does not require a warrant...we do not intend to arrest him...which 
may, under certain circumstances, require a warrant...if you like, we can organise one and 
return with several Uniforms..." 
 
The inner door opened wide and the sound of the security door being unlocked could be 
heard. 
 
She opened the door and stood aside, offering her hand as she gestured us inside. Again, 
locking the security door then locking the door after we had entered. 
 
I wondered on the Fire Safety regime with bars on the windows and all external doors 
locked! 
 
Inside and out! 
 
"My Office." She commanded as we followed her. 
 
We were sat in a sunny, airy, large Office and told that she would see if McCartney was in a 
position to answer questions. 
 
"Sister? Before you go, what exactly is the medical condition that McCartney suffers from?" 
 
"Simply? In layman terms...paranoid schizophrenia with a quite severe anxiety complex. 
Both are suitably controlled by several powerful drugs. In which case, he is usually quite 
like you or I." 
 
A slight smile came and went quickly. 
 
She wasn't used to be bossed about by others. 
 
She disappeared, locking her Office door as she departed. 
 
After several minutes, we could hear a key being turned in the lock and the door was 
opened. 
 
Denis McCartney stood about 175 centimetres tall. Just under six foot in the old scale. Grey 
hair. A grey bushy beard. Soft blue eyes and a ready smile. 
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Sister Beverley indicated a chair for the man to sit into. 
 
She made a point of closing her Office door and locking it again. 
 
I glanced at Shelley who raised an eye-brow at the security practises. 
 
"Um...Denis. Do you mind if I call you Denis? No worries? Good. I'm Detective Joseph 
Lind and this is my partner Detective Shelley Anne Shields. Would you mind if we ask you 
a few questions?" 
 
"About what?" 
 
A clear strong voice that gave the impression that there was nothing to hide. 
 
"Do you know a Simone Calder? Simmy Calder?" 
 
"The name sounds familiar...from my past." 
 
"Mary Bethley Fields?" 
 
He nodded his head before mumbling that the name was familiar. From his past. 
 
The cockiness was leaving him. 
 
"Simon John Reeves?" 
 
"Yeah...known him..." 
 
"Do you have a Driver's License?" 
 
"Not for a long time..." 
 
"But you can drive a car, can't you?" 
 
"I guess...I sometimes borrow one of the cars from here." 
 
"Without a Driver's License?" 
 
He glanced at Nurse Beverley who scowled at him. 
 
"A 4WD?" 
 
"Sometimes...it's mine but I lend it to people..." 
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"Why do you have a vehicle if you haven't a Driver's License?" 
 
He looked at me with a blank expression. Shrugged his shoulders. Looked away. A guilty 
look on his face. He couldn't keep eye contact. 
 
"A motorbike?" 
 
"Yep...I got one of those. The Sister here lets me out so I can feel the wind through me hair. 
The throb and power of the motor." A smile on his face. 
 
I nodded my head. 
 
"You get out a fair bit on your bike. Harley, is it?" 
 
"Yep...I look after it. Keep it in the back shed..." 
 
"Have you got a Bike License?" 
 
"Yep, you need one to ride a bike..." 
 
"Yet you don't have a car License but you still drive a car...a 4WD?" 
 
He looked guilty. Glanced across at Nurse Beverley who again scowled at him. 
 
He bowed his head. 
 
"Do you know anything about explosives?" 
 
He lifted his head up suddenly at the question. He seemed to push his chest out proudly. 
 
"Explosives? Yer don't need fancy explosives. All yer need is a can of petrol and a candle in 
an enclosed area..." 
 
Again, I nodded my head. 
 
Glanced over at Shells to make sure that she was recording this. 
 
"Dianne Grace Reagan?" 
 
He nodded his head though he frowned at the directional change. 
 
"Are you Diabetic?" Shelley asked, interrupting my flow. "Inject yourself daily?" 
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"Yes...it's been that way for a long time..." 
 
"So when you are out all day, you carry a needle kit?" 
 
"Ya gotta otherwise yer could suffer a problem. You need to be on yer toes and know the 
signs so yer can act quickly." 
 
"Do you get away from here much?" 
 
"Yep. If I got things to do..." 
 
"Like what?" 
 
"Yer know...things. Lots of things. Go see people...I like bush-walking." His face lit up. 
 
"Like Sandra Basdrabanadran?" 
 
He again looked away. A moment of anger flashed across his face. 
 
"Yeah...a bloody snob. Thought she was better than some-one like me...I got an IQ of a 
genius...what would she know better than me?" 
 
"Stella Condi Hassa." 
 
He nodded his head. 
 
"Another frozen bitch who was very picky with her favours..." Anger was starting to taint 
his words. 
 
"Christine Joy Parfitt." 
 
"Yes. Another who thought she was too good for me...though she threw herself at Simon 
time and time again...the bastard thought it his own private harem going back to the old 
days...and no-one could share in the sugar unless he agreed to it..." 
 
"Simone Calder? She was the first to die...why did you kill her?" 
 
"I didn't...Lindsay did..." 
 
"Who's Lindsay?" 
 
"Sometime he lives in my bedroom...other times he is in my head telling me to do things 
that I know I shouldn't do..." 
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"Like what?" 
 
"You know..." 
 
"No, I don't." 
 
"You know...there are people who it is obvious, don't like you. Don't want you around. 
Don't want you to touch them...you know?" 
 
"The Teachers Group...is that what they called themselves?" 
 
"Yeah...mightier than thou...if you weren't in, you were bloody well right out...I showed 
them...they all seemed surprised to see me...Simone? Simone?" He shook his head. Tears 
welled in his eyes. "I loved that girl...yet when I tried to speak to her not that long ago, she 
actually laughed at me...like in the old days...when I was the butt of all their 'in' jokes...I was 
just a joke to all of them..." 
 
"Anyone else?" 
 
"No... Lindsay has helped me to repay the shit they put me through..." 
 
"Mostly woman...and Simon Reeves." 
 
"Simon Reeves...he thought it was his bloody harem...and it was me who supplied most of 
the weed in the old days. Me!!!" 
 
He stood, spittle spraying from his mouth. 
 
"Me! Understand? So they could all get high and play swappsies...but not with me...I 
supplied the weed. Understand? And then they ignored me, the bastards. They were up 
themselves!" 
 
"C'mon, Denis. Sit back in your seat, take a deep breath and count to twenty with your eyes 
shut...let your muscles relax...that's a good chap." Sister Beverley cooed. 
 
She suddenly realised that she had a serial killer sitting next to her. 
 
I stood, placing handcuffs on the elderly man. 
 
Shelley read him his rights. 
 
I rang for the local cops to transport him to the local Station overnight. 
I would arrange transportation up to Sydney early the next morning. 
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I stood on the wide, long veranda as McCartney was placed in a Divvy van. 
 
"What are you thinking, Joe?" 
 
"That with a good Defence Lawyer, I doubt that he will be seen fit to face a jury trial for 
these homicides. I'd like to think that I'm wrong, but I don't think so." 
I rang the Boss to fill him in on developments, paying special attention to his current mental 
prognosis. 
 
"Joe, that's not your concern. Whether he's fit or not to stand trial is outside your realm of 
responsibility. Your role is to arrest him on seven charges of homicide, obtain his testimony, 
better still his admission of guilt and leave it up to the DPP to worry about his mental state. 
Joe? Good work. I'll be honest with you. Next week I was going to form that Task Force and 
let the Deputy Commissioner know that we had a serial killer amongst us. Well done to you 
and Shelley. Let her know how pleased I am, on both of your efforts." 
 
I walked back to stand beside my partner. 
 
"What did he say?" 
 
"That we did good..." 
 
"That's it?" 
 
"What more did you want. A kiss on the lips? A slap on the bum?" 
 
"That is so sexist, Joseph Lind...so bloody disgusting. I'm driving to Liverpool Cop Station 
and you can drive home from there..." She turned to me. A worried look on her face. "Joe? 
We did good, didn't we?" 
 
"Yep...we did." 
 
"Do you think Reeves organised the group for swappsy week-ends where he was the Lord 
over his harem?" 
 
I shook my head. 
 
I couldn't see it. 
 
To be involved in such a life-style, one would require a certain laissez faire attitude. A 
bohemian existence. There was not one pointer giving me that impression. 
 
"Truly, from what we have been able to glean on the man, I can't see it...he seemed too 
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much the straight arrow. Swappsies? Orgies? In his dreams. I really don't think so. Reeves 
was too much the White Knight. A Pillar of Society. An impeccable and honest citizen.  
I think he would respect the thoughts and emotions of every one of that group...I can see 
him being the person who everyone confided in... told their innermost thoughts to...but to be 
the head of the harem in a sexual sense? Just not on from what I can see." 
 
"Good...I think that too!" 
We headed towards the Unmarked. 
 
"How about we go and rattle Diver's cage on the way back?" 
 
"What!?" 
 
"Yeah, you know, get up his nose...see how long it takes for the DC to come storming into 
the Boss's Office..." 
 
"And if he doesn't?" 
 
"Then we'll know for certain that Ali is the whistle-blower!" 
 
"You're incorrigible, Joseph Lind. Incorrigible!" She opened the door of the vehicle. "Joe? 
That doesn't prove it either way. I reckon we have the whistle-blower in either PI, GRT or 
Major Crimes. Some-one around the same age as Diver who may have been his Handler 
with Diver the snitch… or some-one who was in cahoots with Diver in the old days double 
dealing in the marijuana business." 
 
"You think?" 
 
"Yep. I think… some-one who wants to protect his reputation and his retirement 
pension…and wants sleeping dogs left well alone." 
 
"Yea? Let me think about it as you could be right. What-ever, head for Liverpool Cop Shop 
so you can get a lift home. Okay?" 
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